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To thank properly each and every person who contributed to the success of our TAFF
trip, and who made the publication of this report possible would extend it by several
pages, as it would be necessary to list all contributors to the 1973 campaign, everyone
whom we met on the trip, and everyone who assisted in the publication of TMHA. We thank
you—one and all—on behalf of TAFF, and our personal thanks are included in this
attempt to express our gratitude«
We will endeavor to list the names of those persons and organizations who did more
than their share in providing us with hospitality and help during the trip, as well as
those who provided physical, mental and monetary help in the publication of this Trip
Report. They are:

Mervyn Barrett,

Dr. Karl Krejci-Graf

Beryl Bentcliffe

Ethel Lindsay

Brie Bentcliffe

The OMPAcon ’73 Committee

Lindsey Bentcliffe

The Outlander Society

Mario Bosnyak

Ella Parker

Anne Cox

Fred Parker

Ed Cox

Fred Patten

Barry Gold

Bruce Pelz

The Petard Society

Mary Jane Hertz

< .
Dave Hulan

.

Ina Shorrock

Marcia Hulan

Norman Shorrock

Eddie Jones

Rick Sneary

Marsha Jones

Simone Walsh

Gail Kimberly

Tony Walsh

Bob Kdnigsberg

Norman Weedall

Jay Konigsberg

Stan Woolston

r

The Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society, - Inc. (LASFS)

It should be noted-that the above list is necessarily incomplete, as this is being
written before the final collating and stapling sessions. All we can say is Thanks
Again to all of you, and our apologies to those who should be but didn't get listed by
name.
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PROLOGUE (Jane)

It all started on a quiet Sunday afternoon tn April, 1972. We me sitting
around being peaceful, token the phone rang. Lt was Marsha Elkin, calling {/tom
Boston. She sued that she kad just recently returned from England, and had taken a
poll to see toko they would tike to see over there as a TAFF delegate.
"How would you two tike to run as a team?" was the operative question.
I
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*
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"Uh—er—" we responded brilliantly.
We decided that we needed time to think about this, and that we would let her
know later--when we went up to Herrybrook Lodge In the Santa Cruz Aedwoods for &
week's vacation. Len had always Intended standing for TAEE—someday. To have it
! abruptly presented as a here-and-now possibility was just a touch dis concerting.

So it was that while sojourning in the shade of the mighty redwoods we came to
our decision. We chose a postcaAd depicting some of the tranquil scenery about us,
inscribed our Intent To Stand on the back of it, and sent it off to Marsha.

Thus were the wheels set in motion...

Hill

Thursday, November 16, 1972 was the final voting day for the '73 TAFF race. We
wondered who had won, but heard nothing either Eriday or Saturday. Saturday night
we had a few fannish friends over for an evening 06 Rolf Harris records, and there
was some speculation on the winner/winners.
. Sunday moaning, my son Jerry (AKA Jay) borrowed my Car, Miss Pym, to go pick dp
his girlfriend and take her to church. Within a few minutes he was bach, a pale
yellow envelope in his hand.

"I went by the old house on Paramount and found this stuck in the door," he
explained. L looked at it with a jaundiced eye, since I've become familiar with
telegrams used as advertising matter.

We opened it. Inside was the terse mess a-e "Heartiest Congratulations--Mario".
Len waved it triumphantly. "Lt's from Hario Bosnyak, baby! We’ve won TAEE!"
JOY AMP VICTORY? We promptly got on the phone and started calling our friends
to share the news—awakening some of them. As a matter of fact, one of them was
sufficiently asleep when informed that we'd won TAFF to wonder where we were going
to put it.

The general hullaballoo connected with phoning everyone we could think of also
woke our leftover guest from the night before, Erank Gasperik. He helped us decide
that this was a Proper Occasion for opening the bottle of pink champagne we had
sitting in the refrigerator. Since Erank had the strongest pair of hands of any of
us, it fell to his lot to open it.
The cork finally gave way with a one-gun salute, and the wine foamed out onto
the floor. We quickly got it over the sink and into glasses, and declared the wine
left on the floor to be a libation to thz ghods of fandom.
IHH
Having won, there was the business of getting ready to go. Of course, there
was Plenty Of Time, back there in November, and we didn't really get well started
until about March.

T/ie/ie
matteA of thott
ovent eat tAavel. We thought of smallpox vaecZnc'Xco^ immediately, but oua doctor. said that they weAe haAdly neeettaAy wheAe we weAe
going, and taid that we'd do betteA with pAotection against cholena and typhoid,
which we might be exposed to tn cAowded inteAnational aiA teAminals.
*1 "
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It was a AemaAkably wet winten, and it seemed as if we took tuAns having colds,
to we neyeA dtd get to the doctoA foA the neeetsaAy shots. Meanwhile, we went to a
pAofetsional photogAapheA to get the photos foA oua passpoAts, and got the patspoAts
themselves applied foA, A couple of tAips to the huto Club tn downtown LA got oua
travel plans stAaightened out. The second tAip was neeettaAy at almost the last minute
when we finally decided that yet, we weAe gotng to Germany. Aside fAom the fact that
Manio Bosnyak wat uAgtng ut to do to, theAe wat the little matteA of visiting my ton,
Bob KonigtbeAg, who wat stationed at an AAmy.base neaA Mannheim,

The FAiday befoAe we weAe to leave, I wat dniving home and listening to the Aadto,
when I heaAd a bit of, newt that stantled me consideAably, TheAe had been an outbAeak
of smallpox tn London, Only thAee known cases to faA, but the authorities weAe
watching caAefully, (It teemt that a tab technician had been woAking with smallpox
virus without having been immunized, When the got tick, the wat hospitalized in a
AegulaA wand, white heA doctoA worked to find out what the had, Two people visiting
tomeone in the next bed to hers had caught it fAom heA. They subsequently died. She,
AecoveAed.)
*
,

The next day we weAe at oua doctoA't office, sans appointment, When we explained
the pAoblem, he pnomptly immunized ut and had a few Aemanks to make on people who
ditappAove of smallpox vaccinations. (The AemaAkt weAe not panticulaAly complimentaAy
in cate you weAe wondering.) He gave ut oua yellow health certificates and advited
ut to have them stamped by a local health department, which I did in Pasadena on
Monday,
’
•

By Wednesday night, we wene pAetty welt packed, and weighed oua suitcases on the
bathroom scale. AccoAcung to own ticket folders, they would weigh everything we took
on the plane, including canny-on luggage, and if they weighed that too, we wpuld have
to pay excess baggage change (which it Aeckoned by the kilo—at least by BOAC],
Regretfully, we left a few thingt behind,
THURSDAY, APRIL 12 (Len):
,4
•
.?
Normally on Thursday nights we attend the meetings of the Los Angeles Science
Fantasy Society, Inc. (assuming you call that normal), but we decided to skip the
meeting this particular Thursday night and give ourselves plenty of time for lastminute packing and plane catching.
We had dinner at one of our favorite local restaurants, Ine Regency, where dur
favorite waitress, Norma, served us in her usual elegant-but-practical style. With us
were my mother, my stepson Jay, and Alex Bratmon.

We
from Ed
Sneary,
fannish

returned home before taking off for the airport, and received a phone call
Cox, who wished us Bon Voyage and all that jass. We then phoned Sir Richard
who also bid us fond farewell and asked us to carry his best wishes to his
friends in Old Blighty.

Finally, we were reasonably sure that we were actually ready to Go, though it was
still hours before our plane was scheduled to lift off. So we drove to LAX, and got
our baggage checked in at 9 p.m.

THURSDAY, APRIL 12(June):

Contrary to what the ticket folders had told ut, they did not weigh our hand
luggage. Had. we but known! Somewhat to oua surprise, the man at the ticket counter
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inspected and stamped ouA passpoAts. U’4 ceAtainZy the ZogicaZ way o^ doing st,
bat we had AatheA expected a SpeciaZ Pass po At-Inspecting O^iceA, pAobabZy ..with
ZaAge gold epauZets on his uniioAm and scAambZed eggs aZZ oveA Ivis cap.

The InteAnationaZ CaAAieAS teAminaZ is a AatheA scAu^y-Zooking ptace. It Zooks
as i^ it couZd us e the s eAvices o^ a batch oft cleanup men, fioZZcwed by a paint cAew.
Me gZanced into the baA, to ^ind it a stand-up a^aiA. TheAe weAe tabZes adjacent,
bat they beZonged to a AestauAant tn the 6ame aAea. Me wandeAed aAound a bit and
ioand a ZockeA to hoZd oua hand Zaggage, then went to the money exchange and tAied
to get 6ome BAitish change. They toZd aS they didn't have any BAitish cotn, bat
that the exchange upstaiAS couZd heZp us. Me Aode up the escaZatoA, onZy to ^ind
that the one upstaiAS had cZo6ed a ^ew minutes be^oAe.
Me aZso Zooked with some inteAest at oua ^isst sight o^ a duty-^Aee shop. They
weAe setting cigaAettes, peA^wmes and otheA exotica at gAeatZy Aeduced pAiees—f^oA
expoAt. I toZd Len tt was a pity that we'd aZAeady boaght oua 6 tock, o^ cigaAettes
^oa the tAtp. Bat, even so, we woaZd have had to find a way to pack them. *Sigh*

Me waZked oveA to the TMA teAminaZ to see if they had a moAe hospitabZy aAAanged
baA. UnfoAtunateZy, TMA has its secuAity check set ap tn its fAont Zobby, and no
one goes past it without being seaAched and Aun thAoagh the metaZ detectoA. I baZJked
at havtng my puAse opened and inspected when I wasn't even gotng on one of theiA
aiApZanes, so wc waZked back to the InteAnationaZ CaAAieAS teAminaZ sans dAinks.
EventuaZZy tt came time to Zine ap foA the security inspection befoAe boaAding
BOAC SapeA VC-TO. They used a hand-heZd metaZ detectoA, whtch they moved ap and
down oveA us. My secuAity man stopped by my Zefthand coat pocket and inquiaed as to
what I had tn tt. I Zooked bZank, because that’6 the way I feZt, and stuck my hand
tnto the pocket tn question.
oua

"FZashcubes," I toZd him. He accepted the answeA wtthoat asking to 6ee them,
and passed me. The odd thtng was that he appaAentZy missed the change I was caAAytng in my Aight-hand coat pocket.
Len’s secuAity man inspected his cane, but opened tt just enough to be suAe
that tt wasn’t a swoAd cane. The viaZs weAe empty, but we couZd have been caAAying
anything at aZZ tn tt. (IncidentaZZy, that was the onZy secuAity 'check that paid
any attention to the cane at aZZ.) Then we weAe aZZowcd to boaAd the pZane, tuAning
a coupZe of times to wave to JeAAy, who was standing by the btg wtndcw (with the caA
keys tn his pocket.)
The "SupeA VC-10" is a condensed 707, I undeAStand. 1 don't Zike itl It'6
smaZZ, cAamped and uncomfoAtabZe. HoweveA, tt did take off on time. PAeciAety at
11:55 p.m. the pZane taxied away ^Aom the Zoadtng aAea and cut to the takeo^
AtAip.

Once we weAe ainboAne, the ZtquoA caAt woa pushed down the atAZe. I declined a
dAink, which woa pAobabZy a mistake. The Aeason iA was a mistake was because ZateA
I £ound out that I’ve neveA ZeaAned to stoop sitting up—and it's an acquiAed taste!
floo boy, is tt cvoa an acquiAed taste! Soon the cabin Zights weAe tuAned o^, Zeaving as mostZy tn daAkness except ^oa a
Aeading Zights heAe and theAe. PAesentZy
even those winked out, and we weAe Ze^t with the staAS outside ^oa tight.

VAMN FROM 57,000 FEET
The night passed in a seAies o^ ^it^uZ dozes. EveAytime I’d get to sZeep, I’d
deveZop a cAick in my neck that woke me up again. At one o^ these times, I obseAved
a duZZ Aed stAeak on the hoAizon. It was too daAk to Acad my watch [and I was too
sZeepy to think o^ tuAntng on my Aeading Zight) but it did seem much too caAZy ^oa
dawn—unZess the aZtitude at which we weAe iZying had something to do with it.
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Gnaduatty the ned stneak
about 3 a.m. - Pawn at 3 a.m.?
was unquestionably dawn. The.
ptnk and goZd on hen paZette,

bnightened, untiZ I couZd. fanaZZy make, out that tt was
Attitude on no, that dtd seem awfaZZy eanZy. But tt
stans faded out as Aunona dtd hen thing wtth ned and
and the. sky tightened to daytime bZue.

It was about this time that I woke up enough to neaZZze that we had been, afaen
aZZ, faytng east fan. sevenaZ houns, and that my watch was pnobabZy about two houAS
behind ZodaZ time.
PnesentZy the cabtn tights went, on, and BOAC senved us a tight bneakfast. They
totd us that we wouZd get tickets which wouZd entttZe us to as much bneakfast as we
wanted tn the PtccadiZZy TeAnace Co face Shop tn the JFK TeAmtnaZ tn New Vonk. As tt
tunned out, the. tickets entttZed us to mone bneakfast than we wanted. They one most
genenous with thetn positions!
. . .. *

FRIDAY, APRIL 13,,(Len)

. .

The security check at JFK Airport in NY was a bit more detailed than the one in
Los Angeles. As June said, they didn't bother to inspect my brandy cane, but their
metal detector was the "doorframe" type, and they made me walk through it twice. I
wasn't carrying the cane, having handed it to the chap who was inspecting the carryon luggage, but after my first walk-through, the lady inspector asked me to remove
This consisted mostly of keys and
any metal I might be carrying in my pockets.
change.
I put them down on the table and walked through again. She still looked
dubious and consulted with the man in charge. He hesitated a moment, then waved me
on through
June and I decided that perhaps the metal buttons on my jacket might have been
the cause for the negative reaction, or—said June—"Maybe you’ve got too much iron
in your blood".
(We have since found out from Dean Grennell that the foil wrapping
on a package of Life Savers can turn a metal detector into a raving paranoid.)

The flight from New York to London was scheduled to lift off at 10 a.m., New
York time, but it was half an hour late, waiting for a runway to be cleared. Again
we tried to sleep, and although I am better at sleeping sitting up than June is,
neither of us got much rest. There was quite a bit of turbulence for one thing,
and it was a crowded 747 with a good deal of bustling about by passengers and cabin
crew. We didn't bother to rent earphones, but I watched the movie, which was spine
sort of time-travel fantasy. British picture, of course.
I had a beer, and June followed Marsha Jones's recommendation and had some of
BOAC'excellent champagne--Mumm1s Cordon Rouge. We were too wound up mentally to
really telax, though. As we said before, we arrived at LA Airport earlier than was
necessary, which gives you some idea of how anxious we were co get started—to get
to England?! Accuse me of being a masochist if you will, but for many fannish years
I have always envied those who reported on the exquisite pleasures of being a
prisoner■in Parker’s Pen...

ALL CLEAR AND ON GREEN ^QX, OX!

"

•

"It was cZose to mtdntght London time when we annived at Heathnow Atnpont. It
was a tong tntp faom the pZane to the Immigration anea, most o^ tt by Speednamp, on
whateven they caZZ the moving waZkways oven thene. Gotng thnough Immtgnation was
simpZictty itseZf,—a nice man behind a desk stamped oun passports, asked how Zong
we'd be staying, weZcomed as to EngZand and toZd us we'd fand oun baggage "down those
stains oven thene".

Once down by the baggage canouseZ, we decided that tt was gotng to be..a Zong
watt, so wenfaund a baggage cant ahd a pZace to sit. They had ex.pZanatony ned and
-4-

q/teen 4Zqn6
aAound the aAea, baying that ii one. had bomething to declare to
exit undeA the Aed bign, oa ii one had nothing to dectaAe, exit unden the gAeen
tign. TheAe wat a tibt oi peAmibtibteb on the gAeen bign, done up in titent and
timitaA metnie tenminotogy. We weAe iaA too tiAed to tmj to tAanttate ^Aom U. S.
meatuAe to metnie, and tinee we had planned oua impontb in aeeoAdanee with the
inionmation given ut by the Auto Ctub, we attumed that we had Nothing To VectaAe.
So, aiteA iimMy eottecting oua bagt, we washed out unden the gAeen tign, Thene
wat a uniionmed man standing watching the peopte go by, but that't at much oi
Cuttomb- at we taw,
SATURDAY, APRIL 14 (June)

And it wat exactly that. At we walked thAough the GAeen Gate, a tange digitat
dock on the watt inionmed ut that it wat 12:02 in the ayem on Apnxt 14. Rejecting
that we'd done the patt 24 hount tn AecoAd time, it made it the thontett Eniday the
13 on AeeoAd—onty 15 houAt tong. ChuAchy LaFemme woutd appAove.

We had been totd to get on the Victonia but iAom the aiApont. to we went
outtide and iound it. Onty, it had no dooA< I ttood and tooked at it in bewitdened
inuttAation ioA a teeond, untit Len ted t*. way aAound to the otheA tide. By the
time we got theAe, it wat atmott ioM, the onty two teatt we eoutd iind being on
the uppen deck, bepanate iAom each otheA. Something in the back oi my mind whitpeAed
"Hey! A doubte-dechen but!" but it wat too tiAed out to geneAate much enthutiatm.
Being dniven on the teit tide oi the Aoad wat mitdty inteAetting, but it didn't
neatly involve me, way up theAe in the teeond ttonjy. (Oa bhoutd that be the "iintt
ttoAy", being that it wat Bnitain?)
Eventually, the but wobbled itt way into Victonia, and we debanked, to claim oua
tuggage once again. I knew that Etta and EAed PaAheA weAe tuppoted to meet ut, and
I wat looking aAound ioA a likely couple. Something about a kind-iaced man hotding a
tign ttanding with a pent wee tatt in a teopaAdtkin coat attnacted my attention, and
I touched Len’t anm and taid, "What about thote people oven thene?" Len tooked and
exclaimed "TheAe they aAe!" AiteA we got oven to them, I iound that Ened’b tign nead
"Len & June—Thit Way To PaAken’t Pen". We collected qua tuitcatet and weAe alt the
way out to the can beioAe I iound out that it wat Ethel Lindtay, not Etta PaAkeA.
LEN:

We got the intros straightened out whilst I was busy hugging and kissing Ethel
and shaking hands with Fred. Ella hadn't come to meet us, as she was having trouble
with her back, and had to stay home for her osteopath who had come to give her a
treatment. The idea of a doctor—any doctor—making house calls croggled me. But
then I remembered that it was, after all, Ella Parker, and even before we met Paul,
her osteopath, I was reasonably sure that he had become yet another slave of that
loverly boss lady.

Ethel was driving a small car leased from the Royal Auto Club, all parts of which
(the car, not the RAC) tended to stick a lot. She had to use both hands and some
rather strange Scot words (I assume they were Scot) to get it into reverse. Somehow
we managed to get all four of us and our luggage into the car, and we were off thru
the streets of London to William Dunbar House. June was sitting up front with Ethel,
on what would have been the driver's side had it been an American car. Even though
she knew that here, one is supposed to drive on the left, her driver's instincts were
. outraged a dozen times during the ride.
It was pushing 2 in the ayem when we arrived at the Pen, which is located on the
..seventh floor of William Dunbar House. Fortunately, there is an elevator, and altho
Ella had bad things to say about it, it did work while we were there.
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PARENTHETICAL INSERT (June)

The. Monday befone we left the. Stateb, we neecived a letten. fnom Ella, Among
othen. things, bhe abked uh to bnZng hen. a canton of SenZon. SenvZce cZganetteb,
ThZb cnoggled uh mildly, hZnee we know them to be a BnZtibh bnand. Howeven., we
tnled, and Zt took uh two dayh to fZnd a tobaceonZht who had even heand of them.
The one we dZd find wah mo6t helpful, and offened to hpecZal-onden. them fon. uh
until he undenhtood that we wene leaving the next day,

Ab Zt tunned out, what Ella abhumed wah that we would buy them on the plane,
Since we had neven. gone ovenheab begone, we didn't know thZh wah pohhlble until the
BOAC btewandehh came wheeling the little cant of tobacco goodZu down the alble. Ab
boon ah he haw Zt, Len Inqulned "Vo you have SenZon. Service?" "Certainty, bln.,"
wah the nepty, and a canton of SenZon. Service acquitted top bpot Zn the etnaw babket
I wah cannyIng.
When we annZved at EHa'e, I wab bnZefly Zntnoduced to hen., bhe Zn tunn Zntnoduced ub to hen. bednoom, which bhe wab tunning oven, to ub fon. the length of oun.
htay (Zt hah a lovenly big comfortable double bed), Pnebentty, we went out to hen.
living noom and hat down to chat a bit, I handed hen. the canton of ciganetteh,
outlining the effort we had gone to Zn Loh Angeleb to get them,
uBut I meant fon. you to get them on the aZn.plane!u

uYeh, but we didn't know that.u

^Vou mubt have thought I wab awfully htupZd, ahkZng you to buy them Zn the
Stateb !u
"No, not htupZd,

Jubt pecuZZan,"

And that Zb how I met Ella Panken.,
LEN:

■

• ••

"

We had our first experience with a Continental Quilt at the Pen. It is what the
old-fashioned among us would call a "featherbed" or an "eiderdown", being a quilt
filled with down. It looks bulky, but it is quite lightweight, and very warm and
comfortable. We later learned that they are in use all over England and the Conti
nent, judging by the hotels we stayed at (and the bedding put Out the wlndowb of
vanZouh houbeb to ain. that We pahhed by), Needless to say, we were Ready To Catch
Up On Our Sleep.
....... 7 .

When we saw Don and Elsie Wollheim a few days later, Don told me that we were
wise to start our journey at night and thus arrive in England in the nighttime,
ready to go to bed, as this made for an easier adjustment to the nine-hour time
differential. Actually, it wasn’t wisdom on our part, just the way we had planned
our schedule, based on when we could get off work and the fact that we wanted to
catch a plane on a weekday or night rather than on the weekend when fares would be
higher. . However, we do recommend this method to people traveling from America to
Europe. The discomfort of trying to sleep sitting up on the flight is compensated
for by arriving in time to go to bed and get up some time the next day at least
partially adjusted to the jet-lag difference.
I was awakened at noontime by hoofbeats on the pavement, seven stories below.
I leaped out of bed, with my sense of wonder doing more than enough to get my heart
started. Hoofbeats on the streets of London! Wow! Perhaps it was Holmes and
Watson, and the game was afoot. I knew that it would be more in keeping with the
canon if the hour were later, but so it wasn’t midnight and there wasn’t any fog—
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one can’t have everything.

I rushed to the window and drew back the curtain a little.

"What are you doing?" inquired June sleepily.

"Hoofbeats on the streets of London!" I cried.
"Wow!" Below me I saw a rather
ordinary-looking horse pulling a small wagon. The driver was dressed in some sort
of work clothes, and the bed of the wagon was empty. No signs or notices on the
wagon, either, at least none that I could see from that distance without my glasses.
June said "Grmf" and turned over, but I was too wide awake to sleep any more.
So it was only a rather nondescript horse and wagon—we were actually and literally
in London, a city we had dreamed of visiting all our lives. From Ella’s window,
one gets a wonderful view of old and new London. In the foregroundone sees the old,
wedge-roofed lookalike houses with chimneys and chimneypots—rooftops that go back
in time and bring visions of stories from history and from fiction.

Beyond them stand the high-rises—skyscrapers and council flats—which Ella and
Fred complain about because it spoils the old skyline. But to us it was a beautiful
study in contrast. That, of course, is one of the main points of interest in visit
ing the old world—the old contrasting with the new. It reminded us of Boston, and
I’m sure that there are many other places in the States that have the same contrasts,
but still there was no question that this was London, not Boston, and not—for God's
sake—Los Angeles.

Soon we were both up and about, breakfasted and ready to face the day with Ella,
Fred and Ethel. Ella thought we might want to do a wee bit of touring with Ethel
while she and Fred went to do the marketing. She was having a party for us that
night, and suggested that we not do any strenuous touring on our first day in London.
We agreed. We told her that we were there to see not only the fans and the histor
ical sights, but to see the people in general, how they lived, where they shopped,
and so on. So we would go marketing with her, as that in itself would be a tour for
us.
When we learned that we had won TAFF and were working on our trip schedule,
which had to be limited to three weeks as that was the most either of us could take
off from work at one time, I was complaining to Rick Sneary that we certainly
wouldn’t have enough time to see and do all the things we would like. Neither of
us had been to Europe before. My overseas duty during WW2 was spent in the Pacific,
and June had never been out of the Western Hemisphere before. Rick pointed out that
whatever we saw would be new or different for us, and that we should appreciate what
we did have time fcr, rather than regret what we would necessarily miss out on. He
was absolutely right, of course. And his point was well proven on that first day,
as we went out to the shops -with our three loverly tour guides.
Well, perhaps I should not refer to Fred Parker as "loverly" but he is a
beautiful man in the sense that beauty is as beauty does. He seems to be the exact
opposite of his sister in temperament, speech and approach to doing things. Both
Parkers are kind and considerate persons. I can say this safely, as Ella isn't here
to cuss me out and Fred isn't here to be quietly embarrassed. And of course Ethel
Lindsay fits into the same category. All three of them treated us like visiting
royalty. Not that Ella didn't order us about—I wouldn't want to be the one to alter
her Famous Fannish Image as the bcssy, sarcastic leader—but her orders were really
for our own good. Usually they came in the form of Suggestions, but they sounded
like Orders, and we usually Obeyed—because we too could see that she was thinking of
our welfare. When she Ordered a "lie-down", we took one.

Fred and Ethel, more quietly but just as persistently, helped us in more ways
than perhaps they realized. Like Ella, they made us feel very much At Home in the
Pen. Nobody stood on ceremonyo If all "pens" were like this one, I’d take up a
life of crime and do my best to get caught PDQ.
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I wish I could remember the context, but at least once during our stay, Fred
used an expression I hadn’t heard since my childhood—though I had read it in old
books. He was talking about how to. do something, or get somewhere, and showing how
simple it was, really. He finished with "And Bob’s your uncle, you’re there!" Now
this may be difficult to understand, but again my sense of wonder was revived.
’r*

...

Visiting Windsor Castle and going to the Tower of London and seeing the Crown
Jewels...all these things more than overpower one’s sense of wonder, and I don’t
mean to put them down, because all of these famous things are Musts on any tourist’s
itinerary (and especially if one was in love with England before ever seeing it) but
it was the so-called "little things" that I saw or heard that made me realize that I
was actually There. Hoofbeats..."Bob's your uncle!".,.the flower vendors...the kind
nesses of the people...the old not yet given way to the new (though I suppose it will
come and London will become too much like the New World, God help us all) (I doubt
that, I doubt It VQJuj much,) ...Fred Parker, a gentleman of the old school—and not
for a minute the stuffy old school, but the grand old school that survived WW2 and
was around to help June on and off the buses and trains, while Ethel, bless the wee
lass, insisted oh helping me in the same manner...Ella, leading the troops, looking
after our every comfort, fighting a bad back but making sure we were enjoying our
selves.. .giving up her cats for the week because she knew that June, who loves cats,
is allergic to their fur.
I realize that the foregoing
I wanted to get these impressions
ally the markets—were similar to
erent. Or so they seemed to me.
offices were new to us.

doesn’t tell you much about the shopping trip, but
down somewhere in this report. The shops—especi"
those here in the States, but the layouts were diff
And, of course, the shops that were also post

People? The younger people looked very much like the young people here. Boys .
with long hair, girls in miniskirts or granny dresses, many wearing the platform-soled
clog-heeled shoes. Older people, for the most part, looked "typically British" in
the sense that they seemed to dress more formally than people of the same generation
over here.
MINISKIRTS AND PRAMS

One combination caught my eye that seemed strange to me at first, until I sorted
it out. Miniskirts and prams. Almost every time I saw a pram in England, it was
being pushed by a young lady in a miniskirt. And, I might add, most of them had the
figure and the legs that go well with minis. Now, all of my life I’ve read books and
seen movies wherein prams, perambulators, baby buggies in jolly old England were
pushed about by Nannies or Governesses, who usually wore long, nurse-like uniforms.
So at first, I thought I was seeing a mod form of the British Nanny. But soon I
realized that these were young wives with their babies in prams, members of the mid
dle or upper middle classes, who couldn’t or wouldn't hire a Nanny to look after
their oppspring. And most of the babies in those prams were chubby little rascals,
looking well-fed and happy, as well they should be, as their mothers (as well as
having nice legs) were all well-equipped in the Bristol department.
After the shopping tour, it was Suggested that we take a lie-down to catch up on
our rest so that we would be in some kind of shape for the party that night. Which
we did. But we were up again by 7 p.m. when people started arriving. Ella had invi
ted London fans to come and meet the visiting colonists.
(I object! CatL^Ofunta. lb

not now and ha6 neve/t been a colony oi Gneat Britain! However, I'm wilting to
eonbldeA. It,..) Ethelwas on. holiday from her hospital duties, and was also staying
at the Pen.

The first to arrive was Pat Kearney, a young fan who (once upon a time) when he
was an even younger fan, visited the Pen and was Advised that anyone who spilled
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anything on Ella's new carpet was likely to be slain or at the very least partially
dismembered. In consequence thereof he himself was very careful indeed, and when
somebody else accidentally knocked over their teacup, young Pat threw himself to the
floor so that the tea spilled on him rather than on the sacrosanct carpet.
Soon others began arriving, including Arthur (ATom) Thompson and Mervyn Barrett,
whom I had met before. Eventually the room was filled with fans talking up several
storms, all the while tasting the various wines and other drinkables available, and
devouring the assortment of food laid on by the keepers of the Pen. Besdie the
aforementioned fen, there were also Don and Jan Geldart, Daphne Sewell, Jean Muggoch,
Jerry Webb, Anne Keylock, and a non-fan friend of Ella's, named Gina, who had brought
her boyfriend (whose name I don't remember because he spent most of the evening in
another room watching football or something on TV.) Gina, however, was a pretty and
sociable lass, and I trust she has recovered from the experience of having Arthur
Thompson explain Fandom to her...

Arthur was in fine form that night. He told of his troubles with one of the
many bridges of London—the Albert Bridge. He had to drive across it in order to
get from the Pen to his home. On one particular night, after a party or club meeting
at Ella's, he was driving home. He came to the Albert Bridge and crossed it. Then
he decided for some reason (perhaps having to do with the effect of Scotch on a Scot)
that it was the wrong way to go. So he turned about, re-crossed it, drove off in
another direction, found his route again, again crossed the Albert Bridge, again
decided it was wrong, and again turned around and re-crossed it.
Now this may sound like a very dull story the way I am writing it here, but the
way Arthur told it, going over the same ground again and again, it became funnier and
funnier.
(Unless, of course, it was the effect of the Scotch on the Scot-IrishEnglish-Pennsylvania Dutch-and-God-knows American fan listening.)
He also felt compelled to tell the tale of how I conked out at a Welcome ATom
party in LA with a brag game in progress on the bed next to the one I had taken.
And how I would occasionally interrupt the game to say "I pass" much to the amuse
ment of the fans who were actually playing the game. I don't remember doing this,
though I do remember lying there and listening to the progress of the game, as I
wasn’t quite as conked out as I appeared to be. I just didn’t feel like standing up
(or even sitting up) any more. Arthur tells a similar version of this story in ATOM
ABROAD, his TAFF Trip Report, and I now take this opportunity (as I did at the party)
to tell WHY I had managed to reach that state of physical inactivity.

It is true that I was drinking Chivas Regal and that I was sharing it with ATom.
It is not true that I was deliberately filling my glass and giving only a drap or so
to him. The fact is that he would not permit me to fill his glass as full as I did
mine. Had he done so, I might have stayed on my feet longer, as I would have had
fewer full glasses to imbibe. Now, that's logical, isn't it?
(I might add that I
was celebrating several things that evening, such as being a free man, my divorce
having been finalized, and the fact that ATom had won TAFF, and the upcoming conven
tion, and so on. Normally, I am quite a moderate drinker, as almost everyone knows.)

Cne thing I learned at the party at the Pen was that fan parties are the same
the world over, or so I would be willing to bet. And that ain’t bad. There was even
some discussion of science-fiction. I remember Jerry Webb and Merv Barrett arguing
over the merits of Kubrick as an s-f movie-maker. There were also discussions of
crime, police, politics, sex, wine, etc. etc.
,r

UP THE APPLES V LEMON ME RAMSGATES (June.)

At one. potnt tn the. evening, ATom decided to teach me about Cockney nhyming
Atang. It /tapidty developed that I atAeady knew tome o^ it, Aeiponding conAetMy
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to ’’titieAtat” (hat]. "apptes and peaAs" (staiAs], "Ramsgate sands" (hands] and
"temon squash” (was-M.. Then AAthuA thAow his bAoadside.
"Vo you know ’BAistot City' ?"
I had to admit that I didn't.

’’.MM,’BAistot City' means Big...” and he pantomimed the Aest, cupping his hands
appAopAiatety. Len neaAty £ett o^ his chacA paying attention.

"Ah!” I Aeptied in compAehension, as geneAat taughteA fitted the Aoom. ConsideAing the numbeA o.^ cities they coutd have picked ^oa that one, I AatheA suspect that
it has some Aetationship to BAistot Mitk and Bals tot CAeam.
LEN:

The spread at the party consisted of all kinds goodies, meats and cheeses and
sweets, including a cheesecake that Ella had made. Now June makes a most excellent
cheesecake, and it is always interesting to see how she will react to someone else’s
version of same. June takes great pride in her cheesecake, as well she should. I
don’t think Ella knew of this, but she asked June to taste her cheesecake, and was
obviously awaiting (perhaps a little anxiously) June’s reaction.

JUNE:
I was sitting on the ^tooA when Ethet ^ed me a bite o^ the cheesecake. I ate
it stowty, savoAing it as it deseAved, and then suddenly popped oveA onto my back
with att iouAS in the aiA—stAuck dead ^oa suAe.
TheAe was a second’s pause, and then Etta AoaAed "ALL RIGHT, JUNE MOEEATT!"
I Aegained a sitting position, she inquired "Mas it att Aight?”

As

"A bit o^ att Aight," I Aeptied.

Etta tuAned to ATom.

"She’s a btoomin’ Cockney!"

Yes, it was a wondeA^ut paAty and a gAeat intAoduction to BAitish Random.
SUNDAY, APRIL 15 (Len)

It was indeed quite late in the morning when we arose to start our "serious”
touring. Our schedule that day was to see a bit more of London and take a boat trip
on the Thames. Ethel and Fred were our tour guides, as Ella was expecting another
visit from her osteopath.

Warmly dressed and armed with our cameras, we took off with Ethel and Fred to
catch a double-decker bus to Trafalgar Square, This was our second bus ride in
London, and it was the worst. The streets were bumpy for, as in cities all over
the world, they were being dug up and repaired. The bus driver had a fine, carefree
attitude toward all of this, and drove wildly and swiftly the entire trip, so that
whenever we hit a bump our very lives were in danger.
It was a good thing that Ella
with her bad back wasn’t with us, as she would never have survived the trip. ,(On

the otheA hand, i^ Etta had been with us, it might have been the dAiveA who woutdn’t
have SuAvived...] June was almost thrown to the floor at one point, and did bang a
knee rather smartly because of the driver’s lack of control.
I don’t know if all London bus drivers are like that, but I strongly recommend
using the underground, even if you have to change trains more than once to get where
you want to go.
• \
. -t '..
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Breathing great sighs of relief that we had actually survived -the trip, we got
off the bus-and made a walking tourvin and around Trafalgar Square. Fjr^d proudly
pointed out Big Ben and told of how the sound of that old clock, kept up.their morale
during the war. Yes, I had heard it too, on Armed Forces Radio, and it is a kind of
double symbol to me, representing as it does the courage of the British people in
WW2 and the romance and mystery of Britain in history and in fiction. We saw the
Houses of Parliament, Scotland Yard, Downing Street, and somewhere in that area came
to Westminster Bridge.
.

We decided to take the boat that was going to Kew Gardens (mostly because that
was what was available) . While sitting on the top deck, waiting for the boat to get
under weigh, I looked up at Big Ben and set my watch by it. Up until then, I had
kept my watch on California time, but now seemed the proper and fitting moment to
fully accept that I was really in England. It wasn’t quite lilac time, but we were
going down to kew. •
h?

Tt got quite warm while we were sitting on the top deck waiting to go, but soon
cooled off-when we got out onto the-river and the fresh .breeze had a chance to show
its chilling power. About halfway through the trip,; we went down to the cabin below.
It had nice large windows oh each side, so that we didn’t miss, seeing anything. There
was a refreshment bar, but they had stopped serving tea because they had run out of
sugar.
(Good job Ella wasn’t there, hooked on tea as she is.)
The trip on the
Thames fulfilled one of my two river-trip ambitions—the other being to go down the
Mississippi in a steamboat.
;
;
....
Once I saw^ the river police zoom by, and visions of Fu Manchu (as well as
Sherlock Holmes) filled my head. Rowing crews went by, alternately rowing and rest
ing. We passed the same scull several times. Or, they passed us several times. On
either bank could be seen various industrial buildings, docks or wharves., and occas
ionally residential areas, parks, office buildings and houses or mansions that were
Lord knows how many years old.
Battersea Power Station thrust its huge smokestacks into the skyline, with a
wisp: of white smoke floating from one of them. Ethel told us how all three of the
smokestacks used to belch out great clouds of black smoke—before the Clean Air Act
of a few years ago. And that reminds me—we never did see any smog in England or in
Germany.
(Although I understand that they do have some at least in Mannheim.)
The
nice clean air was one of the more pleasant parts of the trip.

JUNE:

•

.

.

.

Mhen we debaAked at the. tandtng ^oa Kew Gaadenb, we weae boon veAy gtad we’d
come the. way we had, and not by cat oa bub. Theae weae eabtty hat^ a hundaed o^
the bmcM Engttbh caos ttned up watting to get tnto the paAktng tot
Kew GaAdenb,
to 4ay nothtng o^ ^tndtng a ptace to paAk. once they got tn theae. We watked past
the automotive queue, Meeting vaguety Ctevea and Supeatoa {wett, a^teA att, we weAe
movtng and.they weoen’t).
-

As woutd come to be usuat, FAed ted the way to the entaance, and. patd the ^aoe
^oa ub to enteA. I thtnk tt was a penny each.
Me weAe a ttttte eaaty to bee the
Gatdenb tn att theta gtoAy, but Ethet potnted oat borne Scotch heathea tn btoom, borne
o^ the tutipb weae open, and the Sweet Mttttamb and patmaobes weae dotng thetA bebt
to make up ^oa the tack of otheA ^tcweab. TheAe weae even borne tttac-cotoaed patmAobeb! Me atbo baw beveaat beauttfut magnotia tAees just coveted wtth btobbomb.
Thebe, unttke theta Cattfoanta coubtnb, ate ptnk-and-whtte, and btoom whtte the tAee
tb btttt teaftebb.
•*
. .

A taage gAeenhoube caught oua eyes as an tnteAebttng-tooktng destinatton, and
we watked ovea to tt. TheAe weae btatues of the Queen'b Beasts tined up befoAe tt,
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and photographed the, Royat SnitiAh Leon, the. Unicorn of Scotland and the. Griffin of
King Edward HI. (I wish now Vd taken pictureA of att the. different AtatueA, but.
that'A the. way the. cookie bounces. We'it JuAt have, to go back and do it over. that'4
att,..}
’
LEN:

;

The greenhouse itself turned out to be the Palm House, full of palms and
tropical plants. We toured through it, recognizing many of the exhibits, until we
had made almost a full circuit of the place.

Oh, look," said Ethel, "banana trees!”
"We came six thousand miles to look at banana trees?" laughed June.
(Of course,
the banana trees in California bear inedible fruit, and are more for decor.)

As we left Kew Gardens, we saw a sign with an arrow pointing the way to the
Underground Station. We walked an walked, and presently came to a corner. There
was no indication of which way to turn, so Ethel asked someone. We were instructed
to turn right here, left at the next corner, which we did. It was quite a goodly
walk from the Gardens, though still in Kew. I would guesstimate about a mile. But
we made it.
Traveling by Underground is my idea of good public transport. I mean the
Underground over there.
I’ve heard horror stories of the subway in New York, and
have no desire to try it, but the London Underground is what we really need in LA.
And you can’t get lost on them. There’s a map on the wall of every car in the train,
showing the entire line, and where it connects with other lines. If you happen to
get on the wrong train, it’s a matter of minutes to wait and change trains at the
next stop.

JUNE:
Aa we Aat down to watt for the. train, I caught a gtimpAe of a famitiar face, out
of the corner
my eye, 7 tunned and tooked at it fatty. Suae enough, there woa
Vick Tracy booking out of a bittboard, advertiAing Aome newApaper’A ctaAAified adA.

Technicatty Apeaking, the team "Underground" iA a miAnomer fan. the train at Kew.
It iA at grade tevet, and, a& we traveled back toward London, it was even etevated
at timeA. However, it got back underground where it belonged oa we got to the city.
LEN:
t
When we got back to Parker’s Pen, we found that Ella’s doctor had not yet arrived
so we could look forward to meeting him. He rang the bell a few minutes later and. we
finally met Paul, osteopath and acupuncturist extraordinary, perhaps the only man in
history to give Ella Parker the needle—without getting it back.
It was interesting
to hear him bossing Ella. Oh, she bossed back, but it was obvious who was in charge,
and since he was helping her she did not actually disobey him.

Ella had told us previously of Paul's first visit to the Pen. He had not seen
the living room where there is a wall full ofscience-fiction paperbacks, and didn’t
know that she is a Fan. While he was treating her, he mentioned science-fiction as
his favorite form of reading, and Ella, putting him on as only Ella can, began to kid
and tease him for being interested in such fantastic trash. During the course of
their discussion, he mentioned that James White was his favorite author. While all
this was going on, the doorbell rang. Ella called out to Fred,
"That’ll be Jimmy.

Sit him in the living room until we’re through."
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Presently, the treatment was over, and Ella led Paul into the living room, where
she introduced him to James White, the Science-Fiction Author. Paul, naturally, was
croggled. After recovering from the shock, and no doubt noticing the wall of s-f
books, he was probably more in the mood to kill Ella than to treat her.
•Speaking of that wall of s-f paperbacks reminds.me of another tale of the Pen.
A lady conducting some sort of survey of the council houses (or flats) called on Ella
one day. During the interview, she kept glancing at the bookcases. Finally, she
asked,
'• *
: '

"Are those really books?"
"Of course they’re bobks," snapped Ella.
•

’

.v.’

/. •. -

"But," explained the: lady, "you can buy wallpaper that looks like books, and is
much less expensive..."
’
•
’

"I can’t read wallpaper!” said Ella, or words to that effect.
"In council flats?" marveled the lady. Apparently she couldn’t believe that
people who lived in government housing were capable of reading. It is also possible
that she herself was none too literate and considered buying and reading books a
waste of money and time.
•

•• •

JUNE:

'•

Foa dinneA that night, Etta had a menu faom a faod-to-go ptace catted VIAL-AMEAL. It woa divided Anto couAACA, and cwu fatty aa comptex. aa menuA in many good^
AQAtauAantA. FAom among the StaAteAA (BAitiAh faA "appetizeAA") I choAe "MuAhioomA
a ta GAecque". Etta and I both choAe the MouAAaka, which woa a miAtake, aA it may
be the onty faop on theiA menu., being taAteteAA. OtheA peopte weAe detighted with
theiA AetectionA, Ethet dectaAing that the bAoited chicken teg A he oAdeAed woa peh.factty detictouA. I oAdeAed theiA chocotate mouAAe faA deAACAt, and faund it abAotutety ACAumptiouA. It came with a AtAange tittte container o^ cAeam.

Etta phoned oua oAdeA in, and they Aaid that it woutd be an houA befaAe it
aAAived. It woa an houA, atmoAt on the dot. The detiveAyman had two inAutated
baAketA, one faA hot diAheA and one faA cotd, ao that eveAything aAAived at itA
pAopeA tempeAatuAe. TheAe woa a detiveAy change o^ one pound. We faguAed that it
woa wo nth it, Aince it woa Atitt teAA expensive than dining out.

NOHOW, APRIL 16 [June)
' , '

FOLLOW APOLLO

Aa we weAe getting Aeady to go to WindAOA CaAtte, Etta aAked i^ we Woutd mind if,
Ahe woac heA jacket with att the Apotto patcheA on it. "Why not?" we Aeptied, ao Ahe
did. We Atanted o^ towaAd the Queen'A PaAk UndeAgAound Atation, which it quite neaA
the Pen. CAOAAing the AtAeet to it woa Atitt hazaAdouA, at we Atitt hadn't gotten
oua AeactionA AeaAAanged oa to which way to took faA oncoming tAa^ic.
TheAe woa a
tAa^ic ittand in the middte of, the AtAeet wheAe we coutd Atand in Aafaty white
waiting faA an oppoAtunity to caoaa the otheA hat^.

Oua faAAt night theAe, Etta had given ua GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE paAACA faA uAe On the
London UndeAgAound and buA AyAtem. We made good uAe o£ them, except faA one day when
I had tAied to tighten my puAAe, and had managed to teave the paAA behind with the
Atu^ I'd taken out o^ it. 1 waAn't attowed to faAget it, eitheAl
The UndeAgAound took ua into downtown London, and we fattcwed Apotto to the buA
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teAminal foA the buses to WindsoA. ks we. wene walking up the.
toed pointed
back the way we had come and Aaid, "Look, thene'A a mounted policeman stopping
tAaffic".

Like a PAopeA Tounist, I Anapped my cameAa case open and tfiotted down to take a
picture. Once I got down thene, it became apparent WHY he was a topping tAaffic.
Music Aounded fAom off to the left, and hene came the Buckingham Patace Guards,
maAching back to theiA baAAacks and playing a lively maAch as they did Ao. We didn't
get to Aee the Changing of the GuaAd, but we AuAely got to Aee the Acsult of it!
LEN:
This was the day we went to see the Queen. She was in residence
Castle (or so the flag over the castle testified) but for some reason
invited in for tea. Actually, I wouldn’t have been surprised if Ella
that she had arranged an audience with Her Royal Majesty, but I guess
limits to everything—even to the powers of the Boss Lady of Parker’s
again, it may have been professional jealousy, though I don’t like to
was...

at Windsor
we were not
had announced
there are
Pen. Then
think that it

Ella wore her blue jacket with all the Apollo patches on it, and Fred donned a
beautiful overcoat which I was jealously admiring. He and Ella decided at that
point to check everything in the flat before the Moffatts took off for Bristol. Fred
did loan me one of his scarves, as the jacket I was wearing gave my neck little
protection.
I don't remember whether it was then or at some later point that Ethel came up
With our motto: ’’Follow Apollo”. Ethel also pointed out the reactions of the various
passers-by to Ella's jacket. The ’’typically” conservative Britisher glanced at it
and then looked away as though he or she hadn't really seen it. Others (usually the
younger folk) frankly gawked at it, and I'm sure that I saw envy in the eyes of some
of them.

JUNE:

The bus /tide to WindsoA was minoAly inteAesting. We saw a gAeat deal of London
t/taffic, and had oua fiASt glimpse of the M-4 which we would lateA take to BAistol.
It is a pleasant thAee-lane fAeejway, with everybody (natuAally) dAiving on the left.
I managed to make some soAt of pun Ahofitly befoAe we passed UeathAow, which led Ella
to threaten to depoAt ua then and theAc. My main complaint about the bus was the
naAAow Apace allotted foA legAoom, which had my knees up neon my chin—moAt uncomfoAiable.

Once in WindsoA, we decided to have a glass of AheAAy in a local pub and then
some lunch befoAe AtaAting oua touA of the castle. I must Aay that Ella, kept ua
well-fed thAoughout oua stay with heA. She even caAAied candles in heA bag in case
any of uA got faint foA lack of food at any time. Thus was I intAoduced to Battened
GingeA and Battened Chocolate—two confections made by a Scottish finm which I must
tny to find hene in the States.
The fiAAt place in Winds oA Castle that we went was St. GeoAge'A Chapel, which
was Ella'A favoftite. No photogAaphy was allowed, but it didn't matteA, because they
had Alides fon sale that wene fan betten than we could have taken oans elves anyway.
The high vaulted ceiling was deconated with what appeoAed to be colonful heAaldic
devices and golden gftid-Ahaped thingies. It would have been easy to get a cAick in
one'a neck, walking aAound Atoning up, but the people in change thene had pAovided a
tea-cant Aont of table with a minnon Act in its top, ao that you could wheel it up
and down the aisle, looking down into the miAAoA.
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Hext eve went ove/t tnto the Chotn, Mtth the Queen’4 StaZZ at the weite/tn end.
The A eating nan ZengthuZse o^ the noom, Mtth pZaques on the moZZa tn memontam
those o^ the nobtZity Mho had had seats thene when aZZve. The pnesent occupants o(
the seats Mene tndicated by coZonfaZ bannens hangtng. faom the ceiZZng. Thene Mas
some dtscusston as to Mhat they Mene gotng to do Mhen aZZ the moZZ space fan the
pZaques Mas used up—Mhteh time may not be too fan. tn the {^utune. KnoMtng the
SnZtZsh, I'm sune they’ZZ thtnk o^ something.

Thene Mas a pain o^ scanZet doons deeon.at.ed Mtth AtyZtzed vines and Zeaves tn
goZd, Mhteh EZZa thought Mas htghZy inappnopniate to the tone o^ the nest o^ the
pZaee. So she Atomped o^ to fand a guand and eompZain about it, and Mas toZd that
these Mene speciaZ doons that Mene used onZy by the Queen, We Zaten- faund out that
they Mene Henny Ill's doons.
'
Since the Queen Mas tn nesidenee at Winds on, Me dtd not get to toon the State
Apantments. What disappointed me mone Mas that Me aZso didn't get to see Queen
Many's VoZZ House, Mhteh I've nead a good deaZ about. We dtd get to Aee a PnopenZy
Dignified. Guand, standing Match by one o^ thoAe ZittZe A entny boxes. Laten, Me aom
an ImpnopenZy Undignified Guand, Mho Mas Zaughtng and taZking Mtth the tounists.
EZZa took, a pietune of me Mtth htm, and as I MaZked away, he eaZZed "Send me a copy!"
I expnessed sunpnise at the Zack, of deeonum, but as Len said, "Hts sengeant wasn't
anywhene tn sight!"
LEN:

•
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While at the castle, I remarked that the busbies worn by the guards might be
more fannish than we thought, especially if they were used for communication. I
pointed out that they were ideal places to store radios, and if the radios were FM,
then of course they were FM Busbies...
I managed to escape with my life.

JUME:

■

"

We visited the gift A hop on the CastZe gnounds, and bought a pZan of Windbon
CastZe dnaMn tn 17-ought-Aomethtng-on-othen fan Rick, a coupZe of packets of posteands showing CastZe intenions that Me hadn't been abZe to Aee tn pens on, and a
Aouventn. spoon fan a fniend tn. the States.

At one point tn the aftennoon, EZZa and EtheZ decided to pay a visit to the
Zadies' noom. EZZa came back Zooking MOST annoyed. Seems that Ahe had gone down,
paid hen. penny and used the faciZities. As Ahe Mas on-hen. May out, the attendant
said to hen,
•
’•
/

"I'm soany, but gentZemen one not aZZoMed tn hene."

EZZa tunned anound and ^noze the Moman Mtth a Look. (EZZa has a veny shont haincut, and the attendant som onZy the back o^ hen head at ^tnst.)
•
We MaZked oven and Zooked doMn the Long WaZk, MhZch ts tndeed a Zb-o-o~ong one.
We didn't fieeZ ZZke MaZkZng doMn tt, but contented cunsoZves Mtth taking -its ptetune,
Then Me Mandened anound Wtndson a btt, Zooktng thnough' d. bookAtone and some Aouventn
AhopA. NatunaZZy, Me aZso had tea. EtnaZZy, Me caught a bus back to London. The
ntde back Mas not as enamped as the nZde out, Atnce Me mc/lc abZe to cZaZm the entine
neast a eat. fan oun oMn.

TORTILLAS SUZETTE
Once tn London, EZZa decided that the next item on the pnognam AhouZd be dinnen.
We agneed, and Mandened doMn the Atneet Zooktng fan nestaunantA. PnesentZy, Me came
-75-

to one. that boAe the name "EL SOMBRERO” and the pictuAe of a man tn a ZaAge AombAeAo
Zeaning against a cactus.
"Do you. want to eat heAe?" allied Etta,

Len and 1 Zooked at each otheA. "Eat at a Mexican AestauAant--in London?" we
said, moAe oa ZesA tn unison. "MeZZ, why not?" So tn we went.

The menu was the fiAAt oddity. The diAheA ZiAted weAe about one-thiAd FAench,
one-t/uAd LtaZtan and the AemaindeA SpaniAh (oft Mexican). Me diAcuAAed the diAheA
back and foAth. FinaZZy, FAed decided on Ateak with SpaniAh Aau.ce [which pAoved
too hot foA his taste), Len oAdeAed enchiZadas and EtheZ and 1 oAdeAed. tacoA. EZZa
Aatd that Ahe wouZdn't oAdeA anything untiZ Ahe saw what we got, and asked if I
wouZd eat off a ptece of my taco foA heA to taAte.

KAmed with the knowZedge of a Zifetime of Ziving tn So’theAn CaZifoAnia, 7
expZatned to heA that a taco consiAts of meat, Zettuce, cheese and Aau.ce tn a veAy
cAisp, bAittZe fAied toAtiZZa, and that it wouZd be faA AtmpZeA foA heA to take a
bite than to tAy catting it. L had juAt about got the point acAOAA when the waiteA
bAoaght my pZate and pZaced it in fAont of me.
;
Lying on the pZate in a pooZ of AeddiAh Ziquid weAe what Zooked Zike two ZaAge,
white, oiZy bZintzes. Len1 A enchtZadaA Zooked much the Aame, but without the thin
Aed gAavy and with meZted cheeAe on top. I A at and AtaAed at these cAeationA foA
what seemed Zike a Zong time. Kt Zast I gathoAed myAeZf togetheA and eat off a
piece of one foA EZZa. Len aZso gave heA a AampZe of his enchiZada. She decided
that Ahe Ziked the enchiZadas, and OAdeAed a set foA heAAoZf.

Once into the "tacoA", they pAoved to be aZien but tasty. Some AoAt of meat,
cut into chunkA, and Zots of nice AZiced muAhAooms, in a Aauce. Len'A "enchtZadaA"
weAe equaZZy AtAange but good in theiA own way. Me weAe no ZongeA AuApAised that
Len had been unabZe to oAd.eA toAtiZZas—the peopZe at this AestauAant had undoabtedZy
neveA heaAd of them.

Me have consideAed the poAAibiZity that it woa a SpantAh,
AestauAant, but oac aZmoAt auac that it cZaimed to be Mexican.
the States, we have aZso ZeaAned that in some pZaces tacos aAe
iZZas--but that1 a AtiZZ a Zong chaZk fAom thoAe London-Mexican
theiA cAepe-pancake wAappingA.

AatheA than Mexican,
Since AetuAning to
AeAved in soft toAtAtyZe "tacoA" in

LateA, back at the Pen, we weAe Aitting and iaZking and Zooking at EZZa1 A photo
aZbum of pictuAes taken when Ahe was in the States on heA taip, back a few yeaas ago.
A funny noiAe Aounded, Aomething Zike a muAicaZ cAicket. Lt tuAned out to be the
telephone. MaASha and. Eddie Jones weAe caZZing us fAom Hignea Bebington, to weZcome
ua to EngZand and inquire about oua pZans foh coming to the convention. Me taZked
foA quite a whiZe—Moas ha Attains heA diAAegaad foA phone biZZs—and finaZZy Aang
off^
PAesentZy the cAicket Aang again. This time it was EZsie MoZZheim, teZZing
EZZa that they weAe in town. EZZa aAAanged to meet them at theiA hoteZ about 11 in
the moAning, ao that we couZd aZZ go to the TcweA of London togetheA.
TUESDAY, APRIL 17 (Len)

■iy- -

We met Don and Elsie Wollheim at their hotel and proceeded to the Tower of
London, stopping for elevenses on the way. When we entered the Tower gates, we
found a tour group being guided by a large Beefeater in a red-and-black uniform, so
we attached ourselves to his group. He told us in grisly detail of the various
executions, obviously relishing his job.
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JUNE:

1 ,

’

\

,

He apologized Aeveaai Zoned ion. not being able to Apeak mote loudly, explaining
that he had a cold. I ielt Aonny ion. him, and opened him a Genuine American cough
dnop at the end oi his Atlnt, which he accepted with thankA. I hope It helped him.
LEN:

.

We stood in line for at least 45 minutes to see the Crown Jewels, but it was
well worth it. The ground floor is devoted to State regalia, such as an enormous
golden bowl decorated intricately with all sorts of carvings, the silver heraldic
trumpets, ceremonial swords, etc., etc. Then comes the Moment of Truth. We rented
tape-recorded tours before we descended the stairs to view the actual Jewels. It
turned out to be an excellent idea for two reasons.
In the first place, the voide on
. the tape tells you what you’re looking at, and secondly, there are two lines for
going past the display of jewels.
The lower line is requested to keep moving steadily. Those of us with the tape
recorders were ushered onto a walkway a step above the other one, and permitted to
stand 4# and gaze as long as we liked.

The First and Second Stars of Africa have to be seen to be believed. We’ve seen
photographs and replicas, but until we saw the real diamonds, we couldn’t appreciate
how magnificent they are.
Ethel Lindsay and Elsie Wollheim are both wee lasses, and pretty much of a
height. So we were exceedingly amused when Ethel remarked that she was afraid we
would lose Elsie in the crowd ’’because she is so wee". Ethel herself was fairly
easy to spot because of the bright scarlet tarn she was wearing.

After the tour, we were tired and hungry, and began looking for a place to eat.
June and I didn’t want a large lunch, as it was late in the day and we were scheduled
to go out for dinner that evening with Mervyn Barrett. We tried the Tower Restaurant
again, but after a 20-minute wait with no service, the seven of us marched out (with
Ella paying some compliment to the cashier as we went by), and walked on and on,
looking for a likely spot. As we were walking along, Ella dropped back to advise me
that,

"The City of London is just one square mile, y'know."
"No, I didn’t know.

But I’m learning."

Ella finally led us to another ride on the Underground, -nd eventually to the
.Tennessee Pancake House, which was decorated with murals, etc. depicting the American
Civil War and some other scenes which we couldn’t quite identify. June ordered their
cinnamon-and-sugar pancake, and I had an omelet.
We were seated at the end of a long table, next to the aisle, so that for once
I .was able to consficate the check without being observed by Ella or Fred. I don’t
usually brag about picking up a tab, but over there it is something of an Accomplish
ment. Even had the same problem with Eddie Jones when he was over here. Grabbing
. the tab (rather than stalling in the hope that someone else will take it) is a game
they play, and unless one is exceedingly quick, clever and sneaky, it is damned
difficult to do.
However, this one time we were in a good strategic position, and it was one of
those plages where they leave the tab at the beginning rather than the end of the
meal. So I quietly slipped it under my napkin, and no one was the wiser (except
June, and she wasn’t telling) until Ella started looking for it when we'd finished.
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About that time, I was already paying it at the cashier’s window.
roundly, and that made the victory all the better.

Ella cursed me

That evening, June and I met Mervyn Barrett, and he took us to the Mille Pini,
an Italian restaurant where the food was good, the zabaglione the best we’ve ever
tasted, and the house wine excellent. Then he escorted us to the Sherlock Holmes Pub,
where we tried their Barley Wine. It is a sort of sweetish beer. I didn't like it at
first, but by the time I finished my glass I could see how a taste for it might be
acquired.

The Pub itself has been decorated by someone who knows and loves the Holmes
canon. A display case occupied most of one wall, divided into a couple of dozen com
partments. We could see a plaster cast of the footprint of the Hound, for instance,
with a cast of -the print of au ordinary hound beside it for comparison; a model of a
"strange worm, unknown to science”; a "red leech"; Sherlock's monograph on tobacco
ashes, etc. Each displey was accompanied by the proper quote from the Canon. Unfort
unately, there were tables and benches in front of these display cases which were
occupied, and we didn't get to see them all as closely as we would have liked, since
we drew the line at climbing into these people's laps in order to see better.
Upstairs, there was a closed-off room representing 221b Baker Street. One
looked at it through glass windows. It too was well done, and when June asked where
the "patriotic VR done in bullet pocks" was, Mervyn said it was prob'ly on the wall
we couldn't see. There was a black mask lying on the table, which I suppose was the
"black vizard mask" worn by the King of Bohemia. Either that, or one of the masks
worn by Holmes and Watson in THE ADVENTURE OF CHARLES AUGUSTUS MILVERTON.

From there we walked across the Thames on a railroad bridge that obligingly
provided a walkway beside the tracks. We paused to admire the view downriver, with
the city lights reflecting jewel-like in the calm surface of the water. Our destin
ation was Mervyn's club, The National Film Theater. We sat in the bar-lounge until
closing, drinking lager (June had a gin-and-lime, which was as close as the bartender
could come to a gin gimlet) (and I
a. gin g^m^o^
an Eng^tAh d/bcnk!)
and talking of life in England and the States. Mervyn was interested in all phases
of American life, and I got the impression he might want to move over here if he
could get the right job.
On our walk across the bridge we were met by what I suppose were buskers or
street musician-beggars. The one leading them was playing a harmonica and holding out
his hat for alms. The others were singing something in a high-pitched key, and it all
sounded sad and miserable. I almost reached in my pocket to put some change in the
cap, but for some reason I couldn't do it. This bothered me, as I had always wanted
to see some buskers and even had visions of Pike Pickens joining them in a street
dance. But this was late at night, in the middle of a long bridge, and the beggars
themselves looked just as miserable and dirty as bums and tramps in the Stages or any
where in the world.
I think it was their lack of dignity that kept me from giving them money. They
seemed too conniving and sniveling, almost subhuman. It seemed to me that they could
have done without all the bowing and scraping. I don’t like to be bowed and scraped
at. Not an unusual reaction for me, as.I'm the same way in restaurants. I like good
service and admire waiters and waitresses who take pride in their work.
True, they
are serving me, but I don:t expect them to be servile. So the ones who overdo it, who
appear as if by magic to light my cigarette when I've already got my lighter working,
and who hover over me as though they were going to spoon-feed me, bug me.
I believe that human dignity is one of the few things the human race has going
for it. I don't believe in slavery—either when one makes slaves of others or when
the others make, slaves of themselves for the sake of a few coppers or for a lot of
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dollars, for that matter. Perhaps I overreacted to the beggars on the bridge, but
again I ’ ve been around long enough to know that in countries such as the USA or
England (especially over there with their socialized medicine, etc.) that many of
the beggars and bums are self-made and are con men of the lowest order. Or are.
sick with alcoholism (or drugs) and are begging not for bread but for money to buy
their booze or their fix.

-

*

.

I have seen good street musicians who had dignity, as well as style and grace.
That’s what I expected buskers to be like, but perhaps the ones we saw on the bridge
that night weren't real buskers. Just bums.
1 •

/

•

...
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After Mervyn's club closed for the night, he guided us around the maze of walk
ways in the area to the Waterloo Underground Station. We were moderately familiar
with the Underground lines by that time, and besides, the Bakerloo line stopped there,
which we had to use to get back to Ella's. Mervyn rode with us as far as Baker Street
where he transferred to the other section of the Bakerloo line. We saluted Baker
Street fondly, wishing we had time to go up and explore it.

A PARENTHETICAL INTERLUDE OF NO PARTICULAR DATE (Jane)

Engtish mitk comes onty In pints--unhomogenized, Mith the caeam sitting nichty
at the top, Etta Mas panticutaa about getting hea mitk into the apaatment soon aftea
it Mas detivened, explaining that, even on the seventh ftooa of the apaatment buitding, it stood a chance of being "adopted" if teft out veay tong.
One moaning as Me teft
of mitk sitting outside the
oz. soft-dnink bottte, even
Masn't neanty as panticutaa

foa a day of toaning, I noticed a staange-tooking bottte
apaatment next dooa, It Mas the size and shape of a 32
to the caimped metat cap, Obviousty, the tady next dooa
as Etta about getting hen, mitk in night aMay,

The bottte Mas Stitt theae Mhen Me came back, that night, and Mhen Me teft again
the next moaning, Nom 1 knew it Mas chitty in that hattway, but theae ii a timit to
hoM tong mitk Mitt keep undea those ciacumstances, I mentioned it to Etta,

"Oh, that's stenite mitk," she exptained, "it Mitt keep Mithout aefnigeaation
foa about five days,"
i *• * ■

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18 (Len)
,

•

While Ethel
Fred, June and I
er's checks into
were a couple of

/

'i

went off to swap her car for another one to drive to Bristol, Ella,
visited Piccadilly Circus and the Haymarket. We cashed some travel
pounds, and found a Chicken Inn where we had a spot of lunch. There
shocks that came with the lunch (no extra charge).

The first one was when they gave June a wedge of lemon with her tea (instead of
the usual paper-thin slices) and she squeezed it into her cup. Ella leaned over the
table, her eyes popping.

"WHAT are you doing1
," she demanded.
"Putting lemon in my tea," June replied, happily adding sugar. Ella made some
sort of noise that sounded like "wellwhatcanyouexpectfromabloodyyankee".

The second shock came when I got the "double burger" I'd ordered. Two greasy
patties of meat adorned the plate, each about two inches across. They had chips to
go with it, but not a bun in sight. Someone should tell the English what is meant
when they advertise a "burger".
(Someone shoutd. atso teach- them to daain the gaease

off the meat!)
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JUNE:
white in PiccadiZZy CincuA Undengnound Station that day, I went into the ZadieA ’
noom. 1 came oat conAidenabZy mone amuAed than I went tn. In addition to pnoviding
the pubZic with the uAuaZ a tick-aZmoAt-waxed toiZet papen, someone had neatZy Atamped
"City o^ WeitminAten" on each a ection in punpZe ink.
LEN:
After lunch, we made our way by foot, bus and finally taxi to the British Museum
in Great Russell Street. We saw the Rosetta Stone, which we found impressive—much
more so in person (so to speak) than in photographs. We also saw the Elgin Marbles,
which we found rather pitiful. There’s just enough beauty left in them to make us
feel rather sick at the neglect and vandalism they’ve suffered over the centuries.

JUNE: ' ’

EZZa and I Atadied with Aome inteneAt a headZeAA, anmZeAA, ZegZeAA tnank
'
manbZe which bone the ZaheZ "PoAeidon”
Oun concZuAion waA how did they know, and
what dUfienence did it make anyway? Thene went aZ&o bitA oi Atatuany with ZabeiA
Aaying that the head o^ tluA panticuZan piece waA in AthenA, on that the big toe
woa on loan to the MuAeum o^ Caino.
I wonden ii they got aZZ the bitA gathened
togethen i^ it woaZd make a compZete Atatae?
I Aee I ^ongot to mention the Aecunity check going into the MuAeum. Vca, thene
too. They’d had bomb thneatA, and wene taking them AeniouAZy enoagh to poAt two
guandA outAide to check handbagA and AimiZan bomb-cannying poAAibiZitieA. I manched
up, pZonked my puXAe down on the tabZe, gninned and Aaid ’’Thene’A a hand gnenade
inAide!" The guand gninned back, handed my punAe back without opening it and waved
me paAt.
LEN:

Our major disappointment was that we didn’t have time to see the original manu
script of Gulliver’s Travels. We could have spent weeks there, and still not have
seen it all, but we had only about an hour, due to the fact that we had an appoint
ment to visit John Hale of Robert Hale, Ltd., the publishers who reprint JDM novels,
in England.

Ella left us to go home for another appointment with Paul, the osteopathic
stfan, but Fred remained with us to guide us through the maze of London streets. We
took the Underground again, this time getting off at a station that had large, ele-r
vators instead of the usual escalators to bring us up to ground level. Once back on
solid ground, we studied the landscape before us, and followed Fred over to the
proper street. Finding the address we wanted was another matter—we overshot it
before we realized that we would have to go down a narrow alley. We finally located
the address we wanted/ skirting a lorry being unloaded to gain the entrance. Fred
saw us safely in, and said that he would wait outside.
I was surprised to learn that Mr. Hale knew little of the s-f conventions in
his country, but then Robert Hale, Ltd. does have a limited s-f line.
I suggested
he consider buying huckster space at the conventions as well as ad space in their
program booklets. And that he really should print more s-f.

Having done our duty for fandom and the s-f field in general, we returned to
the Pen for dinner, watching British TV (which is.a delight compared to American TV),
writing cards and so oni On our way back to the Pen we stopped to take pictures of
Sloane Square and South Kensington station signs—our way of saying "thanks" to good
ol’ G&S.
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JUNE:

Once back at the Pen, Etta paAAed aApund the PIAL-A-MEAL menu again. NeitheA of
wanted, to give the mouAAaka anotheA chance. ThiA time I oAdeAed theiA Chicken
fy)AdetdiAe, which waA deticiouA. Len joined me in oAdeAing chocotate mouAAe foA
deAAent, having taAted mine fAom the othe/L night.
ua

THURSDAY, APRIL 19 (Len)

Ethel had acquired another car from the Royal Auto Club that apparently did not
have "sticky” or sticking parts. However, what it did have was a defective boot
(i.e. triink) lid. The lid would not stay down because the lock did not catch. So,
before we took off for Bristol, Fred Parker helped us stow our luggage (after inspect
ing it carefully to see that we weren’t carrying away either his overcoat or his
'rocking chair)' in the boot and wired the lid down.

JUNE:'

—

..

i

The EngtiAh may d/iive on the teft, but they have the unneAving habit of paAking
on eitheA Aide of the AtAeet. We had noticed thiA pAeviouAty, it woa paAticutaAty
appoAent oa we weAe on oua way to the M-4. A tAuck which waA paAked facing uA on oua
Aide of the AtAeet Auddenty putted out diAectty in oua path. I ftinched, and I think
Ethet may have uAed one of thoAe ScottiAh incantationA again. Anyway, we didn't
cottide, though T don't AemembeA why not.
AnotheA point about Aiding in an EngtiAh caA iA that I occupied the teft fAont
Aeat, which iA the dniveA'A A eat in an Ame/tican caA. The tack of a AteeAing wheet
didn't botheA me ao much oa the tack of a Aide miAAOA. I kept gtancing to wheAe the
Aide miAAoA Ahoutd be, and found nothing.
LEN:
In what seemed like no time at all, we were driving on the British version of
freeways or turnpikes and taking in the scenery. Much greenery and farmland, with
cows, horses, etc. Reminded me a little of Western Pennsylvania. During the trip I
discovered what had happened to the descendants of one of my favorite heroes of
literature, Lemuel Gulliver.
They are in the moving business, or so testified a
huge van that passed us. The sign on the side of the lorry read "Gulliver’s ;Van*'^v
and I regret not being able to snap a picture of it.
..

JUNE:

• :

.
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The Nr4 woa wett AignpoAted, with AignA infoAming the dAiveA not onty of the
next few exitA, but how faA it iA to the next ReAt AAea. E/chwi wanted to Atop theAe
foA a Anack and to Aee if the Royat Auto Ctub had a AepaiAman theAe who might be
abte to AepaiA the tatch on the boot. Once theAe, Ethet found the RAC Aep, and went
into confeAence with him, white Len and I tooked aAound the aAea. TheAe waA one
Arnott tacky-too king Anack Atand, and a gAeat deat of co nA t/uiction going on. TheAe
waA atAo a A tiff bAeeze that th/ieatened to fAeeze oua ea/tA in the few minuteA we
weAe out in it. So we got back in the caA white the RAC man and Ethet continued
woAking on the boot tock. Soon he gave it up aA a bad job, and A aid that he didn't
have the pAopeA tootA. He atAo adviAed Ethet to take the coa back and AetuAn it foA
anotheA one, which advice didn't Aeem paAticutaAty good undeA the ciAcumAtanceA.

TheAe waA anotheA ReAt AAea about 50 miteA ahead, and we decided to tAy that
one foA both tunch and poAAibte AepaiAA. We coutdn't find an RAC Aep when we got
theAe, ao ate tunch in AhiftA. Ethet went in fiAAt and got Aomething, and Len and I fottowed tateA, ao oa not to teave the untockabte boot unguaAded. it atAo AatheA '
Auined oua hopeA of Aeeing Stonehenge.
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LEN:

We arrived in Bristol late in the afternoon. Using the map provided by the con
vention committee, June acted as navigator, guiding Ethel through the streets of
Bristol.
I might have helped, but June has a better sense of direction than I have
and is a much better "native guide" in any case. Perhaps because she’s part Cherokee.
Anyway, I was busy observing the effects of the brisk wind on the mini-skirted lasses.
One must keep up one’s image.
We finally found the Grand Hotel, unloaded our luggage, and Ethel made arrange
ments for parking the car. I'm not sure where, but apparently there was hotel parking
other than on the narrow street in front of the building.

The Grand Hotel of Bristol is an old hotel, but somewhat modernized. Our room,
for instance, had its own bathroom. Complete with commode, washbasin, bathtub and
real hot and cold running water.
There was also an electric heater on the bathroom
wall—right next to the commode, so one had to sort of watch out for leg burns. There
was also an extension phone in the bathroom, but either it was out of order or not
connected up with the one in the bedroom.

JUNE:
cue got boxt o^ bettted, cue uuent out to ex.ptox.e the hotet. bJe had. been totd
that the. convention cuab to have. the. mezzantne att to ttiet^, bo cue. cuent tooktng astound.
The. pxobtem with finding anything cuab that cue. weAe thexe befo/te the. convention got bet
up. Howeve/t, cue did bee a fettow with a Sensitive Fannibh Face, who tooked vaguety
famitiax., bomehow.
LEN:

That was Sam Long, the first fan we met.
I assumed that he was an American, as
he certainly had an American accent. I later learned that he is British, but has
worked a lot with Americans on the space programs. He is also a vile punster, a
Feghoot storyteller, and a lot of fun to have around.
At some point, we were down in the lobby, and discovered Marsha and Eddie Jones
checking in. June and Marsha spotted each other and met in the middle of the lobby
with whoops of joy and a large, mutual hug. Eddie's and Marsha's room was a couple of
doors down from ours. We met with them there, and after Eddie had properly introduced
me to Balvenie (a veAy bmooth Scotch that even
tike), he announced that he had to go
out and buy some wine. I volunteered to go with him, as it gave me an excuse to leave
the hotel without June,
"You girls can visit while Eddie and I go look for wine," I
said.

A DAY OF WINE AND ROSES
Now the Real Reason for this eagerness to abandon my roommate and goodwire so
early in the convention was that the next day, April 20, was her birthday—and I had
yet to get her a present. I had tried to do something about it while in London and in
Windsor, but could never get away long enough to shop for a gift without her being in
the area. So this was my last chance, as I understood that most shops would be closed
for the next four days—the long Easter weekend.

When we got to the lobby, I told Eddie what I intended to do, and he went off to
find wine while I went looking for roses. I usually send roses to June's office every
wedding anniversary, and sometimes on birthdays.
I had observed a notice in the lobby
to the effect that they had a resident florist, though I could see no sign of a flower
shop. So I asked a bellman—an aged gentleman who looked as though he had worked there
a long time and should Know Everything. At first, we had a communication problem. It
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might have been my American accent, or perhaps he was hard of hearing, or a combin
ation of both. But finally he understood me, and said there was no florist or
flower shop in the hotel. I assumed that he meant the florist wasn’t there at that
time. He directed me down the street, where I would find a cluster of shops, inclu
ding flower sellers.
I passed a gift shop on the way and stopped in to buy a birthday card and ask
the lady there about flowers. Yes, there was a kind of alley or arcade a couple of
doors down where there were flower sellers. Stalls, that is, not enclosed in shops.

There were two or three flower stalls, and it was obvious that most of their
wares were sold and they were battening down the hatches for the long weekend. One
lady, named Gertrude, advised me that they had no roses. I explained that what I
wanted was to have them delivered to our room in the hotel the next morning. I would
pay in advance, of course.

But, she informed me, there was no way that she—or the others—could get roses '
either that night or the next day. She then told me that there was a florist in the
hotel, and what I should do is tell the hotel florist that Gertrude had sent me, and
perhaps she could arrange the floral surprise.
Thanking her, I hurried back to the gift shop, bought a pendant and a goofylooking stuffed lion, and persuaded the nice lady to wrap them for me.
They didn’t
have a gift-wrapping service but they had gift paper, so I bought some paper and
she wrapped the gifts for the crazy, romantic American. When she learned I was from
California she had more questions than I could answer, and I almost gave her a kiss
and a hug for the help she was rendering.

So, back to the hotel, where fortunately I ran into Ethel who was just getting
back from somewhere and was on her way to her room. She took the package and card,
to keep for me overnight, and I went to the desk again to ask about the resident
florist.
I explained to the girl clerk what I -wanted, and she seemed doubtful that
the florist would or could do the chore. It seems that the florist arranged flowers
for decorating the hotel and for functions such as weddings, banquets, etc., and was
not there to render personal service to the guests. But she would try and find the
florist and let me speak with her. Fine, I said, remembering that perhaps all I had
to do was say the magic name ’’Gertrude”.

The clerk went offstage right somewhere, and I waited for ten minutes or so, all
the while observing the various fans and pros who were arriving in larger groups now.
And nervously hoping that June wouldn’t come down looking for me and discover me in
the middle of ordering her birthday roses. Finally the clerk returned and said that
apparently the ’’resident” florist had gone home for the evening, and wouldn’t be
back until Tuesday. So I never got to use the magic name "Gertrude" and June didn’t
get her roses. However, we did visit the flower mart the following week and I
bought her a bunch of violets, just like in the movies.
The PIGS were having a dinner that night to celebrate Ina Shorrock’s birthday.
We were to meet in the lobby and go off to the Restaurant du Gourmet in cars pro
vided by those who had driven to the con. So, various cars were loaded and departed.
June and I were to go in Norman Shorrock’s car, along with our Fearless Leader, Tony
Walsh, who apparently had arranged the dinner).

We noticed that Norman and Tony were having some kind of a hassle with the bell
captain and other hotel employees. It seemed that the hotel folk had mislaid the
keys to Norman’s car. They found them eventually, but not that evening. So, thanks
to the Persuasiveness of Tony Walsh, we would travel by taxi, and the hotel would
pay the taxi fare.
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JUNE:

We were, naturally, the. last to arrive at the. restaurant. We walked in and
found the. rest of our group seated tn the. bar. Word went astound that we were now
ready to order, and menus were brought to us. 1 eyed the tiny round table tn
front of me and rather hoped that we weren't expected to eat here, too.

The menu had the usual fault (if fault it foe) of strange menus—that of listing
too many delicious-sounding things to eat, so that Vectstons are tn order. 1 dis
carded one possibility when a closer perusal revealed that it contained anisette,
which I don't tike. I finally settled for the Beef Bourginlon, which I have just
recently learned to make/ and wanted a comparison on. (Mine's better.)

We did very well tndeed
Graves. He mentions Votnay
is the tine, I believe—and
So we ordered it, and found
that a sunset would want to

on oust choice of wine, thanks to the poet, Robert
wtne tn one of his poems—"sunsets swimming in Votnay"
there was Votnay on the wine list, looking up at us.
it rich, fruity and full-bodied—just the sort of wine
go swimming in, had it a chotce.

The meal drew to a dose, and many of us thought on after-dinner drinks and
retaxing. Atas, it was not to be. Behind Ina's back, the maitre d' brought in a
magnificent birthday cake, suitably decorated with candles. We sang "Happy Birth
day" in a minimum of two or three keys, and then settled down to the task of
demolishing the cake. We were only partially successful, and Ina was given the
rest to take with her. I never did find out what happened to it—probably the
Shorrock children got it.
Going back to the hotel, we rode in Ethel's car with Ina driving. She did not
take the same route back that the taxi had taken getting there, so it was catch-ascatch-can most of the way. Bristol is well-supplied (some might say over-supplied)
with traffic circles, and to a first-time visitor they all look alike.

Presently we came to a familiar-looking corner. "I think we turn right here,"
I said, as we sailed past it. A tittle further the road curved abruptly to the
left, and we were in what looked tike an industrial area. Ina decided that perhaps
1 had been right, so she turned the car around and headed back.

A couple of dozen feet or so from the Intersection we wanted, the street we
were on suddenly became one-way in the wrong direction. Ina considered the matter
for a fete seconds, then charged ahead,- made her left turn, and sure enough we were
in familiar territory.
LEN:

Among the fans and pros that showed up that evening was Bob Shaw, and I hurried
over to greet him. The last time I had seen Bob was the last day of the Noreascon
in 1971. He was getting ready to leave, and I offered to buy him a drink. He
indicated that he had had sufficient alcohol for one convention, but was amenable
to something softer. So we stepped into the coffee shop and so help me Foo he had
a milkshake—what the Bostonians call a '‘frappe”.
I was drinking coffee at the
time, but somehow I felt that treating one of the famous Wheels of IF with a fare-well milkshake was rather strange. But it must have been The Fannish Thing To Do,
because Bob looked in pretty good shape at the OMPAcon.

After saying our hellos, Bob indulged in a bit of prophecy. He pointed out that
he and I had first met at the Solacon in Los Angeles in 1958. We met for the second
time at the Noreascon in Boston in 1971, and for the third time here in Bristol in
1973. "Len," said Bob, "I reckon the next time we meet it will be in Moscow in
1984..."
(I wish I could reproduce that marvelous Irish lilt in print!)
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After we got back to the hotel, there was a small party in the Joneses’ room,
where I made good use of my whiskey cane. Present were Eddie and Marsha, June, the
Shorrocks, the Walshes, Mary and Bill Burns, and I've prob'ly forgotten someone.
Anyway, it was a nice quiet party, and got us good and ready for bed.

FRIDAY, APRIL 20 (Len)

:

I discovered that morning that the one and only white dress shirt I had brought
with me was badly soiled around the collar and cuffs, though I had worn it only once
the evening we went out with Mervyn Barrett in London. Apparently the shirt had
picked up soot when we walked across the bridge. I do remember some sort of train
whizzing by at the time, but didn't think coal-driven locomotives were still in use.
In any case, it was noticeably soiled, and I wanted to wear it at the banquet. The
banquet wasn't until Sunday night, and I wouldn't be wearing a shirt and tie before
then, but I do like to "dre§s up” a bit for the banquet, especially when I'm going
to be at the head table.
•
So I called the Hall Porter to ask about their advertised laundry and cleaning
service.
(It said so right there on one of their brochures.)
He advised me that
the said service was not and would not be functioning over the long holiday weekend.

Frustrated, exasperated, and not having had my morning coffee, I had a momentary
loss of temper and hollered "Bloody Hell!" into the phone,
r*

"Ooh!" said June, "you swore at him in British!"
This broke me up and calmed me down enough to think of some other way to get the
shirt done. I was sure that if there were any laundromats in the area, or cleaning
establishments, they too would be closed for the weekend.
Just before we left the room, two maids came by. We told them they could go
ahead an do our room, as we were going down to breakfast. Then Inspiration struck
me. I looked at them with my baby-blue eyes and told them my tale of woe.
I had
just the one white shirt and had to have it for the convention banquet, and did they
know of anywhere I could get the said shirt washed and pressed? I could have asked
them outright if they would do it, but I felt it would be better if one or both vol
unteered.
I didn't mention money, but I made it clear that I was desperate, and >.
obviously would be willing to do almost anything to have the shirt done.

Sure enough, one of the ladies said that well, they weren't supposed to do that
sort of thing, but after all, these were special circumstances, and perhaps she
could smuggle the shirt out of the hotel if I wanted to trust her to take it home
with her, and she could have it back to me the next morning.
Exactly what I was
hoping for!
I blessed her profusely and helped her roll up the shirt and tuck it .
under her sweater. She was a plump little lady, and the extra bulge didn’t look too
obvious.
To finish the story here, she did return with the shirt in immaculate condition
the following morning.
I handed her a pound note, and she seemed satisfied, so I
must assume that I didn’t underpay her for her help.
> T\

June and I had breakfast in the hotel dining room, which one got to by taking
either the stairs or the elevator to the mezzanine, and walking through a lounge
area. This lounge was a kind of lobby, but separate from and a floor up from the
regular lobby.
It was used by the conventioneers as a sort of non-drinker’s bar, • >
in that one could sit comfortably and visit with others, and if one wanted a spot of
tea or coffee and some biscuits, all one had to do was ring the service bell on the
wall. The cost was minimal and the service was good.
I suppose the tea was good
(Zt MCbb).
June couldn't get lemon wedges to squeeze into her tea, thought When
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they brought lemon at all, it was in thin slices.

fan a Mc,dqc oj temon, they managed AtteeA a quanten

(Once. when I asked panticuta/ity
an inch thick.) The coffee

was adequate, if not the world’s greatest.

The restaurant/dining room itself was decked out in full formal array, including
full settings of silverware—quite a difference from the ordinary or informal English
table setting where all you get to start with is a knife and fork. The waitress
presented us with menus, which had no prices, since the hotel rates included bed and
breakfast.

I had wished June many happy returns some time earlier, in between pleading with
the hall porter and arranging for my shirt to be laundered by the nice cleaning lady.
I was thinking I would have to knock up Ethel and get the gifts and card. But dear,
sweet Ethel arrived at our table before we finished breakfast, and slipped me the
package, so I presented June with the gifts then and there. And then Eddie Jones
circled our table while singing ’’Happy Birthday” at June, and fans at nearby tables
called over their best wishes. What we lacked in roses was made up for by the
goodness of our fellow fans—and then some.
After breakfast we decided it was time to see what was happening with the conven
tion. This was the 24th British Science-Fiction Convention, and this year it was
sponsored by the Off-Trail Magazine Publishers’ Association, so naturally it was
dubbed OMPAcon *73. The committee (in alphabetical order) consisted of Gerald Bishop,
Ken Cheslin, Fred Hemmings, Terry Jeeves, Mike & Pat Meara and Brian Robinson. With
the exception of Ken and Terry (both of whom are in My Generation), the comihittee was
a comparatively young bunch of hyperactive fans.
I was happy to see that, because
fandom cannot survive without the young ones coming in and taking over the chores
that the older ones are tired of doing.
; f.

In talking later to Fred, and to Pat and Mike (Pat being the purty girl member of
the team), I learned that this was their first time on a con committee—running a con,
seeing that programs were lined up and started on time, etc. I did notice that they
seemed to do a lot of running around and worrying, but that happens with a lot of
committees, old fans or new. The fact is that most, if not all, of their program
items did go on as planned, and I think in a couple of instances even started a few
minutes earlier than listed in the program booklet.
I chided them about this, telling
them they were Breaking Fannish Tradition by having things start on time.

We missed the earlier program items that Friday by having had a late breakfast.
Various films were being shown, but we became involved in the bar next to the meeting
room, meeting people and visiting with friends old and new. We also visited the
huckster room next door (all of the con facilities were conveniently located close to
one another) where we saw George Locke. We had met him before when he was over on a
glider-flying mission in the States some years ago.

JUNE:
TOMATO SYRUP

Having had a tate bneak^ast, we atso had a Late Lunch. The hoteL dining /Loom
was open onty duning centain boats fan each meat, and thene wene veny faw peopLe
LeAt in thete by the time we came in. We Aat down at the tabte-fan-two to which we
wene esconted by the maitne d’, with its white Linen doth, smait ^Lowen centenpiece
and
fanmat pLace-settings. Oun. wait/LZSS handed aS oat menus, and we noticed
that they wene opening
pineappte juice as one o^ the "stantets". That mounded
■ good, so we both ondened it, atong with the nejst o^ Lunch.
The pineapple juice anntved in Long-stemmed enystaL gobLets. I thought it Looked
a t/vifae dank, but tnustingty took a Lange sip. Gaah! It was pineappte1 synap--
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dAained from a can of pineappie. Sweet and sticky, it was a far. chatk faom the.
appetizer-type drink that I'd had tn mind. Len bravMy drank his, but I teft mine
standing. The waitress hovered nearby for a white, and then approached to ask if
I were through with my "starter". I assured her that 1 was,, and she ashed if there
was anything wrong with it. I muttered something about having ordered pineappte
juiee, by Ghod, not pineappte syrup, and a he took, it away. The rest of the tunch
{Mowed, and was undistinguished. (Jie returned to the convention area with a sense
of retief.
LEN:

While we were relaxing in the bar, either Fred or Mike rushed up to ask me if
I could hold a quickie auction in a few minutes, because for some reason it looked
like the John Brunner panel might not go on as scheduled at 2:30 p.m.
They had
previously shown me the auction material—books and magazines—and I said Sure, no
sweat. When you need me, just give a holler. A few minutes later I was advised
that the Brunner panel would go on as scheduled, so I wouldn’t be needed until that
evening, after all. Fine, I said, and went back to my lager and conversation.
(Don’t ask me who we were sitting with at that time, as we met and talked with so
many folks in that bar that I’m not sure which day we were with which bunch of fans
or pros.)
We did catch part of Brunner’s panel, and saw the OMPAcon’s Guest of Honor for
the first time, Samuel R. ’’Chip” Delany. Bob Shaw and Mark Adlard were also on the
panel. They were discussing the influence of non-stf writers on stf, or on stf
writers, and covered quite a gamut of literary greats.

The next panel was called Fandom at Random. It was moderated by Dave Kyle, and
I had to pay attention to this one, as June was on it, along with Ethel Lindsay,
Terry Jeeves, Tom Schluck and Keith Freeman. They were supposed to imagine what
their lives would have been like had they never discovered fandom.

JUNE:

•

T started out by saying that. I had no idea what my tife woutd have been tike
without fandom. I've been in Random more oa tess for twenty-five years, and trying
to analyze a time-track that bAanched that tong ago was a hopetess tosh, as far as
7 was concerned. 1 hope I made it ptain that I tike fandom, and quoted Tony
Boucher's opinion that "Att knowtedge is contained in fandom, which drew a SuAprisedAounding tough from the audience. I think maybe most of them hadn't heard that
before.
'

—, A

*

Some of the other peopte on the panet were Moser to their pAe-Mannish daya,
and Tom Schtuck was over into his Dirty Otd Pao days. Dave iyte finished up the
discussion by agreeing with me, that it was impossibte to tett what his tife woutd
have been tike without fandom. A whote tot tess interesting, atmost for sure.

Back in the bar, I got briefty embroited in an argument with Ted Tubb, wherein
he Maimed that att fans are neurotic sociat misfits who gather together because
nobody etse can stand to have them around. With my status as a TAFF detegate (and
because I don't think very fast under attack) I refrained faom asking him if he
intended his definition to appty to himsMf as wett. With true esprit d' escatier,
I tater thought of several other totting points to bring up.
LEN:
Meanwhile, I was approached once again by Fred or Mike about putting on an
extra auction, as now it seemed that Ken Bulmer hadn’t showed, and it was only half
an hour or so before his panel was scheduled. Once again I assured them that the
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old firehouse was ready to step into harness when needed. And once again—ten or v
fifteen minutes later—1 was advised that good old Bulmer had showed and so the
extra auction to fill the gap wasn't needed after all.
Although I was amused at the situation, I couldn't help feeling sympathy for
the committee, as I knew very well the feelings they were experiencing.
There is
always the fear that the scheduled speakers or panelists will not be on time, or
will be difficult to locate if they are in the hotel. This being primarily a new
committee, they were perhaps overly concerned about such things, but I'd rather have
it that way than have a committee who could care less and wasn't the least bit con
scientious.
I raise my glass to the OMPAcon committee for a job well done.

There was a tea break around 4:30 pcm., though I'm not sure how many of the
conventioneers drank tea at that time. Ken Bulmer's panel went on pretty much as
scheduled. Ken was the moderator, and the panelists were several new writers who
were supposed to talk about what they were going to bring to the s-f field. They
did, too, althouah they did get into the now-old discussion about New Wave vs. Old
Wave, and which is what. Again, I didn't take notes, and assumed that the panel
ists' names would be in the program book-—but they weren't. Possibly because the
committee didn't know who-all would be on the panel at the time the book was printed.
Speaking of the program book, it had a nice -three-color (red, yellow and black)
cover by Terry Jeeves, showing an old-fashioned rocket ship. Terry also had the
same design on the name badges, but whoever wrote the names on the badges printed
much too small.. One had to put one's eyeballs very close to the chest of the per
son one was trying to identify.
I didn't mind this when the person in question was
a nice buxom female (so appropriate in Bristol City), but otherwise it was a bit of
a.bother. Fortunately June and I were wearing our George Barr and Eddie Jones name
badges, so that only the near-blind would have trouble spotting our names.

Perhaps I should clarify that statement. June's name badge was done in black
and white by Georcge Barr, and mine was done in Glorious Color by E. Jones.
I didn't
mean to imply that we vrere attending the con disguised as G. Barr and E. Jones...

r

JUNE:

•

THE HOTEL WITH DELUSIONS OF GRAND-EUR (TOMATO SYRUP continued]
; |A..

A Y

\

Having nothing beiie/t to do ^oA dtnneA, we went bach to the notch dtntng Adorn,
deteAmined not to oAdeA pineappte juice if they had it. They didn’t. Among the
ttaAtoAt wat titted tomato juice, to we oAdeAed that. It came, tn the utad tohgttemned cAyttah gobJtetfi, and we tatted. Much moAe patatabte than the ptneappte
tyAup, it had ttM unquettionabty been dAdned off a can of tomatoet by ah oveAthnifty kitchen management. Len and 1 hooked at each otheA and decided not id have
any moAe than absotutehy neeettaAy to .do wtth the hatch dining Aoom. ThAi^t tt a
gAeat viAtue, I’m tuAe, but when you’Ae peddttng elegance in the name of youA
hoteh, the GRAND,
evvintaket, and tn the decoA, etc., theAe it a point of Gotng
Too Foa. That evening’t "ttaAtcA”, combined wtth the tuncheon ’’ttaAtcA” wat It,
at faA at we wcac concerned. v
f

, LEN:

At 8 p.m. the evening session was opened, with Ted Tubb and Ken Bulmer intro
ducing the various famous or well-known fans and pros present.
The auction (sched
uled for 9 o'clock) started at 8:45. Roger Peyton and I took turns auctioning a
variety of books, hardcover and paperback.. I v.-.s glad that the British had convert
ed. their money to the decimal system, so that all the bids were easy for me to
understand. For instance, if someone bid 20 or 25 pence, (usually given as 2 Ojo or
25p) I had no trouble following that. Had their bids been in shillings, etc., I
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might have had a problem. On the rare occasion when the bidding got up to a
or more there was still no problem. It occurred to me later that they might
been bidding in this manner to make it easy for the American auctioneer, but
sure but what it was simply the now-popular use of the decimal system—or at
the acceptance of it, whether they liked it or not.

pound
have
I'm not
least

JUNE:
The deeurat AyAtem La wett ebtabtiAhed, cM fiLght, but the otd tenmLnotogy La
AtM uAed. We heand Aevenat /teiertenceb to a "bob", which La now wonth £Lve now
pence, even though thene La n't oMLcLMy a coLn known oa a "AhMLng". Ten-pence
and tw-AhLLLLng coLnA (McuLate equaLLy. However, I don't thLnk anyone did uAe
the otd tenminotogy Ln bLdding at the aactionA.
LEN:
While auctioning, I couldn’t help using a part of what I have that passes for a
brain to convert the bids into American money, and was often shocked at how little
things were going for. At that time, the pound was going for about $2.50 U.S., so
when somebody bid lOp it was like bidding 25$ American.
The fact is that the aver
age British fan isn’t as well off as the average American fan, so that books and
mags that sold for so little over there would have brought a bit more (in some cases
quite a bit more) at a similar-sized auction in the States. At a later auction, I
bought a stack of Fred Brown paperbacks. Don't remember what I paid for them, but I
know I would have paid a good deal more, Stateside.

Another factor was that this was a small convention, compared to U, S. cons.
I
think the attendance was a little less than 300. That would be small for a regional
con (such as a Westercon) over here.

I liked it.
(So did I.)
I’m among those oldandtired fans who could live without
BIG conventions.
I can have more fun at a small convention even if I were on the
committee. Yet, small though it may have been, the OMPAcon was a truly international
con, in that there were fans from the Continent as well as from the States there.
For us, it was our World Convention for this year. We knew we wouldn’t be able to
make it to TORCON, or even to the Westercon in San Francisco, but we have no regrets.
The OMPAcon plus the touring and visiting before and after the convention more than
made up for missing out on cons were would normally attend. That’s for sure.
.

•

।!

• *

Some time during the evening, June went up to our room for more film, and found
an envelope shoved under our door. It was from Bernie Zuber in Los Angeles,, and
contained a copy of an APA L cover by Bernie. A most heartwarming item to receive.
(Hea/ttwatoning? It waA hyAtetLcoLLy ^unny!) Our friends were thinking of us.
I asked someone if Mike Rosenblum would be at the con. Mike and I corresponded
back in the 40's, and he was one of the many British fans I wanted to meet. I was
told that his son Howard was there, and that Mike would be along later. True
enough. We met Howard, who would be described by American mundanes or squares (and
no doubt by British likewise) as a "hippie", in that he dressed most casually and
had a whole lot of bushy hair. We introduced ourselves to Howard, who assured us
that his dad would be there.

Later that night, or Foo knows it might have been the next day, we met Mike and
had a good talk with him and George Locke in the huckster room. Mike is no longer
the slim young man in the photo he’d sent me nearly thirty years ago—but then-I am
no longer the 129-pound youngster I used to was.
(That's 9 stone 3, for our British
friends.)
That same night we also met (June for the first time, me for the second
time) Jim O'Meara, a Chicago fan who now works in Dublin. I hadn't seen Jim since
1958. Later in the evening we had a good long talk on old times in fandom and what
was happening now, etc.
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After the auction, the meeting room was left open and the piano in the corner
was. put to good use by a lady named Vera Johnson, who was accompanied by a chap
named Russ on guitar and Howard Rosenblum on jug. June and I went over to join
the group, as they were playing and singing songs from the twenties and thirties.
We even danced a little. I noticed that other, younger, fans were joining in the
singing and seemed to know all the words to these old tunes. I remarked on this to
Mike Rosenblum and Ken Cheslin, and was advised that the British youth considered
these old tunes to be folk songs.
So there we were in the midst of a folk-singing
session—British style.
We looked in at one or two of the room parties, and June went to bed about 1
a.m. But ol* diehard Ijm had to stay up until the wee small hours because this was
one helluva fine convention. I returned to the meeting room and found that the folk
singers had abandoned the piano and adjourned to a corner of the bar. Vera was now
playing guitar along with Russ, and Howard was still blowing jug like he had six
sets of lungs.
I joined James White and Les Flood who were standing at the bar and
gave them a hand in holding it up. Once again I couldn’t help observing (to myself,
I didn’t mention it to Jim as I’m sure he’s heard it enough) how much Jim White
resembles Van Vogt or vice versa.
JJ

:

The folk-singing continued. The night, or rather> the late morning continued
blissfully. People left, more people came in, but finally we were down to the hard
core stay-up-lates. Now I was talking with Jim O’Meara, and watching the antics of
the young singers. Looking at my whtch, I sawthat it was well after 3 a.m.’ It had
to be past official closing time, but then this was a private bar (or a public bar
turned into a private bar for the convention). Eventually, a young manager-type
entered and asked that people leave^ as they really did have to close up. He was
quite polite about it, and seemed.to.regret having to perform this duty.
’■
The kids began to protest. They didn’t do anything violent, but someone did
shout ’’Throw the bod in the river!” Other than that, they merely complained loudly
and bitterly that the bar should be left open as long as there were x number of
persons present. I gathered that a minimum number had been agreed on between the
hotel and the committee. They sent someone out to bring in more bodies. They con
tinued to sing.
It was one of the most amiable protests I ever saw or heard of. I
stood there with Jim, laughing, digging it, loving it.

But all good things must end, and I knew I should get some sleep before it was
time to start another convention day. Jim and I talked a while longer out in the
. meeting hall. I was bringing him up to date on people we both know.
It was after
4 a.m. when I finally hit the sack.
‘SATURDAY, APRIL 21 (Len)

For some reason I seem to have missed out on most of Saturday’s convention
program. I’m not sure when I returned to life, but I do remember that June and I
decided to go out for breakfast.
’

.1

MIE:

It wat> too Zate. ^o/i b/te.ak.^aAt tn the. hoteZ dZntng /toom, and we. dtdn’t
Wze.
tackttng another. o^ the. hoteZ'A tuncheA. A coupZe o^ dooM down ^om the. hoteZ, we.
^ound a HORT'a fLeAtauAant.
<•
’

LEN:

’

To show you that I wasn’t exactly wide awake and alert, I didn’t make the
fannish connection with that name until later. However, I’m sure that Horrible 01*
Roy Tackett would never run a beanery that didn’t serve coffee with its meals. We
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ordered brunch, and there was no problem in getting food which was reasonably good,
but they DID NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES (and surely they could see that I was a
dying man) serve coffee before, during or after a meal. They did have coffee, but
;; not in the restaurant. One retired to the bar "after” and had one's coffee. I was
starving as well as dying for coffee, so we ate. But I refused to patronise their
bar, coffee or no. I expected they would serve a thimbleful in a demitasse and
charge me half a quid. So we went back to the hotel’s handy-dandy tea-and-coffee
lounge and I worked my way to almost total recovery there. Somewhere along the
line we wound up in the bar visiting with Danny Plachta and Banks Mebane.

Speaking of coffee, for the most part I had no problem getting coffee in England.
It ranged from bad to very good, but none of it was worse than the machine-made
coffee at work. On the other hand,- there were times when June had trouble getting
1 tea in a restaurant. Either they didn’t serve it at all, or only at "tea time".
June doesn't drink coffee, but likes her cuppa tea now and then. But she couldn’t
always get it when she wanted it except in the Grand Hotel’s lounge.
We met that afternoon in Uncle Norm Weedall’s room with the Joneses, where we
watched The Selfish Giant special, and a chapter of Dr. Who on TV. We also imbibed
some of Uncle Norm's homemade fruit wines. He had brought a suitcase full to the
convention. That is, it was full of plastic jugs which held the various flavors of
wine. His apricot wine is superb. His coffee wine, though not as smooth as the
others, was good too. He pointed out that he had not brought his best stuff to the
con. We would sample that when we got to Liverpool...
Then we went out to dinner with Eddie, Marsha and Peter Mabey. The Beaujolais,
a French-type restaurant. If you are ever in Bristol, go there. Not only good food,
but good coffee,, made one cup at a time with a filter gadget over the cup. ■> However,
they did not serve tea.

i--

*
• '
After dinner it was time to get back to the hotel and get ready for the Costume
Parade. June was to be a judge, so I let her go down first.
I was donning the mot
ley, doing my Pike Pickens clown-tramp bit, and wanted to come down alone to see how
many would or would not recognize me. As usual, most people didn’t until they got
close enough to study me carefully. I wasn't in the competition, of course, but
merely there to entertain and have a jolly good time.

JUNE: ’

r.

•

•

’

The CoAtume PaAude moa a tittte diA appointing. TheAe MeAe about. 15 coAtumeA in
ait, not counting the Robot VemonAtAation at the. end. Some, o^ the. coAtumeA MeAe
Mett made., but mcac deXAaeted faom by the. fact that the mcoacaa theAcoi had no idea
o^ a pAeAentation* They Aimpty Matked acAoAA the faooA in faont o^ the judgeA, Aome
ofi them not even tooking ouA May. We had to AcqaeAt one coAiume-MeaAeA to come back,
in oAdeA to Aee him—he had maAched acAoAA the Aoom about thiAty fact aMay in Mhat
Aeemed tike a gAeat huAAy.
\
We mcac .attoMed one pAize fa a the chitdAen’A diviAion, and it moa a Aeat pteaAuAe
to aMaAd it to the one and onty entAy. A tiny giAt had been dACAAed up in a Aed and
btue coAtusne, including bootA and cape. The adutt caAAying heA moa atAo caAAying a
Aign Aeading "CONdenAed SOUPeAgiAt".

The two piizcMinneAA MeAe "The StainteAA Steet Rat" and "The lAon Chicken", Mhich
I tateA heaAd had been Mhipped up out o^ atuminum fait and inApiAation not tong
befaAe the PaAade.
Afaeh the avaitabte coAtumeA had gone by, Me MeAe about to AtaAt detibeAating,
Mhen the hatt moa Auddenty invaded by a gAoup o^ RobotA, demanding theiA AightA.
They bAandiAhed AignA, Mith AtoganA Auch oa: "Moac Oit, LeAA Toit!", "Robot
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Ubenation!", "AiZmou Wcu Wnong!", "Gay Lubnlcation", eZc. The/te mu6£ have. been a
dozen people— en—nobots taking pant, and they stomped and hotlened and thnew gneat
quantities ofi old computen pnlntouts and tape all oven the filo on, When the judge*
got oven, laughing, which was some time afiten the Robots made thetn. exit, It was
decided that they should get a special pnlze—that ofi cleaning up tine mess, Which
they did,
LEN:
While June was busy on the panel, I was shooting flash pictures. Or trying to.
Trouble is, I wasn’t wearing my glasses, and had red makeup all over my nose, and it
was difficult to handle the camera properly. So the few shots I got of the costumes
did not turn out well, and if there are any costume pics in this report, they will
prob'ly be those donated by others.

Later, June did get a shot of me with Don and Elsie Wollheim.
Reason: Don
bought the first (and only Pike Pickens story ever published, back in the days when
he was editing OUT OF THIS WORLD ADVENTURES. As it turned out, Pike became more
popular at fan parties and conventions than he ever did as a pulp mag character...
There was an auction after the Costume Parade, which is when I latched on to
those Fred Brown paperbacks, including THE CASE OF THE DANCING SANDWICHES, which is
one of those rare Dell Book ten-centers (this being No. 33).
It is undated, but
the original copyright for the story is 1950, so the 64-page booklet had to be pub
lished sometime in the 50’s.
There were room parties and many people in the bar, as well. I noticed Banks
Mebane (and later, others) stripping to the waist so that local artists (or girls
with artistic inclinations) could paint designs on their backs and chests. Unfort
unately, none of the girls in the bar returned the favor.

JUNE:
Somewhere astound hene, we wene Invited to autognaph ' Anfien's shlnt, He ofifiened
us a choice ofi colored pens to do so, explaining that the autognaph would be embnoldened. oven, with matching thnead, Thene wene a multitude ofi slgnatun.es on the shlnt,
both embnoldened and fines h, It was obviously not long until he would have to stant
a new shlnt, It neminded us ofi Bnuce Pelz's embnoldened shlnt, except that Bnuce
specializes In fian ant dnawn on the shlnt, which is then embnoldened oven., Also,
Bnuce does not wean the shlnt at the time It's being dnawn on, (It's an odd sensa
tion, wnlting one's slgnatune oven a shouldenblade!)
LEN:
I exchanged some puns with Sam Long, who then told me a Feghoot story.
I'd
heard it before, but let him tell it right up to the punchline, which I spoke in
unison with him.
I also spent some time explaining TAFF to various young fans present. There
were many there who didn’t know what TAFF was all about, though there was a brief
explanation in the Program Booklet.
(But who reads program booklets at cons?)
I
was happy to do this, and pleased that most of them seemed to think that TAFF was
a Good Thing, once they found out wotinell it was.

I’m not sure when June went to bed, but I didn’t make it until 4:30 a.m., or so
it says here in my notes.
■ ./ ,

>
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PARTY AT ELLA PARKER’S - Saturday, April 14

ATom, Len, Ethel

Trafalgar Square Lion, Fred & Len
June

Big Ben, whereby Len set his watch

Len

Ethel

Fred

Boadicea leading her army into
battle against the Romans. (They won.)

June in front of Palm House, Kew Gardens

KEW GARDENS, Sunday, April 15
1. The Queen’s Beasts—The
Unicorn of Scotland

2. Len and Friend

3. The Griffin of King Edward
III
4. We Follow Apollo to Windsor
on Monday, April 16
5. The Round Tower with flag
flying showing that the
Queen is in residence. Our
party may be spied if you
look carefully—4/5 of it,
anyway.

6. The Windsor-Eton bus termin
us.

’’and they all came
on board.•

TUESDAY, April 17

Tower Bridge, from courtyard in Tower

Friendly native
guide

Cambridge House, Tower of London

"J UAJt

MOpP /kTI
HORT’8—no coffee with the meal

APRIL

2 0 -2 3
Fred Hemmings,
OMPAcon ’73,
Grand Hotel,
BRISTOL BS1 2EL.

The Grand Hotel

The 49 Steps

Mike Rosenblum & Len

Terry Jeeves

Vai Jeeves

Chip Delany

Len

Mike Rosenblum

John Brunner

George Locke

”H. G. Wells’ Moustache”

Ina Shorrock, Vai Jeeves, Terry Jeeves, Norm Shorrock

Eddie Jones, with Len’s
whiskey cane.

Old Church, Holmes Chapel

Bentcliffe’s home in Holmes Chapel
June, Lindsey, Beryl

Old Pub, Holmes Chapel

Alderley Edge, that is

Eric finds the secret lever to open the
enchanted cavern. Lindsey is doubtful.

Coat of arms,

Manchester
University

Old Roman wall, Chester

Our Last Night in England—Party at the Joneses’ April 28

Ina Shorrock

Marge Nuttall

Norm Shorrock

Bill Buras

Ina Shorrock, Len & June

Marsha Jones, Len & June

Marsha Jones, Tony Walsh

The Great Homemade Ouija Board
Cherry Brown, Simone Walsh, Jenny
Campbell

June & Bob in snack bar, Coleman
Barracks, Mannheim

Bob Konigsberg

Len

Neckar River, Heidelberg

Clock tower, Castle Heidelberg

Inner Courtyard, Castle Heidelberg

Castle Heidelberg, mit air-conditioning

We get in front of the camera again

Mannheim City Park

Mannheim Town Hall

Mannheim Water Tower

Cylindrical billboard

June, Bob & Paul of “Paul’s Place",
AKA The Gold Pflug

SUNDAY, APRIL 22 (Len)

Although Pike Pickens had not hit the sack until around 4:30 that morning, Len
Moffatt somehow managed to disentangle himself from the continental quilt by 11 the
very same morning. Although only an amateur clown, I do try to take a professional
approach to donning the motley, and had removed the makeup and washed thoroughly
before falling into bed.
So, all I had to do when I did get up was to shave (Very
Carefully) and bathe (Very Bravely). Nevertheless, I still felt somewhat like the
protagonist in a suspense novel—the kind that awaken by sheer effort of will and
can’t budge hardly an inch without a large coffee transfusion. So, we had break
fast in our room before going down to see if the con was still there.

JUNE:

V

’

It waA, and aA uauoZ, much o{ Zt was tn the, ban.. The. ban. anea pnavZded by the.
hoteZ moa a Zange noom, vjZth a Zong ban. when.eon wene pZaeed two bowZA o{ Zee eubeA
at the begZnnZng o{ the day, TheAe bowZi a toyed out untZZ the Zee meZted on. Zt woa
aZZ uAed up—uAuaZZy a eombZnatZon o{ the two. Ai an Zee-ZovZng Yank, I Zeanned to
gnab a PepAZ eanZy Zn the day, whZZe Zee woa AtZZZ avaZZabZe. (I’m not pantceuZanZy
{ond o{ PepAZ, but Zt woa the onZy eoZa dnZnk they had.) The {an. end o{ the ban. was
whene they had pZaeed the been, and Zagen. kegA--o{ onZy aeademZe Znten.eAt to me, but
Veny Impontant to many othenA thene, ZncZudZng Len.
LEN:

Someone led June and me over to a table where James White was being interviewed
by a reporter from the Daily Mirror. Jim, as you may know, is well over six feet
tall, and the reporter was quite a tall man, too. They stood up to be introduced
to June, who is just a shade until six feet. Jim turned to the reporter and said,
"Isn't it nice to meet a girl of average height?" The reporter allowed as how it
was. My roommate's day was made.
Presently Jim had to leave, and James Blish and John Brunner showed up to be
interviewed. The reporter assumed that June' and I were pros, too.
I told him that
though I had sold a few stories some years ago, I didn't consider myself a pro, and
attempted to explain fandom and TAFF to him.
Don't know if I succeeded, as he was
obviously in a hurry to ask a series of questions he had previously jotted in his
notebook. He seemed to know the s-f field fairly well, and most of his questions
were intelligent, rather than the usual "Why-do-you-write-this-crazy-Buck-Rogersstuff?".

However, one of the questions he asked, and apparently expected a definite—
perhaps even definitive answer to was:
"What would you do if a flying saucer land
ed in your back yard?" I think that we had already established that we had never
seen a flying saucer or any type of UFO, and that most fans had been more excited
by the moon landings, etc., which were real happenings, than by reports of UFOs
which may or may not be real. We have the "from Missouri" attitude. Seeing is
believing, and even then we would want to investigate closely and find out if it
was a hoax or an optical illusion.

it.

"But what if it were really a spaceship from another planet—no question about
What if it really was real?"

We told him that we would be delighted. It was sort of like one's disbelief in
ghosts. It would still be fun to see one, and there are those who keep hoping to
see one even though they "know" that there probably aren't any. We would try to
communicate with the aliens. We would certainly hope that they would be peaceful
rather than warlike beings, etc.
(Besides, it would be a Very Small spaceship
that could land in our back yard!)
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Our answers didn't seem to satisfy him, and he conducted a sort of crossexamination,- I’m not sure what he wanted us to say—perhaps that we really did
believe in saucers and were expecting them to land.and take over any minute now.
Giving up on usz he turned his attention to Blish apd Brunner, who did a good
job of keeping his note-taking hand busy, About this time we were hauled off to
lunch with Eddie and Marsha Jones and Bill and Mary Burns. We went to an Italiantype restaurant called (so help me) Dino’s..

me:

. ■

’

...

'

:

We frMcwo.d Zho. Ao.eomme.ndaZZon o^ Aomo.one. oZao. Zn oAdoAZng Zunch.
what the, dZAh moa, bat Zt waAn't up to ZtA AO.eommo.ndaZZon.

T d£6A.emembeA.

LaZeA that a^ZoAnoon, wo. aom 4ome o^tho. gmaZo.uA fiZZmA boZng Ahown Zn Zho. VoZZa
EZZm compoZcZZon. Among thoAo. waA Toaalj Jeeve6* AZop-iAamo anZmaZZon ^ZZm, "Tho
BuAgZaA", whZch fo.aZuAo.d a houAo guaAdod by a poZ dZpZodocuA. ("Beume
Zho. VZp~
ZodocuAl") "Tho BuAgZaA” won Zho VoZZa EZZm AwaAd, and eoAZaZnZy doAOAvod ZZ.
(ThoAo moao aZAo AopoaZod AhoutZngA o^ SZaA TAek BZoopoA EZZmA, wZZh pooA pAinZA and
pooAoA Aound.)
;
LEN:

The two main events that afternoon, other than the film competition, were a talk
by Jim White and a panel-type quiz game called "H. G. Wells’ Mustache”.

Jim’s talk was entitled "That Lovable Alien", and though I don’t really think of
that fantastic Irishman as an alien (being at least half Irish meself.) the title did
secern to fit. Jim (like his American almost-twin, Van Vogt) speaks quietly and most
amusingly. Unlike some fans who have become successful pros, he does, not take him
self too seriously.
(When I introduced him to June as James White, he quickly corr
ected me and said "JIM White". I know that Ella Parker calls him "Jimmy", but I’m
not sure how many get away with that. I get called "Lenny" a good deal, and know
that I prefer to be called "Len"—or even "Leonard"...)
. .
■

t

i-

'

The quiz game was sort of like 20 Questions, though it was more like 2,000
Questions. There were four groups of panelists,, four or five fans per group, and
two groups played at a time. The four panels represented London, Birmingham,
Gannet and Liverpool fandoms.
(Naturally, we were sort of prejudiced toward the
Liverpool team...)
I
I
.
* ’ - ’
Fred Hemmings was the emcee, answering the questions and keeping track of the
whole shebang. Each panelist had a buzzer to press when they thought they had a
right question to ask. A blackboard was set up facing the audience (in front of
and off to one side of the players, so they couldn’t seo.it.) .The answer was writ
ten on the board, along with a column for scorekeeping. The point of the game was
simple enough. They had to guess what was written on the blackboard—but were
given no clues. Not even animal, vegetable or mineral, or whether it was a fannish
reference, story title or wotever. They had to start from scratch, asking questions
to hopefully lead-them to clues.
To give you an idea, some of the answers were "Verguzz (a fannish drink)", John
D. MacDonald’S "The Girl, The Gold Watch and Everything", (no, June and I had
nothing to do with providing the answers) and "Dave Kyle’s Propeller Beanie".
I
remember that Marsha Jones (on the Liverpool panel) guessed the latter, but it was
Gannet fandom that finally won the game.
■ , ■
I think this game was one of the most entertaining program items at the con—
though admittedly we did not manage to see all of the program—and would like to
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see a shorter version of it performed at a con or club meeting over here.
I’d
limit the number of questions, and.give the players some kind of a starting clue to
shorten it up a bit.
(Come to think of it, we used to play a fannish-*sf form of 20
Questions at Outlander meetings years ago; I think we even put one of the games on
wire. Which gives you some idea of how long ago that was—the pre-tape era.)
There was a fanzine auction, and then we had tea and coffee in the lounge. By
then I was ready for a bit of a lie-down, and went up to our room while June went
to visit the art show.

JUNE:

The knt. Show wen Zu a veny smaZZ noom caZZed the ChunchiZZ Room. It was a veny
SmaZZ ant show, f^on that matten, so I attempted to photog/iaph aZZ
it. Eddie
Jones's paintings wene easy enough, but evenything eZte had a Zayen of^ shiny pZastic
oven tt, whteh made ion di^icuZties with ^Zash neiZeetion. Eddie's wene atAo the
onZtj paintings that wene fan saZe. The othen antis ts appanentZy didn't know that
fans tike to bay ^anntAh on science-fa ctionaZ paintings, and had. A ent them meneZy
fan dispZay.

I met Tenny and VaZ Jeeves tn the ant Ahow noom. It was the fanst time I'd
neaZZy had the chance to taZk to them, and faund them to be exceedingZy pZeasant
and ^niendZy peopZe. Tenny and I wene Zooking at some iZZuAtnations fan Lovecnafa
Stonies, and ducovened a common bond. We both disZike Lovecnafa fan the same
neasons! It’a a neaZ pZeaAune to meet someone as eZeven and penceptive as that.
I woa panticuZanZy admining two o^ Eddie's paintings. One, which was the coven
iZZo fan Sphene Books' edition o^ fiZeKeZ Panshin’s Rite o^ Passage was manked Not
Eon SaZe (fan the veny good neason that tt was aZneady soZdV. The othen one, the
coven ZZZo fan Lonny Niven's WonZd o^ Ptaavs, was manked £15, and had not been bZd
on. 1 was mentaZZy going oven oun ^nanciaZ situation—which Zooked good—and as
Eddie was beginning to pack up his paZntZngA, I mentioned to him that I wouZd have
to consuZt with Len, but I was intenested in that painting.

"You Zike it?

Take it!" he nepZied.

"Uh—1—en—but—" I stammened.

"Take it!" he ondened.

"Uh—yessin.

Thank you."

So I took it. It'A the nicest binthday cand I even got. I bone it in tniumph
back to oun noom, going up the stains on a smaZZ pink cZoud. that appeaned faom
somewhene.
...
.
' ’
LENs

. ’

"

’■ .

.

.

But all too soon it was time to get ready for the Banquet that evening. I say
"all too soon" because even if you have lost track of time and days during a con,
the Banquet is a signal (or warning) that the con will soon be over. And, no matter
how you suffer from lack of sleep, you wish it would go on a few more days. Espe
cially a good con like the OMPAcon.

The Banquet food was typical of so many convention banquets that I have attended.
The entree was the hotel’s version of Chicken Maryland, and I couldn’t help thinking
that perhaps the chicken had been prepared and cooked in Maryland, and then shipped
by boat to Bristol.
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KetaaZZy, the chicken might not have been bad—tfi they'd served Zt hot, 'My
portion was thoroughZy cooked, aZthough Eddie. said his .was rubbery. EarZZer Zn the.
Banquet, Marsha saved my ZZfo by commenting oat Zoud that the. saZad was made wZth
bananas. 1 promptZy passed her my pZate o^ saZad, sayZng "Thank, you!" It Mas a
most pecuZZar-ZoohZng saZad anyway—ZZ appeared to be a mZxture o^ chopped bananas,
waZnuts and rZce, sitting on a Zettuce Zeafo The thZng that saved the meat was a
bottZe of Sekt (German champagne) that we ordered.
■
MeZther Marsha nor 1 are what you couZd caZZ enthustastic eofc foe drinkers. She
has been known to take some Irish eofcfcee on occaston, and T have been known to partake ofc KahZua. So, when eofcfcee was being distributed afcter the meat, Marsha asked
the waitress Zfc we co odd have some tea. "We’re not servZng tea tonight," was the
answer. > -The two ofc us must have Zooked so grZefc-stricken that the waitress's heart
was touched, "I’ZZ get you some tea!" she decZared, and exited swZfctZy, stage /bight.
She came back wtth two cups ofc tea—wtth miZk. We thanked her ktndZy (it was stiZZ
better than eofcfcee).
* • »

•*

LEN:

At last we won through to the program part of the Banquet. Several awards were
presented, with Dave Kyle Toastmastering. Dave donned his propeller beanie long
enough to be photographed.
.
*
As previously mentioned, the Delta Film Award went to Terry Jeeves. The August
Derleth Memorial Award of the British Fantasy Society went to Michael Moorcock; the
Ken McIntyre . Fan Award went to Dave Fletcher; and we were especially happy to see
Ethel Lindsay receive 'the Doc Weir Award for services to fandom.
John Brunner sadly announced that there was no British Science Fiction Associa
tion Award for Best Novel, because insufficient votes were cast to make a clear
majority. He spoke of .the apathy in the BSFA and indicated that there would be some
reorganization in the hopes that the Awards could be continued properly in the
future.
.

During the banquet, a series of Terry Jeeves quotecards were passed around. The
cards bore cartoons by Terry, but no captions.
It turned out that this was a quote
card competition. The people at the Banquet were supposed to caption the cartoons,
and eventually most if not all of them wound up with Dave Kyle for judging.
Dave
selected the winners and read them aloud.

JUNE:-} ru, o
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I know perfceetZy weZZ that not aZZ ofc them wound up wtth Dave KyZe—I shortstopped one myseZfc to take home to Bruce PeZz. Afcter the Banquet, we tried to fcind
a compZete set by Zooking around the various tabZes, but were unsuccess fcuZ. This
year, someone had dupZieated a group ofc cartoons fcor the banqueteers. Last year,
so I was toZd, Terry had sat drawing cartoons during the Banquet, I think that hav
ing them, done in advance was by fcor the better way,
'
n

LEN:

The costume awards were handed out, too—bottles of wine and boxes of candy.
June.was presented with a box of candy, either for being a judge or for being a
TAFF delegate.. There were so. many awards and prizes of this nature that it Was
hard to keep track. The- Gannet crew announced their plans for the 1974 British
Convention, which will be in Newcastle.
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Finally, Dave Kyle introduced TAFF Administrator Eddie Jones.
It seems that
Eddie had donated one of his paintings as a prize in a raffle for TAFF voters. All
those who had sent their ballots and donations to Eddie had their names in the
drawing. Eddie asked June to draw a name out of the envelope, and after some diffi
culty (the slips were each tightly folded and jammed together in a small envelope)
June managed to extract one and; handed it to Eddie. He’ unfolded it and began to
laugh. He stopped to explain that ..although the bulk of the ballots he had received
came from British fans, there were two or three American fans who had sent their
ballots and donations to;him. And it was one of the American fans who had won the
painting—none other.than Bruce Pelz.
’ ’’
Then Eddie introduced June and me, and we stood up to give our talk. I did most
of the talking—as I told them, I do the talking and she does the work... The chick
en entree gave me a chance to steal a Bob Bloch line (on6 he had used at Bouchercon
I); all I had to do was ,convert it to the present situation.
.

v..

■
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’
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’
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I told—truthfully—how June and I were somewhat taken aback by one of the
wonders we had seen when we first arrived in London. Billboards advertising Colonel
Sanders Kentucky Fried Chicken.
I said that we could not believe our eyes—could
not accept the fact that The Colonel has really invaded Old Blighty. But, after the
Banquet meal, we were forced to believe that it was all too true.
I thanked all of those who had voted in TAFF and everyone there for treating us
so nicely. Then I announced the opening of nominations for the next TAFF race—to
bring a European fan across the Atlantic to the World Science Fiction Convention in
Washington, D. C. in 1974. After that, I passed along the greetings and good wishes
of Sir Richard Sr.eary to all there, and turned the mike over to June.

JUNE:

TuAned the, mike oveA, w/
What he did wat toAt o^ dAop tt tn my tap.
White Len wat tatktng, I AemembeAed that Td te^t the. patnting tue. weAe to pAesent
to the. convention by my ptace, to I'd nipped back, to get: tt, and then tat down on
the. chatA that Chip Vetany eouAteoutty vacated £oa me.
(A note o^ exptanation teemt to be tn oAdeA heAe. A ^ew weeks be^oAe we te^t
^oa Engtand, the EASES had. voted to s end a gAeeting to the ^ant at the BAistot con.
Jack HaAnett was detegated to do a patnting, teavtng tpace at the bottom ^oa EASES
membeAS to autogAaph tt. Jack depicted (oa caAtcatuAed) teveAat wett-known EASES
membeAS, tach at EaAAy Ntven buAdened down andeA teveAat Hugot, Eazzy Pink Ntven,
Yampo. (one vi the yoangeA ^ant who tt atso a Moax BAot. ^Aeak) and a coupte o^
Typteat EASES types--whateveA THAT ts.)

So theAe I was, wtth the mike tn one hand and the patenting tn the otheA. (And
panic Aittng on the hoAizon...) I managed to AtammeA out tome toAt o^ htstoAy o^
the patnting, pointing out that tt had been done on BAittot boaAd (whtch the audi
ence teemed to appAectate) and catted upon Ken Chet tin to accept tt. He did to, on
behati o^ the convention, and AemaAked that this wat tndeed an otd-time fannit h
custom—EASES and BAitfandom have exchanged tach pictoAiat gAeetingt tn the past,
lt't (an to hetp, caAAy on tome Eannith TAaditions.
LEN:
The Guest of Honor, Chip Delany, gave a talk on critics of s-f. Naturally, he
was criticizing the critics, and did it very well indeed. No screaming or breast
beating—just quietly pointing out where they sometimes went wrong. A most refresh
ing GoH talk. . , .j. _•>
.v
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After the Banquet, we went back to the meeting room to watch a couple more films.
One was a kind of home-movie job (only with fans), showing the Phil Rogers’s wedding.
Another was a fan-made satire about a conflict between Tubb fans and Aldis fans,
quite whacky and mad.
Presently we adjourned to a room party in the Burns’s room.
It was a small
party, so I should remember most of the names. Bill and Mary Burns, of course...the
’Joneses...the Shorrocks...including son Roy (whom I now recognized as one of the folk
singers in the bar on that famous night), Keith Freeman, Banks Mebane, Danny Plachta,
Dave Kyle, Jonny Campbell, a girl named Wendy, and probably others. Our bedtime was
approximately 4 a.m.
(^up, me. too,
I'd fanaZZy gotten my Aecond wind,)

,

MONDAY, APRIL 23 (Len)

I have no idea what time we came back to life, but we decided to have breakfast
in our room again. We phoned in our order and waited. And waited. And waited...
At this point in time, I’m not sure whether they ever brought it or not, but logic
points out that we must have had breakfast somehow, or we’d never have gotten thru
the day.
The con was Officially Over, but there were a few diehards remaining. For the
first time, we were able to chat with most of the committee. Gerald Bishop (or
Gerbish, as he is knowed as), Pat and Mike Meara and Fred Hemmings. We thanked them
for a great convention, and for picking up the hotel tab for the TAFF delegates.
They had been worried (as are most concerns, especially first-timers) that they would
go into the red, and were really freaked out when they discovered that they were
actually in the black. We talked conventions for a while, and then let them proceed
with the final gathering-up of equipment, etc.

JUNE:

At Aome point we. weAe Aitting in the. Zobby,' chatting with Dave. Rowe and othenA,
He had been testing a Atony about being oveAchanged at Aome neAtaunant, and Atanted
to Aay "bZoody". ActuaZZy, he got about aA fan aA "bZ--en—excuAe my Fnench!" I
Zaughed, and aAAuAed him that it waA hanmZeAA aA fan oa I woa concenned, Ue knew
that it iA a Naughty Wond in EngZand, but it haA no emotionaZ content fan ua.
(BuideA, anyone who'A Atayed with Etta Panken can't be Ahocked by it!) Dave
Aeemed to accept my explanation,
. ■
Laten, when I toZd Moaa ha about it, A he Zooked at me and a aid, "UeZZ! Nobody
eveA excuAeA themAeZveA when they Aay that io me!" I toZd hen it woa becauAe I
Zook Ao Sweet and Innocenti It waA Zaten when Ahe faund out that I'm neaZZy juAt
oa VuZgan aA Ahe iA,,,
LEN;

.

' -

''

,

Later, in the lounge, we said goodbye to several, including Jim White, who was
remarking on the bit of rain we were getting, and the fact that so many fans were
coming down with the sniffles. Said Jim:
"I do hope they won’t bring their colds
to Newcastle". Our goodbyes Were more in the nature of a groan. Someone else (it
could be that I’m the guilty one, but at this late date can’t be sure) was defining
a situation where the Guest of Honor was backed into a corner as Blocking Off The
Old Chip...
Which sort of illustrates how tired it was out.

Nevertheless, we gathered together our reserves of energy and went off that
afternoon shopping with the Joneses...to the area known as the "49 Steps" or the
"Christmas Steps", depending on whether you’re at the bottom or the top. There are
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49 steps to climb to get from one streer to the next. The steps were xined with
shops, and of course the street we were heading for had more shops. Most of the
shops were shut, it being still a holiday —Easter Monday—but we found a weapons
shop open, much to Eddie’s delight. Eddie collects guns and blades, and in this .
shop he found a rather nice kris for a price he was willing to pay? '?

.?

JUNE:
This shop also had a fair-sized cannon displayed in the window. Marsha and T
remarked loudly on what a nice do or-A top it would make, and what a conversation
piece! We were Auitably ignored.
1’ •

LEN:'

Soon it was time for tea in the hotel lounge, and then we went up to our
respective rooms to get most of our packing done. We were staying overnight, but
wanted to be ready to leave fairly early the next morning.
That evening, we went to yet another Italian restaurant for dinner.
This one
was underground.
It seems that We ate at more Italian restaurants in England and
Germany than any other kind.

JUNE:
This one was catted. hll Trattoria". We went in through a glass door and down a
flight o^ whitewashed stairs. We could hear tke music (background-type) faom a
record player. About tke time we reached tke faot o^ the stairs, one oi the waiters
came by. singing at the top o^ his lungs. What he was singing had nothing to do
with the music. Somehow this appealed to us.

The meat was quite good, and the zabaglione that we chose to fallow it was
quite the sweetest I’ve ever tasted.
LEN:
During dinner, Marsha was complaining that somehow she had gone through the
whole convention without making one pun, while those about her were making puns
right and left. I told her that obviously she didn’t Marsha her Farces. Once again,
somehow, I escaped with my life.

I think we got to bed reasonably early, though I did sit up a while marveling at
BBC-TV.

TUESDAY, APRIL 24 (June)

We got up and went down to the hotel dining room to join the Joneses far break
fast. We opened the double door to the dining room and got a naAty shock. It waAn’t
there. The familiar room looked like a Atorage room. What had they done with the
dining room? . A moment’s a earch revealed it, over to one Aide. Marsha and Eddie were
already stuffing themselves, but we got a waitress and soon joined them. (I haven’t
had a boiled egg since I got back home!) The obligatory cold toast was sweetened by
a glop of Something that occupied a jam jar resident on our table.
•

LEN:

‘

■’

After breakfast, we were off again with the Joneses on another shopping tour.
The shops were open now, so there was more to see.
It was a fairly brief tour, as
we had a train to catch, but I did find time to get to a camera shop. My mickeymouse Instamatic wasn’t flashing when required to do so. I told the man in the shop
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that the batteries were fairly new, having installed them while at the Tower of
.
London—but perhaps they were defective, and I was all set to buy new ones. He
quietly inspected the camera, tested the batteries (they were good) and cleaned the >
contacts, thereupon the flash worked beautifully. I offered to pay him, but there
was no charge for his work. And very friendly and polite he was, too. No grumbling
about wasting his time.
-THi

If we ever return to Bristol, that’s one shop I’ll patronize.
It is becoming
more and more difficult to find that kind of service any more, here in the States—
and I suppose in places overseas, too. Perhaps we were just lucky, but in all our, ,
dealing with shop people and other mundane folk in England we had no complaints.
Their hands weren’t out for tips, and they treated us courteously and honestly. I've
heard tales of tourists being taken advantage of, etc., but that didn’t happen to
us. Not in Germany, either, save for one rebuff in a train station—but that was
probably as much my fault as anybody’s (mo/te tikety the ^autt 0^ the language bandied)
as you’ll see when we get to that part of the report.
■»
We took a taxi to the Bristol railway station, and at Eddie’s suggestion we all
got first-class tickets for Liverpool. Reason: the trains would be crowded with
folk returning from holiday, and a first-class ticket assured one of having a seat^

We were to catch the 11:55 a.m. train, and the ticket agent advised us to go td
Platform 7, despite the fact that the posted schedule indicated that the Liverpool
train would arrive at Platform 9. He said there was a change, as a "special train
for Leeds" was going fo use Platform 9. We gathered up our 10,000 pieces of luggage,
and the four of us struggled downstairs and then upstairs to Platform 7. We could •"
see Platform 9, across the tracks from where we were standing, and presently a train
pulled in there. We assumed that it was the Special Train For Leeds.
*•

t .

J

About this time, a calm, matter-of-fact British voice on the PA system advised us
that passengers for Liverpool should proceed to Platform 9, as the train was there
and waiting... Once again we gathered up all our impedimenta and huffed and puffed
our way downstairs and upstairs again to Platform 9. By the time we found a compart
ment with four vacant seats, we were somewhat exhausted.

The four of us shared the compartment with a nice lady and a quiet man (might
have been nice too, but he looked quite stern) for part of the journey.
Somewhere
along the line they disembarked and we had the compartment to ourselves, giving us a
chance to stretch out a bit.
Once again we got a good view of the beautiful countryside. I love trains; •
There were several stops enroute which gave us glimpses of various train stations
and industrial areas, but most of the scenery was green—with farms, animals, houses
and clear blue sky.

' '

JUMf:

One stop was ziat/ieA cAoggfZng. We went Znto t/iZo station, sat thede ^on. the. -a
obiigatony ten on ^i^teen minutes, and then started up agatn-- backhands. Having
had some expedience with this sont o^ thing in San Diego whene the tnain has to back
up begone it can go ^onwand, I didn't say anything. We continued going "backhands" ±
and pnesentty 7 obsenved that we wene passing di^edent sceneny than we had on the
way in, Pnom this, I assume that the tnicky Bnitish Railways had simpty attached ■
(o/t ^ined up) an engine at the opposite end o^ oud tnain,

3

LEN: '
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About four hours after boarding the train at Bristol, we arrived in Liverpool,
where we had to stand in line for a taxi to Higher Bebington. It was a long queue,
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and there was a shortage of taxis, so it was a weary time before we finally claimed
one as our own. We crossed the Mersey River by going under it, using a long tunnel
which was well-lighted and featured a couple of bends.
I think it was the longest
tunnel I’ve ever traversed.

JUNE:

Once, the taxt bAought us to Bebtngton Hatt Fonk, Me unloaded, the tuggage and
bent to ptek tt up Aoa the tAek up to thciA apaAtment. One o^ thetA neighboas
appealed out o^ ncwheie, pteked up one o^ the heavy AuttcoAeA that Len had been
eaAiytng, nodded "good-a^teAnoon" to att, and 6ped o^ towaAd Eddie and Moasha'A
apaAtment. Len tooked a tittte nonptubed ^oa a moment, and then fiottowed atong,
happtty caAAytng one Auttcase instead o^ two.
LEN:
The Joneses live on the third floor of an apartment house in Bebington Hall Park.
The living room has a large picture window, and looking through it is like looking at
a picture. On a clear day, one can see the Mersey, closer up are other homes and
gardens, and immediately in front are trees and lawn. We collapsed for a well-earned
rest, although it was not long before Marsha and June were off to the local laundro
mat.

JUNE:
This was my ^tAAt took at an English taundAomat. It dtd not Aeem too dt^eAent
^Aom an AmeAican one, except that tt was a good deat AmatteA, and had none o^ the
tabtes ^oa ^otdtng taundAy that we oac used to. The washeAA announced Aight on them
that they weAe the gAeatest washeAS eveA, and had a diat and potnteA ao that we coutd
tett just wheAe tn the cycte oua wash was at any gtven time. I noticed a vending
machine on the watt, o^eAing fouA hinds o^ something, but onty one bAand name—
PeAAit—was ^amitiaA to me. I ^ound out tateA that they weAe att washing powdzAS,
but they coutd have been anything--bteach, ^abAic Ao^teneA, etc.

The washeAS had anotheA unusuat ^eatuAe. At the end o^ the cycte, when eveAything tooked tike tt was Atopped, the dooAS weAe hetd tocked by Aome mechanism that
decided when to tet go. This woutd have ted to Aome contusion t^ Noas ha hadn't
warned me about tt.
When we got back to the apaAtment, EAic Fentcti^e was theAe. He had come to
beaA us o^ to the witdA o^ Hotmcs Chapet, but obttgtngty waited untit Moas ha had
^ed aS. I mentioned to H.aAsha that, when we AetuAned ^Aom Hotmes Chapet, I wanted
to wash and Act my haiA.

"Oh, you don't have to do that," Ahe Aeptted. "BzAyt wants to do tt ^oa you—
she'A a pAo^eAAtonat haiAdAesAQA." 1 etevated an eyebAow at this tnteAcsttng bit
ofi nQWA.
LEN:

• ,

Eric is a past TAFF winner, and is almost the Typical Britisher in the way he
talks. But under that British Reserve is that fan with his terrible puns and his
whacky sense of humor.
[And he had the neAve to ctaim that I make moAe puns than

he doeA!)
During the drive to Holmes Chapel, he told us that the reason the road was so
straight was that it was originally a Roman highway.
It was dark and shadowy out by
that time, and I could almost see the Roman soldiers lurking behind the trees or in
the shrubbery along the roadside.
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We were greeted at the Bentcliffe home by Beryl, Eric's wife, and their 10-year-old daughter, Lindsey. Lindsey was disappointed because I wasn't dressed like an
American cowboy.
It seems that she is a fan of Smith and Jones, and other imported
TV westerns.
I really should have worn boots and a ten-gallon hat, and walked bowlegged, but I don't know how long I would have been able to keep up such a masque
rade. Pike Pickens is easy for me to do, having done it so often, but I haven't
made like a cowboy since I was as young as Lindsey herself.

JUNE:
Young Lindsey Mtn atso a MtstAess o^ the, Unexpected Question. Out o^ the, cZ,eaA
doAh-bZue thy (MeZZ, tt Mas ntght) she suddenZy ashed: ”Vo you have. snakes tn ,
Amentca?" Upon being assuAed that yes, cue did, she decZoAed "Then I’m neveA going
theAe!" (HeA patents toZd
ZateA that she used to have asthma attacks dating the
night, which MouZd tAtggeA a dAeam about a boa constAictoA calls hing heA.)
LEN:
We were up until midnight, fangabbing, and I passed my whiskey cane around as a
nightcap.
■
■
’
....

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25 (Len)
By the time we got up the. next morning, Eric had already gone off to work. We
had breakfast with Beryl and Lindsey, and walked to Downtown Holmes Chapel with
them. Beryl had her shopping to do, but Lindsey stayed with us.as our Tour Guide.
The downtown area is mostly one street of shops, plus an ancient church with a \
graveyard that projects into the main street, and an old, old pub called The Red
Lion. We didn't go into the pub, but we were inspecting the outside of the church.:,
and wondering how old it was when the pastor came by and asked if we would like to. ।
see inside. We said we would, and he very kindly obliged by unlocking the, heavy
'
front doors and giving us a brief tour of the chapel.

JUNE:

/
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■
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The chuAch inside Mas Ztght and atty, and stiZZ decoAated Mtth spttng ^Zomqas
^Aom Eastet Sunday. TheAe. Mas an oZd baas A chandeZiet suspended ^Aom the cetZtng,
with gAace^uZ, cuAving ooms that heZd sconces - ^oA candZes. AnotheA item the pastoA
was veAy pAoud o^ Mas an oZd baptiSmaZ ^ont that had been dug up by some aAchaeoZogists. They had faiguted out that tt was one o^ seveAaZ that had been oAdeaed to
be destAoyed, hundreds o^ yeans ago, so the peasons assigned to the destAuction had
baoken them up a bit and bunted them.

A ZittZe ZateA Me went into the Post O^ice ^oa some stamps, and weAe just a
touch stantZed to ^tnd that tt Mas aZso a stoAe. A moment's Ae^Zection Aemtnded us
that o^ counse Me had heatd o^ this sont o^ thtng be^oAe—tn the bliss Seeton stontes
H noMheAe eZse. But tt Mas Ot^eAent—actuaZZy waZking tnto such an estabZtshment
oneseZj.
..

MhtZe tn the Post-Office, Me weAe Zooking aAound, and saw a set of coMboy guns,
compZete Mtth Aed-and-white ZeatheA hoZstens. Me Zooked at each otheA. Lindsey
had a cowgiAZ outfit, Me knew, but she didn't have any guns. Me thought about tt
caAcfuZZy foA two oa thAee seconds. They weAe obvtousZy meant foA Lindsey—why
eZse MouZd a Post Office have them on dtspZay just when Me came tn? Me suAAendeAed
to Eate, and bought them. [They Mene the compaAativeZy quiet kind that *cZtck*. Me
wouZdn't have given heA cap guns, oa anything that Mas noisy.)
-42-

LEN:

During our walk in and around Holmes Chapel I again noticed the phenomenon of
miniskirts and prams. Very nice.

MIE::-

-c,

>

-

Naturally, no tour o^ Downtown Holmes Chapel would. be compZeZe without going
through the hardware store where Eric works. I was wtAe/t ZmpA.e64ed by Lt—Lt
reminded me, In the variety o^ things available., o^ the. better-stocked hardware
stores here In the. Los Angeles area. We faund a display o^ Pyrex ware that was
Interesting far the. variety o^ decorative patterns thereon, all dl^erent than we
could get, here In the States.
■As.. usual, Lindsey was our guide, and took, us alt over the place, Including
upstairs, where. I gather Ahe Is not usually permitted to go. She also discovered
that the upstairs connects directly to the upstairs o[ the shop next door. I got
the Impression that Lindsey enjoyed that tour as much as we did.
LEN:
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Eric had invited us to spend some time with them at Holmes Chapel after the con
to. give us a chance to rest and relax before continuing our journey.
It was very
thoughtful of him, and was just what we needed. Not that we lay about a lot, but
we certainly weren’t as active as we had been in London and Bristol. We visited
briefly with Eric while touring the hardware store, and he. told us that he would be
getting off at noon and have this afternoon free, as well as the next day.
’• •
•
.
Back at the Bentcliffe house, Beryl helped us drag some chairs out on the front
porch, where we sat and did some card and letter-writing, but mostly just soaked up
sun and relaxed.
(The weather in Holmes Chapel was beautiful, in contrast to the
drizzly rain we'd had in Bristol. Eric said that they’d been saving up the good
weather just for us—it had been miserable over Easter.)

JUNE:

When Beryl called as In far lunch, she put what looked tike a fall meat on the
table. Pork chopA, potatoes, vegetables, etc. I was reminded o^ the farm-style
eating habits ofa Len's Pennsylvania cousins. Beryl assured us that they ate their
main meal at noon, and we'd have just a tight snack far dinner. Somewhat reassured,
we dug In.
.

LEN:

After lunch, we all got in Eric’s car, and he drove us through the Cheshire
countryside to Jodrell Bank. We saw the 250’ radio-telescope close up (we had
already seen it from Eric and Beryl's house, where it looks like a flying saucer
hovering near the horizon). They have a building full of wonders there, including
a computer that invites you to tea, one of the spacesuits worn by American astro
nauts. on the moon, and a well-stocked souvenir stand. We picked up a few items
for ourselves, relatives back home, and some things, to auction off for TAFF at the.
LASFS. . r
•
•
.
Our cameras were busy, now and for the rest of the day.
Unfortunately, some of
the pictures we were hoping for didn't come out—like the one that Eric tried to
take of me wearing one of the smaller bowl antennae as an upsidedown beanie.
From Jodrell.Bank we went to Alderley Edge, which is a. cliff which rises abruptly
T don't know how high it is, but it must

from the othotwire fairly Flat- miintryside.
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be one of the highest points on the island, as it is a national monument sort of
thing and famous in song and story. The view was tremendous.

JUNE:

• ‘ "

u. •

Mau ha had infonmed ua that Aomowhene anound Atdenley Edge. thene ib a eave.,
with an inbeniption on plaque tn it that figuneb tn the beginning of Alan Gannen'A
Atony "The. WeiftdAtone of.Bnibingamen". Enic told ua that the Atony moa panttatty
baAed on the local tegend of Aundny Knightb of Otd being entombed tn the nock of
the ledge, neady to neappean and take up anmb Ahould England be threatened by an
invaden.
. .
Unfontunatety, no one pneAent had nead the Atony in quite a white, and without
Aomeone to point out the location of the eave, we had no idea hew to find it, Enie did find the Secret Leven to open it, but we couldn't make it wonk. PenhapA Aome
one waA thinking of a blue ginaffe, theneby nullifying the doon-opening Apett. He
atAo infonmed ua that The Edge ib uAed monthly by a eoven of witcheb. Me decided
not to Atay fon the next covention!
Then we went back to HotmeA Chapel, whene Benyl a enved ua what a he called "JuAt
a tight Anack". Abide fnom the Aticed cold ham and AaladA and othen pantA of the
main couue, Ahe had pnepaned not one but two AweetA (deAAentA, to AmenicanA)—a
delightful tnifte topped with whipped double cneam AND a cheebecake. She A aid the
cheeb ecake wab a neeipe fnom an American fniend. It tabted a good deal like mine,
though 1 didn't get a look at the neeipe.

Aften the diAheA had been cleaned up, Benyl aAked me if I wanted my hain done
now. 1 allowed oa how it would be nice, and found myAelf bent oven the Aink while
Benyl applied and aenubbed in a delicately Aeented Ahampoo. I aAked what kind of
Ahampoo it woa, and Ahe told me "Blue Mink". I got wabhed, Aet, and put unden the
dnyen. About that time, Len mentioned that it would be a good idea if he wene to
waAh hiA hain.
. - •

••

LEN:

•

'

.

J

>

'

i

Before I knew it, my head was in the sink with Beryl industriously scrubbing it.
First time I'd had my hair washed by a pretty girl in a long time. Then she pro
ceeded to style it. She complained that it really wasn't long enough, but did the
best she could with her new blow-wave dryer. .

JUNE:

'

'

u.

The blow-wave dnyen woa Aimilan to Aome I've Aeen in the StateA, but tangen.
It featuneb a flaned muzzle about a foot long, and mone cloAely nebembteA one of
Buck Pogeu' naygunA than anything elbe. Mhen Benyl went waving that thing about,
Ahe looked tike Ahe had juAt Atepped out of the 25th Century.
LEN:
Unfortunately, though I have a full head of hair as compared to certain fan
friends of mine who are younger; the individual hairs on my headbone are thin, so
they don't take well to that sort of styling. It did last a while, though, and
I'm most grateful to the loverly Beryl for making me look at least momentarily (in
the course of history) purty.

JUNE:

: ;-

Aften the hain-a tyting AebAion, Enic played piano a little, and then Aet up hiA
camera to take a gnoup picture of ua gathened anound ab if fon a jam AebAion. He
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*

'

ha& Alnce in^ostmed
LEN:

ua

that the plctune didn't come out.

....

We played Scrabble until one in the ayem. There was some discussion about
using British or American spelling of certain words, and I think we allowed both.
At that time, Eric hadn’t come up with FanScrabble, or perhaps just wasn’t ready
to spring it upon an unsuspecting world. I think Beryl won the game.
THURSDAY, APRIL 26 (Len)

This was the day we visited the city of Chester. The city with the Roman wall
and some old Roman ruins, hard by the River Dee.
(And fnom hiA windowA, he couZd
466 / The. otion and the. Riven Vee. - Edwastd Least]
It was rather a strange feeling,
standing on top of the Wall, looking away from the city and down to see the ruins,
and then turning to look at the busy downtown section with modern shops, autos and
double-decker buses.

JUNE:
The BentcllffeA* idea woa to tunn ua ZooAe in CheAten. fon a few houAA to get
oun Soavenin Shopping done. It waAn't aZZ that good an idea. Me did find Aome
ApoonA, getting one fon Len’a mothen, one foA hiA AiAten and one fon uA. (The one
foA ua haA a bowZ Ahaped hike a AcaZZop AheZZ, and iA now oun OfficlaZ SugaA Spoon.
Any AouvenlA Apoon that we get 1a going to wonk. foA itA hiving, by goZZleAl)
We dAopped into a eamena A hop to get Aome moAe film foA Len1 A eamena, and wene
amuAed to hean an exchange between a cZenh and a gentieman with an InAtamatle hike
Len1 a. Seemed that Aomeone had given him the eamena, but had not toZd him that it
muAt be wound up if it iA to advance the flhri a.ften taking plctuneA. He went out
enZlghtened, and we went out amuAed.
Me Aaw a goodZy position of CheAten’A Ahopplng dlAtsilct befone we climbed up to
the top of the MaZZ again and made oun way bach to whene Esilc had panked hiA can.
Me found aZZ thA.ee BentcZiffeA in the can, waiting fon ua, and AtaAted out to
HigheA Bebington thAough the AuAh~houA tAaffie. (Except foA being on the Zeft,
it1 A veny AimiZaA to StateAide nuAh-houn tAaffie.)
LEN:
•

.

.

.

.

'

«*

u

Marsha was serving a three-course fondue dinner. Besides us and the Bentcliffes,
the other guests were Norman and Ina Shorrock, Uncle Norm Weedall and Tom Hogan.
The first course was a hot cheese fondue, in which were dipped such delicacies as
baby tomatoes, baby mushrooms, etc. The second course was a beef fondue. This
doesn’t mean that we dipped things into beef, but that there was a pot of hot oil
into which we dipped thin strips of beef until they were cooked, whereupon we chose
one of several sauces to dunk them in. The third and last course was chocolate
fondue, a pot of hot melted chocolate with Marsha’s Secret Ingredients added, into
which we dipped chunks of Marsha’s special nut bread and various fruits. Burp!
We were kept quite busy dipping and eating, as well as imbibing the wines of
Uncle Norman and the drinks of Eddie J. There was some discussion about TAFF. Eric
and the others were trying to talk Norman and Ina into standing for TAFF. As it
turned out, they couldn’t stand for the up coming race, but are certainly good candi
dates and hopefully will be among those who stand for TAFF in the future.
Eric said that he would have to get a fondue set for Beryl, so that they could
also have fondue dinners.
I advised him that he was obviously suffering from a Fond
Due Lack.
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This low blow of" a pun hit him so hard that the: best he could come up with was
that he’d have to Groanell about that one. I told him that I found his reply dis
appointing, r thought he was supposed to be the Dean of British punstersIt
improved from there (or got worse, depending on how YOU feel about puns).

FRIPAV, APRIL 27 (June)

.We we/te now camping with the JoneAeA, on their nice btaek couch in the tiving
/loom, which Eddie informed me had been Aetected for tength with me in mind, kfter
a break faAt wherein we were introduced to CorniAh dotted cream (an incredibty
thick, rich cream which haA to be Apread. with a knife—and cut with a knife, for
that matter), we teft to catch a buA which woutd take ua to the Underground which
woutd detiver ua to Liverpoot, which woutd give ua opportunity to do Aome more
Ahopping,
We A aw Aome unuiuat tieA in a department-A tore window, patterned after the
Bayeux. TapeAthy. Upon aome thought, we decided that one of theAe with Viking AhipA
on it woutd make a good Aouvenir for PreA (Len*A brother-in-taw). Once inAi-de the
Atore and in the menAwear department, we found Aome otherA, equatty unuAuat and
attractive. The one we wanted for PreA woa eaAity avaitabte, and I picked out a
btue one with ancient AotdierA tinned on it, and aAked Len if he woutd tike it.
VeA, he attowed at> how he woutd.
I

; .

;

- !t

LEN:

'
..

I

We had lunch in a place called Mariner's, For the second (and last) time in
England, I was able to grab the tab before mine host got his artistic paws on it.
He was busy lighting a cigarette at the time the waiter brought the check, and my
hand moved with the speed of light.
•

JUNE:

We decided to take the ferry back acroAA the MerAey, and watked thereto. On the
way, Eddie and Man ha guided ua on a Amatt detour to a moAt intereAting fountain.
It conAiAted of a targe poot of water with Aeverat upright Ateet beamA poAitioned
therein. Mounted on each of theAe beamA were teardrop-a haped "bucketA” which turned
on pivotA. Water poured into theAe "bueketA” from Aome Aource inviAibte (but not
inaudibte) to ua, and oa each one reached its out-of-batance point, it wbutd ftop
Over and pour out Ha toad of water. There woa no diAeemibte pattern aA to which
one woutd dump next, and we watched it in faAcination for Aeverat minuteA.
LEN:

/ '

•

.

.

We took the ferry across the Mersey
0/ J&d
dddd and then a
bus back to Higher Bebington. That evening, we went to the Shorrocks’ (who also
live in Higher Bebington) for some of Norman’s Mysterious Punch and a showing of a
'Japanese film, The Hidden Castle, ^starring Toshiro Mifune.
It came across as a
sort of .Japanese1 'Laurel and Hardy film, though the serious content of the film was
meant to be just that—serious. But the two good/bad guys carried on very much
like Stan and Ollie.
v;'
Saturday; April'28 (Len)
• ’ :
x-!
This was our last full day in England. June and I borrowed Marsha’s shopping
cart and paid a final visit to the local laundromat. Once there, June the tourist
showed one of the local ladies how to feed coins to the washers, how to set them,
etc. I assume that the local lady had never been to a laundromat before, or was
one of those types who just naturally have trouble with coin-operated machinery.
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JUNE:

/U cue tuaZfeed back., tAundZing oua caAt^uZ o^
ZaundAy, we pabbed the
Sho/iAochb' btAeet, I gZanced toward theiA hoube, intending to wave, but didn’t
bee anyone. That everting Ina toZd me that bhe had been ub, though, waZhing hand
tn hand,
Me detouAed a bit to go by the ZocaZ pobt office, to buy borne btampb, When we
got theAe, we ^ound a piZZaA box. (maiZbox) out by the hcAb (cuAb) with a neat
ZittZe btamp-dxbpenbing machine mounted on itb bide, You put in a 5p coin, tuAn a
bmaZZ handZe, and out popb a aow o^^ive btampb--one 2p, two Ip and two \]2p, We
^ound thib bo chaAming that we put in anotheA 5p to get a bet to take home to Hick,
LEN:
That afternoon we had tea with Tony and Simone Walsh, who also live just a few
blocks from the Joneses.
It turned out that Tony knew as much about some of the
natural wonders of the States as we do, expressing great interest in visiting the
western part of the States. We hope they make it someday. We would dearly love to
give them our Special Tour Up The California Coast, starting in LA and ending in
the redwoods north of San Francisco, with Special Attention given to good places to
eat and good scenery to see in between.
We were unable to properly do justice to Simone’s excellent pastries, having
been overstuffed at lunch by Marsha.
. ’
That night, there was a farewell party at the Joneses. Uncle Norm Weedall
again provided some of his excellent wine, as did the Shorrocks. Other people
brought other bottles, and of course Eddie and Marsha set out various edible and
drinkable goodies. As usual, there was much fangabbing, punning and even singing.
I led the group in singing a couple of my drinking songs. Well, one of them (ChugA-Lug, Chug-A-Lug, Co-La-La) is a drinking song, but the other (Tooling Trade)
serves well as a drinking song in that it has an easily-followed chorus.

Some of the girls present used the floor of the hallway to make an ouija board,
by laying out squares of paper with letters or numbers on them in a circle, and
using an upsidedown wineglass as a planchette. I understand they came up with some
rather strange messages. It was the first time I had seen old ouija being consulted
in this manner, but June tells me that she has seen it done in this way at home too.

JUNE:

f

\\ •

WeZZ, actuaZZy, what we did wab to aAAange ZetteAb ^Aom an anagAam bet on a
dining-Aoom tabZe, and ube the upbide-down winegZabb-type planchette, One advantage
(oa dcbadvantage) o^ thib method ib that bix oa eight peopZe can get theiA ^ingeAb
on the pZanchette at one time, Thib bhouZd Aeduce the chance o^ any one peAbon
pubhing it wheAe they want it to go,
LEN:

Now, if I can remember who-all was present at the party.. .Eddie and Marsha
Jones, Norm Weedall, Ina and Norman Shorrock, Bill and Mary Burns, Eric and Beryl
Bentcliffe, Jenny and John Ramsay Campbell, Tony and Marge Edwards, Stan and Marge
Nuttall, John Owen, Cherry Brown and Tony and Simone Walsh.

- The party ended fairly early (1 a.m.) as June and I had to be up
train Sunday morning. As the Joneses have no car, we had planned to
the Liverpool train station to catch a 10 a.m. train to London.
But
volunteered to pick us up at’9:15 and drive us to the station in his
accepted his very kind offer.
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to catch a
take a taxi to
TonyWalsh
car, and we " 1

SUNDAY, APRIL 29 (Len)
Tony showed up on the dot, even phoning beforehand to be sure we were up and
ready. We bid a fond farewell to Eddie and Marsha, and were off to Liverpool.
Once again we went through the tunnel under the Mersey and onto the streets of
Liverpool, which looked strangely deserted—as well they should be on a bright
Sunday morning. Quite different from the way we had seen them on a busy Friday
during shopping hours <
/
•.
• 1
We arrived.at the station in plenty of time. After boarding and settling our
luggage (we traveled second-class this time, and found that the second-class
carriages provide luggage space between the backs of adjoining seats) we waved to
Tony who stood on the platform until the train left.
We arrived at Euston Station in London about 1:45 p.m., and took a taxi to
Heathrow Airport.
It was hours before our flight was scheduled to leave, but we
wanted to get to the airport and check our suitcases. We spent the waiting time
in shopping, getting a bite to eat, and trying to phone Ella and Ethel. Either the
phone we used was out of order, or we just don't understand the various noises made
by the British phone system.

JUNE:

.

Kt tong taht, on the uppeA flooA of the. alApoAt building, we found the. type, of
houvenlA hhop we had been looking foA, Me wanted SouventAh foA the folks back home,
by gum, and heAe they weAe. Me aequlAed a het of htlveA-coloAed halt and peppeA
hhakeAi foA Len'h mother, with "City of London" adoAnlng them tn a modeht, cAesthhaped patch,. Me got. a comb-and-nail-file het tn a hmall leatheA cahe foA JeAAy,
a bottle openeA wtth. one of thohe "City of London" cAesth, and a het of gold-coloAed
cufflinks .with thAee BAltlsh Hons on each, foA Len,

Oua houvenlA6 finally acqutAed, we hluck them tn the faithful htAaw bahket, and
went on tn to the VepaAtuAe Lounge, They checked oua pahhpoAth ah we went tn, and
gave uh oua boaAdtng d'leeks foA the plane. The VepaAtuAe Lounge wah much moAe comfoAtable than the aAea. outside, being full of couches, a baA, a hnack baA and a tot
of duty-fAee hhoph.

One hhop adveAilsed tobacco and peAfume, ho Len ahked If I wanted anything, htnce
he wah going oveA to buy home ctgaAetteh anyway. 1 thought a moment, and then hatd .
yeh, tf they had any ShallmcA, would he get me a small bottle? "ShattmaA?" he hatd,
and I nodded, Ue walked off and dlsappeoAed foA ten oa fifteen minutes. Mhen he
came back, he wah caAAytng a package wtth the "GueAlaln" label, I thanked him, and
then noticed that he didn't have any aigaAetteh, I questioned him about It, and he
told me that he hadn't had sufficient pounds to bay clgaoietteh afteA buying the
peAfume, GAeateA Love Hath Mo Man...
LEN:
We were to fly Lufthansa to Frankfurt, and the flight was half an hour late in
arriving in London. However, we weren't nearly as bad off as those people who were
waiting for their flight to Hanover. Their flight had been due for takeoff several
hours before ours, and was not yet ready to leave by the time we left. A multi
lingual voice on the PA system announced that these unfortunate passengers could
continue to wait, and the airline would provide them a free dinner at the airport—
or, if there was some empty space on our Frankfurt flight, they could fly there and
be taken to Hanover by bus.
Obviously, some of them opted for the latter choice,
as every seat in our plane was full, and there were three gentlemen left standing.
It was the first time I ever saw SRO on a commercial airline.
I know it isn't
legal over here, and I'm not sure it was over there, but what they did was to ask
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passengers who had small children to hold their kids in their laps during takeoff
and landing, so that the stand-up passengers could sit down and strap in.
The :
steward offered free drinks to. those who held children on their laps.
I offered to
hold somebody's kid on my lap, but got no takers, so I wasn't able to con the help
out of free drinks'. However, the man sitting across from us really kept them busy,
and I'm not sure how many free drinks he had before we reached Frankfurt, but he
must have staggered off the plane. .

JUNE: ’
.

*

r -

:

It tvo6 dank when we reached Frankfurt, and we could see that it had been raining.
The plane taxied to a. stop somewhere oat on the tarmac, and they provided a- little
bus to take.us to the airport building. Entering Germany was certainly different
than entering England. One o^ the fairs t' areas we went through was a Customs area.
This was befaore we picked up our baggage. Then we went by Immigration, and an ofafalclal looked at our passports. ”Looked" is the right word, as he didn't even
touch them. We walked on as Indicated, wondering when and ifa our passports would
be stamped. (They weren't. ) Presently we got our luggage, and walked through the
Green section ofa another Customs area. We didn't see any Customs ofafaloials about.
Immediately beyond this, Bob was waiting faor as.
LEN:

That's Bob Konigsberg, June's son, who is stationed at Coleman Barracks near
Mannheim. He promptly took over as Tour Guide and Interpreter, and got us into a
taxi. We had a reservation for the night at the Hotel Savigny.
It was expensive,
but was the only booking that the Auto Club had been able to make for us on the
short notice that we had given them about going to Germany.

When we checked in at the hotel, the desk clerk handed us an envelope from
Mario Bosnyak. It contained the German TAFF funds which Mario had promised us.

JUNE:

Afater we got settled In our room, about 10:30 or so, we debated calling Marlo
in Berlin. We decided that It was realty too late to call that night, and settled
down to sleep. Bob banked, on the faloor,. About 1 a.m. or so, a strange noise
awakened us, and we ; eallzed that It was the phone ringing. I m closest to it,
so I grabbed it and mumbled something, tt was Mario. He was worried about us. He
was also coughing like unto Camille In the last act. Between coughing spelts, he
told us that.he was sick and that his doctor wanted to put him In the hospital.
LEN;

a •

■.?

■ t

:

.

Apparently his doctor did not trust Mario to rest enough at home, and knowing
how hyperactive Mario can be, we can understand his doctor's concern. He told us
that we shouldn't plan on coming to Berlin, and we told him not to be silly, we’d
come and visit him anyway—after all, we had out handy-dandy translator, Bob, with
us.

MONDAY, APRIL 30 (Len)

Bob was up early in the morning to catch a train to Mannheim and get to his
base so that he could collect his paycheck and get his leave papers changed to
include Berlin. Soon after Bob left, we finally got up. He had left us definite
instructions on what train .to take, and which Mannheim station to get off at. We
found out later that there are three or four stops in Mannheim, only the final one
of which is "Mannheim HBF"—the Haupt Bahn Hof—Main Railroad Station.
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JUNE:
1 obAenved oun V^O-a-night noom with Aome InteneAt, wondencng what It woa
that made, It that expenAZve. It u?a6 a Amall /Loom with twin bedA, and thene waAn't
even /Loom to put a noil-away bed, which woa why Bob had Alept on the fo.oon, The
bathnoom had' obvZouAly been nemodeled, and not quite fonts hed, The tub was done
up In pink, tile, with a taste fol bonden o^ menmalds In tunquoZAc.

The hotel pnovlded a small packet o^ something called "Aqua-Manin" which I
found sitting on the edge o^ the tub, Accondlng to Its tnl-lingual blunb (Genman,
Fnench and English) It was the most manvelous bath additive even. Invented, I
decided to give It a tny--might as well get oun money's wonth—and found that It
tunned the waten a beautiful shade
blue, highlighted by a fow bubbles hene and
thene, , ' ’
;
•
*
’ • ‘ \
‘
n
•
*■
LEN:

’

.

'

''

We.finally got down to breakfast in the hotel dining room. Being unsure how
much English the waiters had, we indicated that we would take the Continental
breakfast that came with the room. Along with the coffee, tea, fruit juice and
rolls came a plate of cheeses, which included the exotic foreign "Velveeta".
We had been instructed to catch the noon train to Mannheim, so we took a taxi
to the train station. The station itself was under reconstruction, just to add
to the confusion that one usually experiences in a busy station. The taxi driver,
for some reason, did not let us off at the front entrance but at a side entrance.
We didn’t realize this at first, until we got inside and tried to find some ticket
windows. None were in sight, but we could see the train tracks and about umpteen
shops, etc. I found a luggage cart and we loaded it with our stuff. We pushed it
over to where a changeable sign informed us that the noon train for Mannheim would
presently leave, and I left June there with the suitcases to go off in search of a
ticket window.

JUNE:

The station was an Immense bann o^ a place, with pant o£ It hidden behind a
high fonce, Thene was a cnane visible oven the fonce, so that meant that pant
' was being nemodeled. Thene was a clock neon the sign that Infonmed us that the
Mannheim tnaln would leave foom this t/Lack at noon, and I watched It with some
Iritenest, It woa tie type whene the minute hand moves once a minute, and It
became mone ctnd mone fosclnatZng the closen It got to twelve o'clock,

PneAentity, some lights next to the tnack began flashing, and I foguned that
pnobably meant that the tnacn was on Its way In. Sune enough, pnetty soon the
tnaln backed slowly In, the neon can neachlng neanly to whene I wat> standing.
. People got ofo}, and the penslstent clock clicked steadily on, Finally, It
.. neached 12 o'clock stnalght up,,,
LEN:

I had stopped one kindly-looking gentleman and asked him about tickets, where
one could buy them, etc. I did a lot of pantomiming, as I have little if any Ger
man, but I don’t think he understood me. Either he did and didn't care, or maybe
thought I was trying to sell him something. Anyway, he retorted angrily something
that sounded like "Nyet!" Perhaps he was a Russian—but then so was I, rushin’
around trying to find a ticket window before the train pulled out.
Taking off in the opposite direction, I spotted a group of American GIs at one
end of the long building. I ran up to them and asked them where in hell one got
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tickets in this madhouse. One chap started to direct me upstairs, but was•corrected
by his sergeant who said that the upstairs place was for GIs. He told me to walk
about halfway down the long building in the direction from which I had come, and
turn left at the first passageway I came to. This would lead me to the front of
the torn-up building, and that's where the ticket windows were. He was absolutely
correct.
By the time I found the windews it was about two minutes to noon, and I hoped
that for once the German railway system wouldn't be as efficient as advertised.
There were, of course, several windows, with a queue at each one, and I couldn't
tell by reading the notices which would be the correct one to buy tickets to Mann
heim. So I picked what looked like the shortest line and asked the guy ahead of me
if this was the right line for Mannheim. He said something that sounded like
.f.
"Mannheim, ja", but he mumbled it, and I wasn't sure but what it was a negative
reply. But I stayed in line, as I was now close to the window, and when I did ask
for two tickets to Mannheim (slowly, but in English) the clerk sold me the same with
polite thanks, and I took off at high port for the platform.

The train was still there, with June waiting and wondering what had happened to
me. We got on board a few seconds before it started up.
*

MIE:
The. countryside that we passed through was Spring at its best. Earmtand and
forest atternated with towns, and there were foetds
something bright yettew .
that 1 was pretty sure were dandetions, (I found out tater that they were.) The
German trains are etectric, and move noisetessty compared with our .steam and/or
dies eh engines. kt one point we passed an automobile graveyard almost hidden in a
grove 0/ foowering trees.

*

• We weAe making pretty good time, stopping every so ofoen at a Atation, when the
train drew up to a hatt, and ait we coutd Aee was open country out the windows.
The tAain Atood there for about hat^ an hour, white we wondered what the detag was.
Len tried asking a man who was weaning a sort oi uniform cap and hooked tike he
might be vaguely o^iciat, but he didn't Apeak English.

He did do his best to be hetpfot, though, and motioned with his hands to explain
that we were on a sidetAack waiting foA an expreSA to go through. He did it a cou‘ pie of, times to make Aure we understood, and wound up his spiet with the word
"Schnett!", which I understood to mean that as soon as the other tAain was out o£
the way, we woutd go ^ast. I fished into my vocabulary o£ perhaps a dozen German
words and replied "Mach schneiE!" which was ait I had that seemed to /it the
occasion, re exchanged smites, and were presently on oua way again.
Rob met us at the Atation, and we taxied to the Weber Motet where Rob had
reserved a room for us. The tittte otd tady who ran the motet spoke onty German,
but Rob was a good transtator as wett as tour guide.

Our room was just about targe enough to hotd an enormous. double bed, a wardrobe
and a tabte under the window. We had our own bath—quite tAteratty. The bathroom
contained a tub and a wash basin. There was a smatt sign on the watt next to the
mirror, which Bob translated for as. In essence, it said:
,•

i■

• * ■

.

,

’

♦

"Please do not drop your electric razor into the water.
Thank you.

Your Electric Company"
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The, totZe^A weAe tn a. AepaAate Aoom
AoomeAA on the thtAd ^Zooa.

ucaoaa

the. hatZ, &oa the. uAe o{ aZt the.

-

Bob toZd ua that tn GeAmany, doabZe bedA weAe maatty compoAed
two AtngZe
bedA pushed togetheA. ThtA one. waA a££ one., but ZaAge enough. The. maat ConttneritaZ qutZt wm pAuent. Two o^ them, tn ^aet—one ^oa each haZ^ o^ the bed.
LEN:
After getting settled in our room, we went with Bob (via bus) to Coleman
Barracks. Stepping onto the Army base was like stepping back into the States. All
of a sudden signs were in English, cars were driving on the right, overhead conver
sation was in; our own language, etc. We walked over to the snack bar to have lunch,
and while waiting in the chow line we met Bob’s Big Boss, Colonel Chappell,, who had
dropped in' for a cup of coffee, or something. He was most friendly and courteous,
as were all of the people we met at Coleman, officers or enlisted men.
It was some time around here that we found that Bob could not go to Berlin with
us. To travel into Communist territory takes something called "flag orders" which
must be applied for at least a month in advance. Since we had decided only a couple
of weeks before leaving that we were going to Germany, we hadn’t had the opportunity
to notify Bob in time.

With Mario in the hospital, and our Interpreter taken away from us, it began to
look like maybe not such a good idea to go to Berlin. There was also the fact that
it would cost us more air fare, and we didn’t feel that we should use TAFF money
for this purpose. Cur vacation time was running out and that meant we would prob’ly
have only a night and a day there, if that long, so we finally decided not to go.
Subsequently, we talked on the phone to Mario a couple of times, and he agreed that
we would be better off touring what we could of West Germany without going to
Berlin.
The TAFF money from the German fund had been sent to us by Mario and was waiting
for us when we arrived. But since we saw only two fans in Germany (one of them beingmy stepson, Eob) and spoke to Mario only by phone, we did not use the TAFF money for
our German tour, brief as it was. Mario did put us in touch with another German fan
in Frankfurt, about which more laterc

Later, Bob introduced us to the man he works for directly, Major Benson. The . t
Major invited us into his office, fed me coffee, and told us of what a great outfit
they had. He advised us that the men in his outfit were all hand-picked, as their <
job was air and land transport for visiting VIPs, such as 3-star generals, the
Secretary of Defense, etc. He said they had to be caveful not to get sloppy, as
they were so used to seeing VIPs it didn’t awe them as much as it would other out-,
fits who got only occasional visits from the big shots.

Bob then took us on a tour, showing us the planes and copters used for the VIPs.
The seats are well-padded and comfortable-looking (and complete with seat belts on
every one) and there are bars and other little conveniences that you don't find in
the average copter.

THE NIGHT OF THE CHOCOLATE COCKROACH {Jane)

v.

That ntght, we took, a tAatn to HetdeZbeAg to have dtnneA at Bob's ^avoAtte
LtaZtan AeAtauAant, the RtvteAa. We walked up HauptstAaAae (Matn StAeet) Zooktng tn
the shop wtndows. That'a aZZ we eouZd do, stnee the shops weAe eZosed. UnZtke the
States, they do not A toy open on Monday ntght. We passed one Ahop wtth a eoZZectton
o^ cZochs tn the wtndow. TheAe weAe a co upZe that I wouldn't have mtnded havtng—a
ZtttZe one wtth a jeweZ-bZae ^aee, and anotheA wtth a swtngtng mechantAm on top that
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woa

appa/tentZy magnetic Zn nature.

A(ten. that, we came, to a confectioned.'A A hop, and wen.e adminZng the vanZouA
candieA diApZayed then.ein, when oud. attention woa AuddenZy nZveted by what appealed
to be chocoZate nepdoductionA of cockn.oach.eA. We AtudZed them cartefuZZy—they even
had Aix pZaAtic feet AtZckZng out (nom unden. the chocoZate body.

EventuaZZy, ou/l appetiteA not at aZZ ApoiZed, we andZved at the Rivieda. Bob
eAconted ua to a tabZe, and onded.ed canneZZoni fon. thn.ee. They didn't have a wtne
ZZAt, ao the waited necited the nameA of. hiA wineA fod ua. When he got to "VaZpoZiceZZa” I A at up and paid attention. He fiZZed thdee gZaAAeA fdom a big buZbouA ;
bottZe behZnd the bad, and we Aipped whZZe we awaited the canneZZonZ.
Afted dinned, we window-a hopped down the othed Aide of the Atdeet, and pdeAentZjy
detudned to Mannheim, whede Bob took ua to hiA favonZte ban.. The OfficiaZ Name of
it Za the GoZd PfZug (GoZden PZow), but in the neighbonhood it iA known oa "PauZ'A
PZace".
s
.
. » .
LEN:

Paul is a Canadian, but when he got to Germany during the war he liked it so much
that he decided to stay. Bob introduced us to one of his favorite drinks—Coke and
white wine, mixed 50-50. It is drinkable, but is not something I would want to drink
a lot of. Bob orders it by the liter. As we were sipping it, Paul came over and
asked if we also drank alcohol.
•
Over the music coming from the accordion player (and the singers at the bar) I
advised him that yes, we had been known to drink alcohol on occasion.- so he said he
would bring us something special.- He brought two shot glasses filled with something
crystal-colored.
It was com whiskey with lemon, he said. It was the smooooothest
corn I’ve ever tasted. Good sippin’ whiskey.

JUNE:
Thede muAt have been Aome Augad in it, too, oa it woa mode Zike a condiaZ.
LEN:

'

'

The place was quite lively with all the music, singing and talking. Some of the
songs included old swing-era tunes, as well as the ubiquitous Beer Barrel Polka and
a local favorite, The Streets of Hamburg. We got back to the motel by 1 a.m.

JUNE:
We waZked up to the doon
unexpected that we muAt have
accept that it wouZdn't open
A pend the nZght out thene in

of the moteZ, and found it Zocked. ThiA woa ao totaZZy
nattZed the doon. AevenaZ timeA be f ode we couZd deaZZy
fon ua, I had a momentany thought about having to
the panking Zot, which dZdn't appeaZ at aZZ.

PneAentZy Len diAcovened an intencom Apeaken. Aet in the waZZ beAide the doon..
Aa we wene about to pneAA the button, it occuned to ua that the Zady dZdn't Apeak
EngZiAh, and we dZdn't Apeak Genman, ao thene might be a communZcation pnobZem. But
anytkZng woa betted than AtandZng out thene aZZ night, ao we pneAAed it.

An ZncompnehenAibZe voice came bach at ua, and we A aid wondA that wene pnobabZy
ZncompnehenAibZe to hen.. Howeven, a he came out and Zet ua in, and then inquired
Acmething that I woa Aomehow abZe to undenAtand. She woa oakZng dZdn't we have oud
doom key? Room key? we AaZd, with an aAtoniAhed ZnfZectZon. Vqa, the noom key oZao
opened the (nont doon.. WeZZ, I'd aZwayA heand that tnaveZ woa educatZonaZ.
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TUESDAY, MAY 1 (June)
The next mowing, we got up and. went down to the, motet dining room. Our room
rate included breakfast, which was a good thing as Bob didn't get there until later,
and I draw the tine at trying to order ^ood. tn a strange language. T know that "ei"
is German ^or "egg", but I'd probably wtnd up with a raw one i^ I tried it.
The regular breakfast was good, i^ strange to us. We discovered that in Germany
(untike England) they believe in hot toast. There were also ^several di^erent kinds
o^ bread, rolls, jam, mettwurst and a to&t cheese. We watched another guest tackte
his mettwarst. Apparently proper etiquette far dealing with it is to taw o^ the
end oj, the tough casing with your knifa, then .scoop out the contents and spread it
on your bread.

Co^ee and tea were easy to order, being pronounced "ka^ee" and "tee". The
lady asked Len something, and once more. I managed to understand that the wanted to
know hew he liked his coffee. I replied "Schwarz!" It'4 a good thing that he likes
it black—I have no idea how to say "with cream" in German.
LEN:

After breakfast. Bob arrived, and we went back to the Mannheim Haupt Bahnhof and
caught a train to Heidelberg. We found out that May Day is a holiday in Germany,
so that once again the shops were closed. We spotted the tail end of a parade going
up the Hauptstrasse as we arrived. It was the Communist May Day parade and demon
stration, as we found out when we caught up with it at the far end of the street.
There were lots of bright red banners and posters, and the crowd was listening to a
speech (in German) being broadcast over a PA system. The speaker timself was not in
sight. Noticing a balcony across the street, we wondered why the speaker wasn’t up
there, as it seemed a perfect place from which to deliver a harangue. Bob pointed
out that it would probably make the speaker an ideal target for a sniper, and that
he was being smart by staying out of sight.
We noticed two policemen in the area, one of them carrying a walkie-talkie.
Deciding that we had heard quite enough incomprehensible propaganda, we left the area
and walked around the corner and across a plaza toward Heidelberg Castle. There,
just two blocks from the demonstration, and out of sight, was a group of riot police
men, standing by should there be a call from the man with the walkie-talkie.
They
were very much at ease, laughing and talking among themselves, carrying their helmets
in their hands. June stopped and took a picture. One of them noticed her about the
time the shutter snapped, ahd shouted "Achtung! FotoJ" But June had already shot
the photo, and we waved and smiled at them as we went on our way.

Bob guided us up a long, steep, cobblestoned path to the castle.
I don’t know
how high it is, but not being in the best of condition, we stopped a lot to take
pictures.;
(0/1 not to take pictures.) As we climbed higher, we could look down at
the town and the Neckar River.
There were all kinds of scenes to photograph, and
once we got up into the castle area we could aim a camera in almost any direction
and get a good picture—or at least that’s the impression I got.
The castle is not in what one might call a good state of repair.
It is indeed
a ruined castle (as witness the wall shot on the cover of this report) but it and
its well-cared-for garden surroundings are beautiful. We spent all afternoon there,
and not just to rest from the uphill hike.

JUNE:

The castle had been done in by enemies armed with gunpowder. This became
obvious once we 4aw one o^ the round corner towers, where a chunk o^ brickwork
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about a dozen fact tong and atmost as Mide had been torn
the top oi the tcMer
and dropped to its base, much as i^ a petutant . giant chitd had become impatient
Mith. a tog. The moat—or Mhat had been a moat—Mas noM a garden, and Me som a
coupte picnicking therein. In another spot, someone Mas taking a. nap.
** V-’ ',
Ai Me Matked astound to the back oft the cos tie, there Mas a sort o^ snack stand,
advertising "Eiskrem". The ice cream turned out to be a Neapolitan-flavored sandMich, and Bob very kindty Ment in and bought three o^ them,
I hadn't knoMn
the German far "three" be fare this, I'd have teamed it on that trip.)
Eventuatty, Me made our May into the inner
facade o^ the inner portion o^ tie castte. It
each one Mith some sort o^ animat at his fact.
one knight Mith a tion. The tion had his paMS
pixilated took in his eye.

courtyard, to admire the beautifat
Mas tined Mith statues o^ knights,
We Mere particutarty enchanted by
crossed, chin on pans, and a rather

STANDING ON 222,000 LITERS OF WINE (Len)
We walked down into the castle cellar to see The Largest Wine Keg in the world,
or so the signs claimed. According to the information we were given, it contains
222,000 liters.
I'm not sure how many gallons that is, but it's quite a few. We
climbed up the stairway, walked out on top of the keg where we stood looking down
over the edge for a while, and then went down the down staircase with a whole
bunch of other tourists.

We found a bar where they were serving some of the wine, so we got some to
sample. They served it in little shot glasses that bore a picture of the keg. The
price of the wine included the glass, so we added three more souvenirs to.our load.
On our way down, by a different route, we noticed that there was a funicular
railway that transported people up and down the mountain. We felt a touch chagrined
that we had walked when we could have ridden, but Bob said that he had deliberately
refrained from using it because he felt it was unsafe—certainly not as safe, as the
Angel's Flight we used to have in Los Angeles. In any case, we didn’t* regret the
walk, not only because it was probably Good For Us, but because of the lovely
scenery en route.

We had a late lunch of pizza at the Riviera, and then took a boat ride on the
Neckar, using up some more of our film.
By the time we got back to Mannheim, we were ready for dinner. But we found,
to our dismay, that the motel dining room was closed because of the holiday, and
so were neighborhood restaurants.
It began to look like a long, hungry night,
' until Bob consulted with the lady at the desk. She dian'r know of anywhere, but
she had a friend there who did speak some English, and she directed us to a ”Gasthaus" where she said we could get dinner. Actually, her directions w^re not quite
right, but it didn't matter because Bob called a taxi and the dri'-er knew exactly
where to go. We could have walked (with the proper directions) but there was a
bit of rain, though the day itself had been bright and sunny.

It seems that in Germany they have these Gasthauses (Guest Houses), which serve
food but aren't exactly restaurants. We noticed people there sitting around and
, playing cards, as well as eating. One gentleman bore a striking resemblance to Bob
Bloch—but the accent wasn’t right. .

...

'

JUNE:

G

We started the meat Mith "bouitton mit ei"—otear soup Mith an egg in it. As
hungry as Me Mere, it Mas the singte most delicious thing I'd tasted rn some time.
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Eon the main course, we had Bob’4 favorite dish—Jagers chnitzeZ, which is veaZ
cooked Zn wZne and sZathered with mushrooms. About thae.e-qu.aAt6
the May through,
my pZate^uZ, I neaZized that I wasn’t going to be abZe to fanish. it. 1 put my fark
down, and heaved a sigh o^ repZetion.

"You're supposed to cZean your pZate," Bob warned.
"But I’m stufaed," I expZained.
bursting point arriving.

I Zooked at him, surprised.

I essayed another bite., but I couZd faeZ my

PnesentZy the Zady came to cZear. away the dishes. She Zooked at my pZate. Z
MhcjM Having been warned what to expect by Bob, I was abZe to transZate hen.
question as "What's the matter? Isn't it good?"

"sehr gut," I repZied, and made the hand-to-thro at gesture far "stufaed faZZ".
She understood, and toughed.
We waZked back to the motet thnough a $ew warm spring showers, bade Bob good
night, and were (thank faZZy) in bed by eZeven.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 2 (Len)

It was rainy-looking but clearing in the morning. At breakfast we saw the man
who resembles Bob Bloch in the dining room, consuming a boiled egg. By the time Bob
came to pick us up, it was quite sunny. We spent the day on a shopping tour at his
base, and in Mannheim.

JUNE:

-

It may have been just because it was Spaing, but there seem to be tots more
faowers pZanted around German cities than we have over here. On our way in to
Mannheim, Bob took us on a different bus, one that spent an hoar on so driving
hither, thither and yon about Mannheim, gtvtng us a took at the countryside.

One o{ the interesting things Bob pointed out was the weZfare housing. It seems
that i^ someone decides he does not want to wonk fan a Ziving, the government wiZZ
give him a smatt ptot. o^ Zand--usuaZZy next to the raiZroad tracks, on somewhere
etse that nobody eZse wants to Zive. (Being next to the naitnoad is not quite as
bad as it wouZd be tn this country, since their trains nun by eZectricity and are
reZativeZy quiet.)
Since the tiny houses on these pZots o^ Zand are aZZ difaerent, we assumed that
it is up to the individual weZfare recipient to buiZd his own.. They ranged in qual
ity faom a neat wooden house to a tarpaper-and-corrugated iron shack. The houses
are tiny because most o^ the Zand is taken up with a garden. These peopZe raise a
good deaZ o^ thein own faod.
When we passed by them Zater on in the dank, they were invisibZe. Bob pointed
out that they don't have eZectnicity. It makes me wonder i^ they have any o^ the
city services that we take fan granted—on do they get thein water, fan instance,
faom the equivalent o^ the viZZage weZZ? Bob said that sometimes these peopZe sit
cut in thein yands and Zaugh at the peopZe who are going to on faom wonk. My nepZy
was that you can't argue with taste—i^ they think they've got a better deaZ than
working far a Ziving, Zet 'em think so. In my pensonaZ opinion', they'ne working
harden fan Zess than I do.

On, as my gnandmothen used to put it:
oZd woman, as she kissed the cow".
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"Every man to his own taste, said the

LEN:

Impressions of German cities: The streets are narrow, which is why most of
the populace drive little cars such as VWs or Peugeots.
It is perfectly legal to
park partly or even entirely on the sidewalk, just as long as there is a little room
left for pedestrians to squeeze by. The sidewalks are marked for bicycle traffic.
Most of the people we observed on bikes were middle-aged or older. There were some
miniskirt-and-pram combinations here, too.

JUNE:

■

■ : ‘

The. main stneet
Mannheim that we watked up and down is a WWE stneet, and the
cans do NOT pank on the sidewatks, Me decided to do some mone souvenin shopping, as
I wanted to get tome cigan* fon my boss, Me found a tobacco shop, and spent a fow
minutes studying the window display, Einatty 1 decided on a smatt wooden box, o^
Sumatnan cigan*, and we went in to make the punchase, I was a tittte sunpnised when
the ctenk didn't put the cigan* in a bag, but even mone sunpnised when thene was no
ca*h-negi*ten neceipt.

Then I nemembened that in Engtand, a* wett a* in Germany, women cannied thein
shopping bag* with them, and had no need fon papen bag*, (Might not be a bad idea,
in the State*!) A* fon the neceipt, thi* wa* a smatt stone, and pnesumabty they
^ett that they woutd know whether a customen had actuatty bought something on not,
Afiten *ome discussion, we found a ptace to have tunch, It wa* a eafotenia-styte
nestaunant, which di*ptayed pta*tic modet* o^ the food to be had, Bob pointed out a
ptate of Jagenschnitzet, which tooked tike a fott dinner, Me said that woutd be too
much, *o we wound up with Genmany’s equivatent o^ a hot dog, Each o^ a* had a bnatwunst—a tong, thick sausage—with a "bnotchen"—Genman fon "bun", The bun wa*
about th^ee inches *n diameten, and obvious ty had not been aesigned to fot abound
that twetve-inch wun*t, So we ate oust "hot dog*" by attennating bite* o^ bun witii
bite*
wun&t dipped in mustand,
A{ten tunch, we continued watking anound Mannheim, window-*hopping, Me wene a
tittte sunpnised to fond, in a depantment-stone window that wa* being "dne**ed",
some naked mannequin* with nippte* on thein bneast*, The shape o^ the nippte wa*
motded into the fogune, and touched deticatety with a danken pink than that used. on
the nest ofc the body, Me had atneady obsenved that the Genman* seem to have a much
monz casuat attitude towand the fomate bneast than we do, Advertisement* in the
stick magazine* may show a gint unctothed above the waist, and no one seem* to make
any fo** oven it. On the othen hand, a display in the do oneay of, one o^ the sex
show* that we passed *howed a tifo-size photo o^ the nude gint gneeting the potent
ial customen* with a bnight smite and a bnight-ned cannatic^- hetd casualty whene it.
woutd do the most good,
';
.

Me atso noticed that the Genman* one veny fond o^ those two Gattie henoes,
kstenix and Obetix^ Me saw some sitven pin* in a jewetny-stone window made to took
tike f^stenix waving hetto in his jotty way, and Obetix both with and without menhin,
Laton, we found some deeat* in an autosuppty shop atso shewing A, and 0,
Towand the end o^ oun day o^ watking anound the city. Bob took pity on u* and
guided u* to a quiet ban whene we coutd sit down and have something to dnink. Bob
ondened his "shota"—the Coke and white wine dnink that he'* *o fond, ofo I had
ptain Coke, which I found is a good deat *tnongen and sweeten in Genmany than it is
in Southenn Catifonnia, Me had had some contusion about the "shota" in Hoidetbeng—
when Bob ondened one, they bnought him white wine mixed with minenat waten. The
waitne** insisted that that wa* what he had ondened. Bob said it wasn't. It may ~
have something to do with the negionat diatect*—appanentty thene is a Mannheim
diatect,
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LEN:
This time, we got back in time to have dinner in the motel restaurant.
an early night of it, since we had to be up early in the morning.

We made

We checked out of the Weber, and Bob went with us back to Frankfurt, once again
by train. We had. had the Monopol Hotel recommended to us, so we carried our bags
out to a taxi and told the driver we wanted to go to the Monopol. He laughed and
pointed down the block. "There it is," he said. Feeling somewhat irritated at the
person who had told us it was quite some distance away, we picked up our luggage
again and made our way to it.

JUNE:

•’

■

NatuAatty, we az feed
a doubte /loom wZXh bath, but wed.e totd that they didn’t
have, any avaltabte, We decided that eve coMd stand it (^oa one. night, and took a
doubte /toom without, On the. way to oun. /Loom, we saw an empty ttoom with both, and
wonde/ced a Zittte, but decided it was paob biy ftese/Lved, Oun. /Loom iva6 tange, tight
and atn.y, with a Peat Genman Ooubte Bed—two twin beds pegged together tike. the.
teaves o^ a dining-n.oom tabte. Once, again, the. ubiquitous Continentat quitts wen.e
pn.es ent. There was a washstand tn the. cornet, and the. toitet wad just down the.
hatt a bit, Me neve/t did ^ind the. bathroom, as such,
As we were teaving to meet Mario’s friend, the Hexa Processor Ooktor Kant
Krejci-Gra^, we met some other peopte tn the hatt. Not enty were they speaking
Engtish, they were speaking it with Texas accents, Mt the rooms-with-bath had
gone to a toon, group firom Texas, who were just in process ofi a/uitving, as we ^ound
out when oan. etevator got to the ground ^toox and we had to detour around what
seemed tike sevenat hundred suitcases stacked att over the tobby ^toor.
LEN:
The Herr Professor Doktor had invited us to meet him at his office and go to
lunch with him. Obtaining a map from the hotel clerk, we decided that the address
was within walking distance from the hotel. We should have remembered that the
map is not the territory...
’ ■; •
i
■ '
•

For one thing, they were busy tearing up the streets in that section of the
city, so there were mary detours for pedestrians as well as for street traffic.
It turned out to be a much longer walk than we had expected, and I don’t think we
were fully recovered from our hike up to Heidelberg Castle, let alone all of the
walking we’d done in England.
But we made it, and discovered that it was the address of the University. Karl
is Professor Emeritus, and his field is geology. We climbed the stairs to the 2nd
floor, and after a couple of tries, Bob found the right office. He tapped on the
door and stuck his head in, and sure enough, there was the Professor.
Karl was in shirtsleeves, and immediately excused himself and dashed off to
another room to don coat and necktie so that he would be properly dressed to meet
his guests, especially the lady.

He asked if we v.ould like something to drink, and since we were a bit thirsty
from the long walk, we readily accepted. He began to name several different items,
most of which we didn’t recognize. Not because his English wasn’t good (it was
excellent) but the names themselves were unfamiliar. So he took us into his back
room, where he has a small refrigerator, and started producing bottles of schnapps.
We selected one, after some discussion as to which ones had the real fruit flavor.
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He gave June and me each a shotglass full, and one for himself.
have any, as he is more the beer or Coke-and-wine type drinker.

Bob decided not to
'..S • P A i

'

I sipped at mine and found it fantastic. Karl toasted our health, and we his,
and he downed his glass at a gulp. I followed suit manfully, but June continued
to sip at hers.

. '

JUNE:

...

''

•

u

After a couple of sips, I suddenly realized that my lips had gone, numb where
the. liquor touched them!
<

LEN:
. i

i

.

1

■

.

. ....

;

Karl showed us a piece of moon rock—actually a replica made by one of his
students. He also showed us the certificate he had from the BSI, signed by Dr.
Julian Wolff. Karl is a Sherlockian scholar as well as an s-f collector. He gave
us copies of papers that he has had published in the London journal of the Sherlock
Holmes Society, and we in turn gavehim a copy of the JDM Bibliophile.
. He phoned for a taxi, and asked us what kind of food we would like for lunch.
He suggested Chinese? Rumanian? Yugoslavian? and then decided that we wouldn't
want Chinese as we can get that in the States. We settled on Yugoslavian, so he
had the taxi take us to the Adler Restaurant.
I mean, where else would a Sherlock.. ian eat?
,

JUNE:

'■

Once, tn the restaurant, there was agatn the problem of choosing something from
a menu full of unfamiliar items, I saw Bob’s favorite, Jagers chnitzel, but we
finally persuaded the Good Voktor to order for us, He suggested the Balkan Platter,
as he said It had a little of everything, and we could sample lots of different
things, That bounded like a good Idea, so Me agreed, and he ordered the Balkan
Platter For Four,
. -- .

Meanwhile, the waiter brought a bottle of red Yugoslavian wine, a richly fullbodied wine, and we sipped and talked, It was a good, half-hour, maybe longer, v;
that the Balkan Platter took to prepare, but well worth the watt, The waiter bore
this enormous platterful. of food to our table, and our first Impression was that
they had prepared the Balkan Platter For Eight by mistake,
One end of the platter was taken up with salad materiel, and the rest was .a
magnificent collection of meats, of different kinds, 1 could recognize veal, some
sort of smoky, spicy bacon, and some kind of sausage, ^t ^n^. far end of the
platter were some slices of meat that, when removed, revealed rice in some sort
of sauce, Ft looked a little like Spanish rice, but it didn't taste like it,
Eventually, we had eaten all we could, There was still some of that good food
left on the platter, and tie Good Voktor kept pushing it over to Bob, "The young
man should eat more," he said, Bob allowed as how he couldn't hold another bite,

"How about dessert?" inquired the Good Voktor, Upon being assured that we
were really-truly Stuffed, he assured us in turn that what he had in mind was
something nice and light, He didn't know what we called it in English, but,,, So
we told him okay, as long as it was light, He gave the waiter the order, but I
didn't understand what he said, During the 30-minute or so wait that followed, 1
tried to get some sort of clue to its composition, hoping to be able to put a
name to it, The best that the Good Voktor could do in describing it was to say
that it was made with eggs beaten up with flour,
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When the waiteA ^inatty Aet the des a efit ptates tn friont o^
tn Aecognition.

ua,

I cAied atoud

"Btintzes! "

"What did you. catt them?"
"BtintzeA—btint," I Aaid, Awitching ^Aom Yiddish to RuAAian hoping that woutd
make it cteaAeA. SuAe enough, theAe they weAe—two btintzeA, duAted with AugoA
and Aotted up, AepoAing on each ptate. Somehow,. we ate them, too,
LEN:
It was a two-hour lunch, with much conversation as well as good food. Karl is
an Austrian, a veteran of World War I, and I would guess that he is in his late 70*s
or early 80*s.
(My mother is 83, and he would have to be in the same generation.)

He has traveled to many parts of the world, including teaching in China, and
the story of his life would make a really interesting book. His knowledge of the
Holmes canon is detailed, of course, but he knew little of the various movie versions
of the stories, so we at least had something to tell him that he didn't know. We
also talked about book collecting, and though we didn't get to see his collection,
I had the feeling that it would be not only extensive but expensive.

I didn't really expect him to be interested in an author as modern as John D.
MacDonald, but after we returned home, we sent him a copy of the JDM Master Check
list. His response to that was to ask us to obtain a couple of the rarest titles
for him. Fortunately, we had duplicates in our collection, and sent them to him.
We will be forever indebted to Mario for putting us in touch with Karl. We
still regret that we did not get to meet more German fans (of course, we saw Tom
Schluck and his bride-to-be Eva at the OMPAcon) but the ones we have met thus far
have proved to be just as friendly and fannish as trufans anywhere.

After lunch, Karl had to go off to another appointment, and we took a taxi back
to the hotel to rest up after that tremendous lunch. We made no plans for dinner
that night—we didn't need it. June and I eventually went out on a brief shopping,
tour, leaving Bob collapsed in our room.

JUNE:
We Atitt, wanted to get gt^tA ^oa vaAiouA membcAA oft the ^amity—paAtieutaAty
f^oA Bob, who had been Ao inde^atigabte eAcoAting as afiound. It was neaA ctosing
time ^oa the AhopA, but we iuund a teatheA-goods ptace Attct open. It occuAed to
us that Bob1 a wattet was AatheA woAn out, and it might be a good idea to get him
anotheA one.

A satesgiAt stepped up to as and—I pAesume— asked ifi she eoutd hetp aS.

"SpAechen Sie English?" 1 inquired, tooking heA AtAaight in the eye.
"Uh—bis A e" (a tittte bit) was heA answeA.

So, with a combination o^ .Engtish, GeAman and sign tanguage, we managed to buy
a nice btack teatheA wattet ^oa Bob. They even gi^t-wAapped it £oa ua.
Oh the way back, to the hotet, we ^ound a sofit o^ knick-knack, a hop with an
"English Spoken HeAe” Aign in the window. They atAo had some AatheA attAactive
pendants, which I thought Cathy might tike. So we went in. The giAt behind the
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counten gneeted ua Zn Genman, to whZch 1 nepZZed "Good a^tennoon" juAt to a et the
AecoAd AtnaZght. The AZgn woa connect—Ahe Apoke EngZZAh veny weZZ. A^teA ZookZng
oven the, Atock, we pZched. out a pendant ^oa Cathy. Then Len pZcked one out ^on me.
WaZkZng back, to the hoteZ, oun eanA wene attnacted by Aome VZxZeZand-type muAZc,
Tailgate Ramble, pZayed wZth vZm, vZgon and the unmeAtakabZe "oom-pah!” o^ a German
band. LookZng anound, we dxAcovened that Zt came f^nom a been-haZZ type, o^ pZace
with a ZZve band. We tnanAZated the AZgn on the manqu.ee to mean that thene woa a
BZg Concent Atanting at 6 p.m. [Good thZng that numbenA one the Aame Zn both ZanguageA—Zt may be three on drei but Zt AtZZZ ZookA ZZke "3”.) It Aounded ZZke ^un,
and we decZded to go back thene once we had coZZected Bob.
len:

We went back to the hotel, rested a bit, and then the three of us went back to
the Beer Hall. It was a huge hall with a mezzanine around three walls, comic murals
wherever they could find room to put one, and tables all over the place.
The band
was on a stage at the far end of the room, and apparently they were playing for
schnapps, food and tips.
Every once in a while, the bandleader would come down into the audience with a
Bavarian hat mit feather in hand, which he would place on someone’s head. This
meant that they were to come up and lead the band. Further audience participation
was encouraged, such as people singing along, clapping hands or stomping feet in
time with the lively music. They were playing polkas and marches for the most part,
and we were wondering when they would do some more German-style Dixieland.

JUNE:

Bob woa pantZcuZanZy pZeaAed when the been he and Len had ondened annZved and
he ^ound out that Zt woa hZA pavonite Genman been—Bindings by name. AppanentZy
Zt* a AtnZctZy a ZocaZ pnoduct, not exponted. I ZnduZged Zn the othen Genman natZonaZ dnZnk—ap^eZAa^t, on oa we caZZ Zt, appZe juZce. It woa quZte dZ^enent ^nom
the appZe juZce we get hene Zn the StateA. Good, too. They oZao Aenved ^ood, but
we wene Zn no condZtZon to cane about that.
LEN:
Finally Bob went up to the stage, and asked the leader to play some Dixieland.
’’Kennst Du Dixieland?” I think is the way he said he put it.
There followed nego
tiations on how much he should tip them. Being an experienced bargainer, Bob got
them to settle for about half the original figure named by the leader.

Presently, the band began to play a medley of old Arne r^uxi-type tunes, including
such old jazz classics as Five Foot Two. . They finished off with Dixie, played in a
sort of New Orleans style with a touch of Chicago and a healthy dollop of Frankfurt.
,

*1 •

Just before we left for the evening, about the last thing we saw was a Japanese
lady, dressed up in kimono and obi, wearing the feathered Bavarian hat and leading
the band with great gusto. There was a group of Japanese tourists or businessmen
(mayhap both) with their wives sitting around one long table, and it was a good
demonstration of how Western Japan has become. When I wasT in Nagasaki in 1945, a
proper Japanese lady wouldn’t have been caught dead doing such a thing.

JUNE;

Maybe A he AtZZZ wouZdn't—Zn Japan.
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LEN:

We walked back to the hotel in a glow of good feeling, and bid a fond goodbye to
Bob, who departed for Mannheim,
A word of advice: Whenever you travel to a foreign country—learn the language.
Between us,. June and I have a little German, but it wouldn’t have been nearly, .
enough, and we might have had all kinds of problems if Bob had not been there as
our guide and interpreter. We would have studied up on the language had we known
in advance that we were going to Germany, but the decision to go there was pretty
much a last-minute one. depending as it did on time and finances.
It would have
been nice to visit other countries over there too- but Foo knows there just wasn’t
time or money enough for that* Hopefully someday.

FRIDAY, MAY 4 (June.)
Me had Zefit a caZZ MZth the. desk fan seven, but Me Mete up when Zt came. We
Mashed sketchZZy at the basZn tn the noom, and the monnZng Mas fan^then enZZvened by
one
the ZadZes faom Texas tn an adjoZnZng noom ZookZng fan hen shoes. Not that
the came Znto oun noom, but hen. voZce dZd. It's a nZce hoteZ, but the MaZZs one not
oven-thZck, and Mhen thene's a dnamaZic sopnano ZookZng out Zcud fan s.omethZng, aZZ
Me couZd. be thank^uZ fan Mas that, Zt mcs monnZng and not the mZddZe
the nZght.
Thene Mas some smaZZ confasZon Mhen Len catted the desk fan a ponten and< a tax/..,
and the cZenk assuned hZm that att annangenents Mete aZneady taken cane o^ fan the
tout gnoup. Len Zn tunn assuned the cZenk that Me czne NOT pant oft the toon gnoup<
I suppose the cZenk {Zguned that evenyone Zn the hoteZ Mho spoke EngtZsh had to be
pant o^ that Texan toon gnoup. I Monden,
he heand any dZ^faAenee Zn the accents?
SomeMhene aZong the ZZne Me had bncakfast Zn the hotet dxnZng noom. A Texan
fauns ome Mas .sZttZng neon us, and Me Mene tneated to one Zady’s a-count o^ hoM she
had been cheated by a Genman menchant? 'i'he eZhens nodded sagety and agneed that
you just can't tnusZ th^se fannZnens. I choked down sevenaZ nemanks about Texans
that nose to the top o^ my mZnd, and nemZaded myself that Texans neaZZy have no
connen on Zntotenanee. Even Genmans can oe ZntoZenanZ—on so I've heand.

The taxZ that took us to the aZnpont chose what Mas pnobabZy a dZnect noute. but
Zt took us thnough some o^ the most beautZ^uZ Moodtands I’ve even seen. I tnZed fan
a pZetune, but Me wene movZng too fast and Zt btunned. Me n^cogntzed one naZZnoad
cnossZng that oun tnaZn had passed the day befane, so Me utmost faZZ as Z^ Me Mene
Zn famZZZan tennZtony.

Once Zn the aZnpont, the passpint-ZnspeetZng ofaZcZaZ aaaZn deepened to touch
oun passponts, satis faZng hZmseZ^ wZth a Zook at oun pZctunes theneZn.. 1 aZMays
thought that any countny one entened Mas supposed to stamp passponts, but ouns
nemaZn ZnnocenZ o^ any ZndZeatZon that Me wznc Zn Germany at aZZ.
Once Me Mene Zn the Depantune Lounge section (Zt. ts ZneiedZbZy Zange, compZex
and beautZfaZ) 1 suggested to Len that Me exchange oun nemaZnZng monks fan doZZans
at.one o^ the exchange countens that Mene set hene and thene. He demunned, sayZng
that Mhy dZdn't Me do a ZZttZe shopping fanst?
So Me wandened among the shops, admZnZng expensZve thZngs ZZke camenas and
Matches, but not even consZdenZng such punchases. PnesentZy, 7 som Mhat Z oked ZZke
a handsome sZZk shZnt hcngZng Zn a shop, and asked Len hoM he MouZd ZZke that. Me
Ment Zn to Zook mone cZosety at Zt, and. dtscovened that Zt Mas a Zady's bZouse.
SZnee I do aZZ my cZothes-buyZng Zn the taZZ shops, thene Mas n't any poZnt Zn seeing
Z^ they had Zt Zn my sZze. HoMevec, they dZd have some veny nZce sZZk scanves, so
Me Mound up buyZng one fan me and one fan Cathy, i hen Me MenZ oven to the bank
MZndoM and exchanged oun monks fan doZZans u
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'

The secuAity checks beiofte going onto the. ptane tuAned out to be dt^eAent tn
each case. HeAe tn FAankfiuAt, we weAe each taken into a contained booth, and
patted down, as wett as having oua hand tuggage, tooked through. (It suAe beats
having the. ptane hijacked. Just gotng someplace etse than youA destination is bad
enough, but some o^ these nuts that want to div ent planes ^Aom theiA Aoutes nowa
days want to Vo Things with the. passengens, tike making hostages o^ them oa holding
them ^oa Aansom.)
...
,v

As we gained. attitude oveA TAank^uAt, we weAe again impAessed wtth the incAedtbty emeAatd gAeen o^ the countAyside. It tooked tike something out o^ a tAavet
^otdeA, but theAe it was, unAetouched, sitting below us.
The flight oveA the Atlantic was taAgety uneventful. The aiA was eteaA, and
theAe*s an awful tot of wninkted gAey wateA down theAe. One time the pitot totd us
to took down and we'd see icebeAgs,, which we dtd. AnotheA time, J spotted what
must have been the Queen Elizabeth., steaming towaAd New YoAk.

UNACCUSTOMEV AS I AM...
We landed in Washington without seeing any of the government buildings that we
weAe watching foA. l guess we*tt have to go to Vis con next yeaA to see them. But
now—NOW was oua finst experience in going thAough American customs. No Aed and
gAeen signs here, We collected oua tuggage and got in tine-.

We had to pass the health-certificate check before we actually got to the
customs inspector. We had the yellow health certificates ready, showing that we
weren't bringing smallpox back into the States with us. The tody showed us a tist
of countries—Bangladesh, Pakistan, etc., etc.--and asked if we had visited any of
these within the tost two weeks. No, we hadn't. She passed us without even ment
ioning England. My smallpox vaccination gave a reminiscent itch.
The customs inspector was very pleasant. He asked how much we thought we'd
spent for the stuff we were bAinging back. I said that I sure thought it was less
than the $200 we weAe attowed. He asked what sort of things we had bought.
"Well, we got a salt-and-pepper shaker set for Len's mother..."

"Silver?"
1 gave him an incredulous took.

"Well.. .silver-colored."

"Any clothing?"
"No," I answered, forgetting about the ties, which Len promptly Aeminded me of.
Eventually, the nice man asked someone to hand him that "tittle white suitcase”
oveA theAe. Since that was mine, I in^oAmed him that it might be "ttMe” to him,
but I'd been hauting it aAound two countAies and it ^ett pAetty big to me. He
smited and opened it, poked aAound the edges a bit and ctosed it.

"Any tobacco?"
"Just a smait box o^ cigaAS."

"Cuban?"

By his tone I coutd tM he was hot on a scent.

"No—accoAding to the tabet, they'Ae SumatAan." He didn't even ask to see them.
He did open Len's bAie^case, but Len had it stuped with his diAty taundAy, which
didn't Aeatty inteAcst him. PAesentty he catted a poAteA ^oa us, and sent us on oua
way.
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We thankiMy tef^t the ponten to check oun matn tuggage through to the ptane,
and went upA tains to (tnd a tetephone ao that we coutd catt Len'A Atsten and tet
hen know, that we wene back tn the countny and woutd be tn LA tontght as fast as
TWA woatd tet ct6. .

Hen ^inst question upon heaning Len'A votee was:
Then we totd hen we wene tn Washington,

"Vtd goon ptane get tn canty?"

We went thnoagh the Aecunity cheek [the metat-anch type] with no tnoubte at att,
and ne-bounded oun ptane to ^tnd that oun new a eat aSAtgnmentA wene one ptace ahead
o^ the ones we'd had begone, We wene Atttt behind the wtng, whene we had a ^otnty
good vtew, ao no comptaints,
LEN:

The movies we saw on this flight were Shamus and Travels With My Aunt, the •
latter being by far the better movie of the two. We arrived late at LAX due to bad
weather, and it was so good to get home and sleep in our own bed.
It took us about three or four days to get readjusted to our own time, and by
then I think we were ready to take off again for another British and European tour.
We have had a taste of the fine wine of world-wide friendship and visiting and
touring, and we are hooked. By some manner or means we must do it again—but we
are grateful for what we did manage to see and do in those three short weeks,
grateful to all of you who voted and donated to TAFF, and to all of you fine fannish
friends over there who added immeasurably to our enjoyment of the trip.

I have noticed that we have done very little name-dropping in this report.
Actually, we should mention many, many names, because there wasn't a fan over there
who wasn't good to us in one way or another.

”1 do hope we haven't left anything out, or offended anybody

"Not bloody likely.

n

Jund

by Len Moffatt

Back in 19$3> Ron Ellik and. I wrote a brief history and explanation of TAFF. It was
published as Fandbook No. 4 by the National Fantasy Fan Federation, the actual printing
being done by Ron on the LASFS Rex Rotary.
I can do no better than to quote from Fandbook No. 4 in order to tell you what TAFF
was then—and what it still is.

"Historically speaking, TAFF stems from the travel and popularity of three British
fans. In 19^9 Ted Carnell attended the Cincinnati convention largely at his own expense,
but with a boost from the Big Pond Fund started by Forry Ackerman.
In 1952 Walter Willis
attended the Chicago convention as the idol of the Sixth Fandom movement. ' In 1953^ Bert
Campbell went to Philadelphia—but unlike Carnell and Willis, he paid all expenses, and
the primary reason for the trip was business, not fannish pleasure.
"And suddenly it was evident that there are enough science-fiction fans, though
spread over the globe, to tax themselves only very slightly to aid a popular fellow fan
to travel to ian overseas convention. At about this time, Don Ford and the Cincinnati
group failed to convince Norman Ashfield to travel to the States as their guest, and
threw the offer open to any British fan—Walt Willis, Ted Carnell and others organized
and announced at the 1953 Britcon a Two-Way Trans-Atlantic Fan Fund to help both British
and American fans attend each other’s cons as elected delegates.
*

"Since the first chosen representative (V. Clarke) was unable to travel, a new
election was held for ’55 and Ken Bulmer attended the Cleveland con, with wife Pamela
accompanying him at their expense.
"The third election was held to choose an American to attend the 195$ British conven
tion; Lee Hoffman won, but declined, and made the trip later on her own. Runner-up
Ackerman couldn’t make it, and the third-place man, Kyle, was not offered the trip as he
hadn’t polled a quarter of the total votes--one of the few rules of the Fund, designed to
make sure;-winners' were chosen by a large number of fans.

"Despite somewhat shaky beginnings, with winners declining or unable to travel, and
growing pains inherent in a group forever unincorporated, and controversy over who did
and didn’t deserve the honor and who could or couldn’t vote, TAFF emerged from its infancy
with a firm, workable structure and a growing history of successful trips..

’ "With each administration, the functioning of the Fund became smoother, and the
primary purpose of its existence (mutually beneficil travel and the promotion of trans
oceanic friendships) far outshone the difficulties.
Indeed, the major result of the
early complications was to prepare TAFF for unusual circumstances, and to' leave it with
broad policies that cover most situations. Administrators have grown 'wary of jumping to
conclusions., and TAFT has seemed always to rise above petty squabble.s.
'
■
■
"Nominating requirements are circulated throughout fandom in flyer sheets, and
printed in; various fan publications. After nominations close, the official TAFF ballot
is printed,, and it; specifies basic voting requirements as well as listing candidates and
their platforms. To stand as a candidate, a fan must meet four requirements; by constant
hashing over 'of. ’What is a fan?’ it has become assumed that if a body can meet these
requirements he or she is likely to make a good delegate, in the sense of TAFF’s purposes
and functions:

"(1) Five nominators—three from the fan’s own country and two from overseas. For
greater effect it’s best to get nominators from various parts of the fan domain,
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geography cal ly speaking. Naturally it would be an easy thing to get two or three
home-town fannish pals to sign; but five different fans, coming from five differ
ent parts of the world, each attracting to the candidate by their recommendation
the interest of different types of fans, will do a campaign the most good. No
longer can one lone fan nominate himself and get his name on the ballot.
”(2) A hundred-word platform, to appear on the official ballot. This should be written
by the nominating fans, and should at once boost the favorite, and acquaint the
general fan with his background—that is, it can’t be all jokes and boff to the
exclusion of facts about him, but it must also interest voters in him as a desir
able representative.

”(3) Five dollars (35 shillings in England) as bond of good faith, and a donation to
the Fund. Fans exist who would get nominated and entertain no intention of ever
making the trip—all to be on the ballot. The bond acts as a deterrent, and
helps the TAFF treasury. As it’s a bond of the candidate’s interest, reason
says he should provide it; often, however, the nominators prefer to put it up.

"(4) A statement signed by the candidate to the effect that he or she is ready, will
ing and able to make the trip, barring acts of God, etc. Coupled with (3), this
assures fandom of a slate of well-intentioned nominees.
"Arid so, by being really nothing more than an s-f fan able to talk intelligently with
any other enthusiast you might meet, you qualify to stand for TAFF."

Later in the Fandbook we went into more detail on what is expected of a TAFF candi
date—and of a TAFF winner:
"...TAFF candidates are closely inspected by the voters, and besides personality and
fannish accomplishments, such qualities as responsibility and maturity should figure in
arguments pro & con favorites.
"However, it’s obvious that there are a number of other factors to be considered in
obtaining candidates. The fact that a fan, be he old-timer or neo, enjoys a fair degree
of popularity among his fellow-fans isn’t, by far, everything required to make him ideal
TAFF material; he may be well-liked by several fans in certain areas—and not actually
disliked by anyone anywhere—but he still may not possess all the qualities that should
characterize a representative of his country and his national fandom.

"ideally, he should be a well-rounded fan, one who really knows fandean and its many
facets. It is assumed that he is a science-fiction or fantasy fan, not just a fan-forthe-sake-of-being-fannish fan, and that he attends conventions to enjoy both stfnal and
fannish elements—if he attends only for the panels arid auctions, he’s not likely to get
along with party-type people, and if he gets nothing out of cons except drunk he’s going
to distress and disappoint his hosts for the most part. .
"Just what is a ’well-rounded* fan? Well, to begin with, he should have a general
acquaintance with fandom, rather than being solely devoted to just one phase of crifanac.
Nobody can do everything—it’s a rare soul who attends meetings of the club in his local
area, reads all current science-fiction, gets to every convention within reach, publishes
fanzines and enjoys talking to everybody he meets—but obviously such a fan would be
nicely suited to be a TAFF candidate, and, if elected, would enjoy the trip to the utmost,
would delight the host country endlessly and would be well fitted to administer the Fund.
"Thus, the greater your store of these qualities, the better you will be suited to
stand for TAFF.
It takes time to acquire this general knowledge and enter the many fields
of activity available in fandom, and this indicates that a would-be candidate should have
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been in fandom for a reasonable period of time. Not since the Year One—but long enough
to have a speaking acquaintance with the various facets of our microcosmos.

"Through attending conventions, reading fanzines, corresponding and meeting other
fans, a potential candidate can get in-persoh knowledge of the sf fans in his own country
and some advance knowledge of the people who will host him on foreign soil. This perhaps
sums up the most basic requirements—that you know your hosts at least by name, and that
you know your fellow fans at home at least by name, and that you be able to talk to
people.
"Besides these personality qualities, there’s the head for business required by the
handling of large amounts of money. After the trip, the delegate’s duties as TAFF winner
have only just started—he and his opposite number across the Atlantic must administer
the Fund, and this is no small job.
"Upon election he will be given, not as charity but as an aid to his finances,’ $600;
this may be a lump-sum award, or part of it may be advanced and the rest given him over
seas, depending on the state of the TAFF treasury at the time. This is to cover jet fare
from the eastern U.S. to London—if he lives in the western part of America, or plans to
do extra traveling besides to-and-from the convention, it must be at his own expense. Any
such travel is naturally something extra for the winner and for the hosts—it makes the
trip more than a convention, and gives everyone an opportunity to meet the distant visitor.

"TAFF rules require that the winner attend the con but do not require that he travel
about visiting on his own. But he’s going to receive invitations to visit his hosts in
their homes, and must be able to afford travel from one city to the next.
In 195$, Ron
Bennett arrived in New York and was carried by a caravan of fans cross-country to Los
Angeles and back; but it won’t happen all the time, and travel can be expensive,

"The purpose of TAFF is to elect a candidate and to provide sufficient funds to aid
him in making the -trip. The funds can be managed so that he spends little or none of his
own money for plane or boat fares, but as we have seen, it depends on how far he wants to
travel outside the convention weekend. Fans leap at an opportunity to host TAFF winners,
or to drive them to or from conventions when it can be arranged to fit in with their per
sonal schedule, and the smart TAFFman will allow for this help—but not gamble on it.

"It should be emphasized that TAFF elections pick out a popular fan, and in no way
are the losers prevented from standing as often as they like.
If a-race is approached
with an ’all-or nothing’ attitude, the runners-up finish with a sour taste in the mouth.
But, everyone should remember that dozens of fans nominated and voted for each candidate,
and next year might turn the trick. Four fans have stood a. second time; runner-up John
Berry was supported by so active a group that he came to the u S. the year after winner
Ron Bennett, on a special Berry Fund; runner-up Eric Bentcliffe stood again five years
later, and won a solid victory.
"After the excitement and hustle of the trip, a TAFFman has to settle down to his
private life, his private fanac, and the administration of the Fund.
The latest TAFF
winner across the ocean becomes the senior Administrator, and the two of them set voting
qualifications, revise outdated rules, collect money, and set deadlines for campaigns.
Their decisions in all matters rule TAFF.
. "Raising money is one of their chief worries; the standard polling fee -of one dollar
does not bring in enough money for each trip; and many other sources are tapped—among
them special raffles and auctions, private donations beyond the minimum required coritribution, and, most, especially, large contributions from the proceeds of conventions. Start
ing in 1958; World Conventions have found themselves able to make gifts of over a hundred
dollars to TAFF after settling all their debts—these donations, which held at two hundred
dollars for three years running, have been the prime explanation for TAFF’s stability.
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"Another chief occupation for Administrators is raising candidates. It’s a
unique problem—acting mainly through correspondence, recruiting has to go on to get
people to stand up and announce their interest in one of fandom’s highest honors.
"The obvious path to candidates is; to ask people to ask their friends to stand; if a
group of fans approaches a popular, qualified potential candidate, the question can be so
placed that he agrees^ to be a candidate—no one should ever be required to do his own
campaigning.

"The British absolutely abhor self-centered horn-blowing—their candidates must be
asked to stand, and must allow others to conduct their campaigns. It amounts to a
national code of conduct, and at times they are quite surprised, to find Americans not only
active in their own campaigns, but supported in this activity by voters. No rules exist
on this topic—the Fund lets you and your nominators conduct the campaign as you like,
trusting to the voters to approve or condemn your methods.
(It might be noted that Ameri
can candidates are tending toward the U.K. attitude in recent years—but fans from each
side still and always will retain their characteristic, national attitudes toward TAFF.)

"Appearances by TAFF winners are taken for granted everywhere—a TAFFman may be .
anything from a noted visitor to a royally-hosted dignitary at his special convention
overseas, and should be prepared to "say a few words" for five minutes or half an hour.
Con committees may ask him to say something at the banquet, or to appear on a panel, or
to judge a costume ball—simple requests, remembering that many committees have been
generous enough to pay for the TAFF winner’s hotel room.
"Later, back home, he will still be a noted attendee at gatherings; his will be the
TAFF address for contributions and votes, and his election will have made him part of a
select group—former winners.

"And the report.
It all started with Willis, of course—after his hero’s tour of
the States in 1952, he wrote that eloquent memoir, The Harp Stateside. Each TAFF delegate
since then has written, a report to spread the experience of Ms trip to others—most of
them have appeared in single-volume form, others have been published only in serial form
in fanzines. It lias become one of TAFF’s traditions, without ever becoming a rule, that
the winner’s account of his trip be published for general distribution (proceeds beyond
cost are usually donated to the Fund).
"In conclusion, we hope you find the Trans-Atlantic Fan Fund as important and valu
able a part of fandom as we. do, whether you ever stand for election or not. As a science
fiction fan you may take part in the elections as nominator, voter, candidate or contri
butor; and your opinions on any part, of the Fund will always be read with interest by
the Administrators."
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TAFF ELECTIONS 195^-197^
Winners (underlined) and runners-up

195^5

A. Vincent Clarke, James White, Derek Pickles, Tony Thorne,
the trip.)

1955:

H. J. "Ken" Bulmer, Eric Bentcliffe, Terry Jeeves, Ted Tubb, Stuart Mackenzie.

1956:

Lee Hoffman. Forrest J. Ackerman, David Kyle> Lou Tabakow, Gertrude Carr, Wally
Weber, Hal Shapiro, Kent Corey.
(Lee declined, funds held over.)

(clarke did not make
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1957s Bob Madle, Stuart Hoffman, Richard Eney, Dick Ellington, Boyd Raeburn, Forrest J.
Ackerman, Ed McNulty, George Nims Raybin. (Ackerman withdrew soon after the start
of the voting.)
1958s Ron Bennett, John Berry, Dave Newnan, Roberta Wild. (Wild withdrew during campaign.)
1959s Don Ford, Terry Carr, Bjo Wells.

I960: Eric Bentcliffe, Mal Ashworth, H. P. Sanderson.
1961: Ron Ellik, Richard Eney.
1962: Ethel Lindsay, Eddie Jones.
1963s Wally Weber, Marion Z. Bradley, Bruce E. Pelz.

1964: Arthur Thomson, Phil Rogers.
1965: Terry Carr, Bill Donaho, Jock Root.
1966: Thomas Schldck, Eric Jones, Bo Stenfors, Pete Weston.

1967s None
1968: Steve Stiles, Ed Cox, Ted Johnstone.
19695 Eddie Jones, Bob Shaw.
1970: Elliot Shorter, Bill Rotsler, Charlie Brown.
1971: Mario Bosnyak, Per Insulander, Terry Jeeves, Pete Weston.
1972s None

1973: Len & June Moffatt, Howard Devore, Frank & Anne Dietz.
1974s Pete Weston, Peter Roberts.

TAFF PUBLICATIONS

TAFF TALES*

Ken Bulmer

A FAKEFAN IN LONDON*

Bob Madle

COLONIAL EXCURSIONS

Ron Bennett

TAFF BAEDEKER (2 parts)

Don Ford

EPITAFF

Eric Bentcliffe

THE SQUIRREL’S TALE

Ron Ellik

THE LINDSAY REPORT

Ethel Lindsay

ATOM ABROAD

Arthur Thomson

THE MOFFATT HOUSE ABROAD

Len & June Moffatt

* Not collected into a single volume
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